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PREFACE

The following study is a somewhat altered version of a doctoral dissertation
accepted at Brown University in June, 1963, as partial fulfillment of the require-
ments for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Department of Egyptology.1
I am indebted to Dr. Bernard V. Bothmer of the Brooklyn Museum for permis-
sion to publish the Brooklyn Papyri which form the basis of this study and for
supplying photographs and other essential information. I am also beholding
to the authorities of the British Museum for photographs of unpublished papyri
and to Professors M. Malinine and G. Botti through whom photographs of
other papyri became available to me.

Prof. George R. Hughes sent me some valuable comments on important
details. Prof. A. J. Sachs directed me to some useful references and saved me
from considerable wasted effort by advice regarding Mesopotamian legal sources.
In addition I am much indebted to Prof. A. L. Boegehold for many thought-pro-
voking conversations, for not a few references, and for having read and commen-
ted upon sizable portions of the original dissertation.

To my already lengthy list of creditors it is a pleasure to add Prof. Knut
Kleve, whose friendly and constant assistance places me permanently in debt to
him, Norges Almenvitenskapelige Forskningsråd, which has borne the cost of pub-
lication, and the authorities of the Symbolae Osloenses who have permitted me
to publish this study in their supplementary series.

Finally, I wish to record my lasting gratitude to Prof. R. A. Parker, my
respected teacher. He it was who brought the Brooklyn Papyri to my attention
and generously relinquished to me his right of publication.

The original dissertation was reviewed by Prof. Erwin Seidl, 1965, pp. 241—
244, and through his kindness came to the attention of other specialists in the
field of ancient law. Cf. Seidl, 1964, pp. 477 and 509; P(estman), 1966, p. 641;
Modrzejewski, 1967, p. 162; and Annual Egyptological Bibliography 1965 (Leiden,
1969) no. 65383.
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SIGNS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Derives from.
Develops into.
In transliterations and translations of demotic texts and in Greek
texts and translations of Greek texts: enclosing darnaged words or
parts of words restored by modern writers.

r Lnelosing words the reading or translation of which is open to question.
In transliterations, enclosing words not written by the scribe but pro-
bably present in the spoken language; in translations, enclosing words
added by the modern writer to clarify the sense. In Greek texts, en-
closing words abbreviated or represented by sigla.
Enclosing words omitted in error by the scribe.

1 Enclosing words to be deleted.
Enclosing words added above the linc b) the scribe by way of correc-
tion.
Beneath a Greek letter, indicating that the letter is damaged.

abn. abnormal.
Aegyptus. Aegyptos. Rirista italiana di egittologia e di papirologio.  Milano.
Aram. Aramaic.
AJSL American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures. Chicago.
ASAE Serrice des Antiquits. Annales.  Le Caire.
BCH Bolletin de Correspondance HeWnique. Paris.
C.d'E. Chronique d'Egypte. Bulletin periodique de la Fondation egyptologique

Reine Elisabeth. Bruxeiles.
Dem. Demotic.
Gr. Greck.
hier. hieratic.
I.G. Inscriptiones Graecae. Consilio et auctoritate Academiae Litterarum

Regiae Borussiae editae. Vols. 1-. Berlin, 1873—.
JEA The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology.  London.
JHS Journal of Hellenic Studies.  London.
LSJ9 A Greek-English Lexicon  compiled by Liddell and R. Scott.

A New Edition, etc. Oxford, 1940. 9" ed.



Mizraim. Mizraim. Journal of Papyrology, Egyptology, History of Ancient Laws
and Their Relations to the Ciuilizations of Bible Lands. New York.

OGIS W. Dittenberger. Orientis Graeci Inscriptiones Selectae. Vols. 1- 2.
Leipzig, 1903,1905.

P. Papyrus.
RE Realenzykloplidie der klassischen Altertumswissenschaft. Stuttgart.
SEG Supplementutn Epigraphicum Graecum. Leyden.
SIG W. Dittenberger. Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum.  2" ed. (Leipzig,

1898- 1901). 3rd ed. (Leipzig, 1915- 1924.)
Wb. A. Erman and H. Grapow. Wörterbuch der ågyptischen Sprache. Vols.

1- 5 and supplemems. (Leipzig, 1926- 1950).
ZAS Zeitschrift får iigyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde. Leipzig.
ZSS.RA. Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung ffir Rechtsgeschichte. Romanistische

Abteilung. Weimar.

Unless othennise indicated, the abbreviations for the Greek papyri are those em-
ployed by the Berichtigungsliste der griechischen Papyrusurkunden aus Aegypten,
Vols. 1-5 (Berlin-Leipzig; Leiden, 1922-1969).



INTROD UCTION

The three demotic papyri published here are the property of the Brook-

lyn Museum and bear the numbers 37.1796 E, 37.1802 E. and 37.1803 E.

All formerly belonged to the New York Historical Society and at that
time were numbered 378, 380, and 379 respectively.1

According to the records of the Brooklyn Museum Henry Abbott

acquired his papyri in Egypt between 1832 and 1852.2 The Museum's

records also indicate that numbers 37.1802E and 37.1803E came from

Saqqara and that the provenience of 37.1796 E was unknown.

In fact, all three Brooklyn papyri and demotic papyrus number 22

of the Bibliotheca Apostolica del Vaticano belong to the same archive

and doubtless are of the same provenience.

In all four texts the same man is creditor, all were drawn up within

a space of two days, and all were registered in the Anubieion at Saq-
qara.3

I have been unable to uncover any information about the discovery

of these documents; but insofar as they have no evident connection

1 New York Historical Society, 1915, p. 21. The Catalogue erroneously des-
cribes the papyri as recording sales of land.

2 For information about Abbott consult Dawson, 1951, p. 1; Wilson, 1964,
pp. 35, 39, and 213; and Adler, 1893, pp. XXI—XXXIV, esp. pp. XXXII—
XXXIII.

3 The Vatican papyrus was formely in the Vatican Museum. The number here
cited is that assigned to it in the catalogue of demotic papyri in the Bilbiotheca
Aposto1ica prepared by Prof. G. Botti. A hand-copy and translation of this text
were published by 17. Revillout, 1883, pp. 25-26 and pls. 6-7. Revillout also
published a translation of the body of this text in 1886, p. 85, and in 1903, pp.
1301-1303. The dating formula was discussed by Spiegelberg, 1903, pp. 13-14.



with the other demotic papyri found in the vicinity of Memphis, they

may constitute a separate find.1

The Brooklyn papyri have long been known to demotists, notice of

their existence and contents having been furnished by E. Revillout

in 1883.2 Both W. Spiegelberg and Sir Herbert Thompson had repro-

ductions of them which they used for the compilation of their demotic

dictionaries.3 K. Sethe also made use of them in his exemplary pub-

lication of demotic texts recording sureties: but apparently he had

only Revillout's hand-copies on which to rely. The Greek dockets have

been examined by E. Revillout, A. S. Hunt, E. Goodspeed, U. Wil-

cken, and H. C. Youtie.4

1 For a survey of the Greek and dernotic papyri from the Memphite area
which date to the Ptolemaic period consult Wilcken, 1927, pp. 1-6; Preisendanz,
1933, pp. 80-83; and Calderini, 1933, pp. 674-689.

2 Revillout, 1883, pp. 26-27 and pl. 7. He provided a hand-copy and trans-
lation of dem. pap. Brooklyn 37. 1802E. Thc numbers he gave for the papyri
are those assigned to them in the cataloque of Abbott's collection; Abbott

Collection, 1853, p. 28. Number 373 is dem. pap. Brooklyn 37. 1796E, number
374 is dem. pap. Brooklyn 37. 1803E, and number 375 is dem. pap. Brooklyn
37. 1802E. See also Revillout, 1903, pp. 1303-1304.

3 Spiegelberg, 1930, p. 56 and n. 3. Thompson had photographs which had
been sent to him by N.J. Re:ch.

4 Wilcken, 1927, p. 619. Prof. R. A. Parker informed me that photographs
of the dockets had been submitted to Youtie.



Chapter

DEMOTIC PAPYRUS BROOKLYN 37.1796E

Description:

Dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796 E documents a sale with deferred delivery,

dated February 15, 108 B.C., and in all likelihood comes from Saqqara

(v. Introduction). The main text is written on the  recto,  parallel with

the fibers. The signatures of the witnesses on the  cerso  are written

across the fibers. The papyrus, as preserved, has a maximum height

of 27.6 cm. and a maximum breadth of 14.9 cm.

Transcription:'

t-spl  9.  t  2  tpy pr. . t  3  sw] cri„).,4 (n)5  n3 pr -[ 	 4,6 KIwp]tr[3 irm

Ptwlmlys

[n3 ntr.w mr-mw.t7 nty 1k ,1b8] wcb9 31gs3ntrs irm n3 n[tr.w nty

lk 1111, irm

[n3 ntr. .w sn.w irm n3 ntr. w] irm n3 ntr.w mr-itrw irm

n3 ntr .w nty pr.(w) irm p3 ntr

[tny il=f" p ntr] mr-mw. t irm p ntr mnly [irm p3ntr

mnb13] irm t3 ntr.t

[mr-tnwit irm [n3 ntr w mr-nnv . t nty] 1k 1fb Ptwlmys s3 Pr-c3

Ptwlmys9

[irm t3 wcb .t" (n)] t3 [Pr-C3.t K]lwptr3 t3 ntr.t" mnly.t nty

mr-mw.t [nty lk lyb] t3 mr-hp

1 The restorations in the dating formula of dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796E are
based on the parallel dating formulae in dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1802E and 37.1803E
and in dem. P. Vat. 22. For a discussion of the dating formula of dem. P. Vat.
22 consult W. Spiegelberg, 1903, pp. 13-14.
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[13 nb.t kn]y'7 [irm 3yrw p3]1w'8 (n) 3Is.t  C3 .  t fl  mw.  t 

ntr irm t; wcb .[t (n)3rsyn3] t; mr-itrs

lrm [131 f3y [klm2° (n) t3] Pr-c3. t K1HTtr; 13 ntr. . t mnh.t nty

mr-mw.t nty lk lib

13 tnr-hp t3 nb . t kny irm t3 1.3y nmwil (n) t; Pr-C3.t IC[1]wptr3 13

mr.t

mnh.t [nty mr-mw. .t nty lk lyb] t; mr-hp t; nb.t kny irm t; f3y tn

(n) nb m-b3ly

Brsyn; 13 mr-sn] irm t; f3y. .t kny B3r[nyg]3 t3 nmh.t

[my] n Rc-[tyd t}22 dd23 wyc24  rmt  (n)25 (t,t)p3

(n) Wn--  -127 Dd-hr-p3-111)"

s; Elr-m-hb m[w. . tr]f [7-3-(n t)-w3] n y29 rmt (n) Pr-hn-'Inp3°

nty hr n3 shn.w n A/In-nfr31-32

Elr-m-hy33 s; 11r-Unp nm. trf (T3-(nt)-)wn-bs dvrk nry34 swn35 (n)
rl nntyn-137

6 112 114 t3yrw pSy  I T
-1 3 114 118 (r)

E 	 '  " krtny[nr 6 1/2 1/4  cn-32

(n)38  rc-w173" 4try st (n) dr .14,..4o /13. •ry mty [n-imrw (n) iwty] sp nb

mtwry
17.K 41 (n) n3 pr.w nty hry pr. .w drrw iwrw  wcb42 (n) iwty sn-nw (n)

t; i[yp]. t' (n) (n) Pr-hn-)Inp

nty wd3 irm p3yrs gs144 nty wd; iwrw hyrw iwrw f3yrw iwrw

swtyrw r dr.Irk (n) p3yrk

C. wy45 nty (n) Pr-hn-)Inp  1.13. t-sp 9. t tpy s'mw ibd 2 SMw" r ibd

[2 (n) 13 rnp. t] nty lyry (n) 1,d (n)

ip nb mdt nb (n) p3 t; n; pr.w47 n-imrw nty iw bn iwry[dy.t st]

nrk (n) p3yrw sw n dy.t" nty hry

iwry dy t st nrk irm p3yrw 1 r I 1/2" (n) p3 ibd nty m-s3f5° n htr (n)

iwty mn" g; wc hrw

hn hrw 2 (n)sw nb n mdw irmry52 (r)-db3.1rw nty i(w)rk (r) irrf m-s3

p3y-w sw dy.t nty hry-32

bn53 iwry rh dy. t nrk ky sw r-rrw54 bn iwry nli dd dyry nrk
pr n-intrw (n) iwty iw nty nb nty mtwry n3 nty iwry dy. t hprrw

t; iwy. .1" (n) p; hp

(n) p3 sh nty hry bn57 iwry rh dd irry nrk r h mdt nb nty hry r p3 sh

nty hry (n) dr.Irk p3yrk rd58
p; nty nly1 r mdt nb nty iwrf (r) ddrw" irmry (n) rn (n) mdt nb nty
lyry mtwry irrw (r) hrwrf" (n) htr
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(n) iwty m[n iw (n) p; bik < rrnt (n)>,  p  3
dmy (n)rp; nty hry-32

lir-m-[hy]62 s3 Wn-nfr mw.t.f T34ry.t-(n)-Ijp dd63 mdt nb
nty hry

mt[y n-imrw] m-s3rv65 (n) ir nrk (r) h rndt nh nty hry (r) h
p; nty sh hry n htr (n) iwty  mn66

iwrw dd[(n) p3 s 2 1}(w)rk in-s; p3yrk mr67 n-imrn (n)p3s 2 r ir nrk
p3 hp

(n) p; sh [nty lyry i(w)rk] rnr hpr ni-s3rn (n) p; s 2 i(11;).k.68hpr sh69
P3-dy-Wsir" s; Nhtrw

The Greek Docket:

"E-rov;- 9 ri5fil Å åvayi'yp(arcrat) iv T(1)-'1 Av(Ovfilek01)] (.5.1[' Hpa]
1:261[(5oul"

The Witnesses (on the verso):



lir- (s3)n 


P;(-n) (s3)n
Ijr- nfrT (s3) P3-dy-TNit 	 (r  witness no. 5 of dem. P.

Brooklyn 37.1803 E)
(s3)n 	  witness no. 6 of dem. P.

Brooklyn 37.1803 E)
P3- n 	 (s3)  Ijr- 	 fl

P3- T  (53) n

1-  (s3) 	 fl

-P3-dy-  (s3)n 


P3- r  (s3) 	
'Iy-   (s3)E 


12 r-   (s3)  fl

Translation:

[Regnal-year1 nine2, first month of winter3], last [day]4, of the
Ki[ngs,6 Kleopa]tr[a and Ptolem]aios,
[the mother-loving' gods who cause sorrow to cease8], (and of)
the priest9 (of) Alexandros and the g[ods who cause sorlrow [to
cease] and
[the brother and sister gods and the] beneficent" [gods] and the
father-loving gods and the gods who are come forth and the god
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[who nonored his father," and the] mother-loving [god] and the

young father-loving godu [and the beneficent'3 god] and the

[rnother-lov]ing goddess and [the mother-loving gods who] cause

sorrow to cease, (who is) Ptolemaios, son of king Ptolemaios,9

[and of the priestess" of] the [Queen, K]leopatra, the beneficent

goddess15 who loves her mother (and) [who causes sorrow to

cease], the lover of justice16,

[the mistress of vic]tory", [and of the hieros po]los'8 of Isis, the

great, mother of god, and of the prieste[ss of Arsi-



noe], the lover of her father,

and of [the] bearer [of the crown" of the] Queen, Kleopatra, the

beneficent goddess who loves her mother (and) who causes sorrow

to cease,

the lover of justice, the mistress of victory, and of the bearer of

fire" of the Queen, K[l]eopatra, the

beneficent goddess [who loves her mother (and) who causes sorrow

to cease], the lover of justice, the mistress of victory, and of the

bearer of the golden basket before

[Arsinoe, the brother-loving], and of the bearer of the prile of

victory before Ber[enik]e, the bencficent,

[who] are in Ra[kote].22The farmer" and resident of" Per-r,

(in) the district of Wen--   n27 Teosphib28,

the son of Harrnais and whose mother is Tawe, has said23 to the

merchant" and resident of Perhenanup" which is under (the

supervision of) the oikonornoi of Mernphis3t-32

Harmakhis, the son of Herienupis (and) whose mother is Ta-

gornbes,33 "You have given to me34 the price (of)
six and three quarters   (of)

36 -37 their half being three and three eightlis   T (of)
, _

	 (making) six and three quarters

(of) F
  ' again, -32

subject to3' claim.39 1 have received them from you." My heart

is satisfied [with thern, there being no] remainder at all. 1 shall

pay4' to you the seed grain which is (specified) above in full, all

the seed grain being pure', unadulterated, (measured) by the
oipe-measure" (of) the dromos (of)Perhenanup

which is sound together with its 'striker-44 which is sound, meas-

ured, transported, and delivered to you, (to) your
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house" which is (in) Perhenanup, by regnal-year nine, first month

of summer (or) second month of summer," making [two] months

[(of) the year] which is (specified) above, without receiving

any credit (or) anything in the world. (As for) the seed-grain47

thereof which I shall not [deliver] to you (in) its term for delivery"

which is (specified) above,

I shall deliver it to you increased by one half (in) the month after

it,5° necessarily (and) without delay", (or) on one day

within two days (of) any day of discussing with me" about it

which you will do after its term for delivery which is (specified)

above.-32

1 shall not" be able to set for you another term with respect to

them." I shall not be able to say, 'I have given you

seed grain thereof,' without a receipt.55 All that is mine together

with that which I shall acquire is the security56 (of) the right

(of) the instrument which is above. I shall not be able to say, 'I

have performed for you in accordance with everything which is

(specified) above,' while the instrument which is above is in your

hand. Your representative"

is the one who is to be believed with regard to everything which

he will say59 to me (in) the name (of) everything which is (specified)

above; and I shall perform them (at) his bidding60, necessarily

(and)
without delay." The servant of the falcon (and) 1" < resident of >

 61 the town (of) Pthe district which is (specified)

above -32

Harm[akhisr, the son of Onnophris (and) whose mother is Tshe-

renhap, has (also) said,63 "Do64 everything which is (specified)

above. My heart

is satis[fied therewith]. You have a claim against rne65 to perform

for you in accordance with everything which is (specilled) above

(and) in accordance with what is written above, necessarily (and)

without66

They [both] have said, "You have a claim against whomever of
the two of us vou desire67, to perform for you the right

(of) the instrument [which is above. If you] desire to lay claim
against both of Us, (then) you" will (lay clairn)." Written by69

Petosiris" the son of Nakhtu.

2 Three Demotic Papyri
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The Greek Docket:
In year nine, [on the thirtieth of] T[ybi, (it was) registered in the
An(ubieion)] by [I-Iera]klei[des].

The Witnesses (on the rerso):
There are the remains of the names of 12 witnesses, but I am
unable to read them.

Commentary:
For the discussion concerning reading of the group

consult E. Edel, 1949, pp. 35-39 and 1955, §§ 412-413; Gardiner,
1949, pp. 165-171; G. Mattha, 1962, pp. 17-20; and J. von Beckerath,
1969, pp. 88-91.
In the dernotic writings of "regnal year" at the beinning of legal

instruments the tick which represents the notch on the year stick

({) underwent an elaboration which ultimately produced a group
that can be transcribed as or, in extreme cases, even as .
Griffith. 1909,111 p. 254 n. 1, who tirst pointed out this phenomenon,

suggested that it began only as a "showy writing" but "gradually took
the form of the demotic in accordance with the etymology
and sound of the word h-sp."

Spiegelberg, 1912,. p. 126, was inclined to read the group as the
definite article but subsequently, 1913, p. 138 and n. 3, at the
suggestion of Sethe, read which he held was the feminine end-
ing of an earlier .

The restoration of the vear date is based on the parallel texts,
dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1803E/1 and dem. P. Vat. 22/1. The Greek docket
is badly damaged and the reading of the year number as "9" is not
absolutely certain although the traces do not argue against this reading.

The restoration of  tpy pr. t,'  "firs tmonth of winter", is based
on the parallel dates in the other Brooklyn papyri and in dem P.
Vat. 22. These dates are secured by the Greek dockets.

By the time our texts were drawn up the months had acquired
names derived from festivals and wete no longer linked to the seasons
(v. Gardiner, 1957, p. 205 n. 10). Probably the group transliterated

The demotic writings of pr.t and of S'rnware sometimes difficult to distin-
guish. V. Sethe, 1918: 2, pp. 290-291, and Sottas, 1921, p. 5.
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tpy pr t  was read as the Egyptian prototype of the Greek month name
Ttifir.'

There is no doubt as to the reading  of crlyy,  "last", even though
the corresponding date in the Greek docket is in lacuna and cannot
support it.

It is not certain that  sw,  "day of the month," should be read
before Crkv (v. Edel, 1955, § 420). In Coptic the last day of the month
was written simply AXKE. On the reading  sw  for o in dates consult

Gardiner, 1957, p. 203 and note 3.

Griffith, 1909, III p. 33, observed that the day of the month
"never" occurred in the dating forrnulae of demotic instruments "until

late in the Ptolernaic age." This statement should be qualified. The
following demotic instruments give the da  of the month:

dem. P. Louvre E 706 (Psammetik 11),

dem. P. Lille 27 (v. Malinine, 1950-1951, p. 34; reign of Artaxer-
xes III?),

dem. P. Louvre 2430 (Darius III),

dem. P. Lou  re 2440 (Alexander IV),

dem. P. Zenon 3 and 4 (Ptolemy II),

dem. P. Lille 4 (Ptolemy II),

dem. 0. BM 5865 (Ptolemy II),

dem. P. Louvre 3263 (Ptolemy III), and
dem. P. BM 10026 and 10591 (Ptolemy V).

From the reign of Ptolemy VI on the day of the month was regularly
recorded. When no day is given, it is assumed that the first day of the
month was meant.  V.  Glanville, 1939, I p. xxvii note 4, and Amir,

1959, p. 73 n. 1.

The genitival  n  is written out in dem. P. Cairo Jour. 34662/1
(129 /8 B.C.) and dem. P. BM 10075 '1 (64 /3 B.C.).

In dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1802 E 'I and 37.1803 E, 1 the plural
determinative follows the group for  cnb, wc13, snb,  "life, prosperity,
and health": and this shows that the group was no longer read. For
this reason I have omitted it from my transliteration.

Several of the cult names of the Ptolemies are formed in Greek

1 J• ern , 1943, pp. 173-181.
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by a compound the first element of which is or  (o1),o- (e.g.

2(nrci-z-(9p, wi.opti-uop  and their plural forms).' The  qn).-,

element is translated into demotic by a form of the verb  mr,

"to love", followed by the appropriate noun. The morphology of the

verb  mr  is invariable, but the nouns appear in various constructions.

The following are the variant demotic forms of the Greek cult names

compounded with which are known to me:

A.  y9t2o7uirc9p, "the father-loving"

1.  &(5,-;

p3 ntr mr-it  (dem. P. Cairo 30603/1)

p3 ntr mr-it=1. (dem. P. Reinach 4/5 and dem. P. Frankfort,

1. 2)

2.  'Aputvén 1).07U'IT()1)

t3  nir-it  (dem. P. Berlin 13593/2 and dem. P. Cairo 30607/2)

t3  mr-it=s  (dem. P. BM 10624/10, dem. P. Mich. 4200/5)

t3  mr-it.w  (dem. P. Hamburg 1/3, by error of the notary)

3.  Choi

n3 ntr. .w mr-it  (dem. P. Cairo 30607/2)

n3  ntr .w mr-it=w  (dem. P. Turin 2129/1 and dem. P. Loeb

62/2)2

B. g01).0,111iTOV, "the mother-loving-

1. CIEb;  g9l2optjtcop

p3ntr mr-mw. .1  (dem. P. Cairo 30603/1)

p3  ntr mr-mw. t=f  (dem. P. Frankfort, I. 2)

2.  0Eix oti,optjz-wp

t3  ntr.t mr-mw.t  (dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1803E/4)

m3ntr. t nty mr mw.t  (dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1803E/5)

3.  0e.oi w2omjropc;

n3 ntr.w 1711.-MW t  (dem. P. Cairo 30603/1,2)

n3  ntr.w mr-mw.trw.  (dem. P. Reinach 4/6 and dem. P. Cairo

31079 '4)

V. Normann, 1952, and Landfester, 1966.
2 V. Griffith, 1909, III p. 271 n. 8.
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n; ntr. .w mr- t3yrw /n3 y=w mw. .t  (it is impossible to distin-
guish n3y=w and  t3y=w  in the demotic writings; the editors
read  n3y=w in dem. P. BM 1059 I rt. 10/17 and  t3y=w  in dem.
P. BM 10593/1 and 10594/1)

C. ltuvÅO, "brother-loving"

1. t9E(‘).; W).d(5I:490.;

p3 ntr tnr-sn  (dem. P. BM 10075/1 and dem. P. Louvre
2417)
p3 ntr mr-sn . w  (dem. P. Cairo 50149/2 by error of the notary)

2.  Apatv67 yoi),(iåe).00;
t3  mr-sn  (dem. P. Cairo 30601/1 and dem. P. Lille 21/4)
t; mr-sn . t  (the idiosyncracy of a single notary, v. Lfiddec-
kens, 1960, p. 219 n. 612)

In the demotic renderings of  qn/lorcci-rwp and çoiÅojnrwp  the second
element either stands alone or is in the  status pronominalis  (having the
suffixes f  or  s).  By analogy it would be reasonable to construe the w
which frequently appears in the demotic renderings of  oii.onitropv;
and  w).olojrope.-,- as the 3rd pers. pl. suffix pronoun; and this conclus-
ion is supported by the renderings  mr- ri3r.w,t3y=w mw.t  (v. B. 3, c
supra).'

The verb-form  mr  poses difficulties. Spiegelberg, 1925, § 244 pp.
112-113, reservedly suggested that  mr  be construed as the demotic
equivalent of the Coptic  participium conjunctum  (henceforth abbre-
viated  p. c.)  He made direct reference only to  mr-sn (*mai  coN)
and to  mr-it (*mmelarr).

Since the  p.c.  is morphologically discernible only in Coptic, any
discussion of the  p. c.  must begin with the Coptic usage.

It is commonly asserted in the grammars that the second element in
a Coptic  p. c.  construction has no article, and none of the recent Coptic

	

Griffith, 1909, III p. 271 n. 8, construed the w of as the suffix pronoun
on the analogy of mr - itrf; but since he was unaware of examples of the rendering
mr - mw.t.f, he construed the w of mr - mw.t=w as the plural determinative (v. op.
cit. p. 353 and p. 271 n. 8).
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grammars cite any examples with the article.' Stern also said that no

article was used, but in a footnote he observed that because was

so commonly employed it could take the definite article.2 Later W.

Hengstenberg called attention to examples of the Coptic  p.c.  construc-

tions whose second elements were determined by either the definite

or the possessive article.3 He observed that the articles indicated that

all the nouns were plural and that nouns that have a morphologically

distinct plural form never employ that plural form unless the definite

or possessive article precedes it. He concluded that the employment

of the article was indispensable if a plural noun were to be constructed

with ap.  c.4  There are, however, very few examples upon which to base

any conclusions. Since most Coptic nouns do not have distinet plural

forms, it is impossible to ascertain their grammatical number if no

article precedes them or if they are not referred to in a context which

indicates their number. The sense of some of the examples cited by

Hengstenberg requires the article: MINerp4H means "one who

loves  The Scriptures"  not "one who loves writings (as such)", and

oyam NECICKIM refers to a man "who cats his (own) grey hairs" not

"one who (regularly) eats grey hairs". The demonstrable facts are (1)

that the definite or possessive article is used with plural nouns as the

second elements of  p.c.  constructions, (2) that the indefinite articles

are not used in  p.c.  construetions, and (3) that no morphologically

distinct plural nouns stand alone as second elements in  p.c.  construc-

tions.

Therc are also a few examples in Crum, 1939, of  p.c.  constructions

in which the singular definite or possessive article is employed :

Till, 1961, § 80, says that the second element usua1l takes no article; but he
cites no exarnples with the article. Steindorff, 1951, says categorically that no
article is used; and Mallon-Malinine and Plumley cite no examples with the
article. Lexa, 1947-51, § 533 p. 475, and Ort-Geuthner, 1936, § 273 p. 141, both
state that the article is not used in either Coptic or demotic.

2 Stern, 1880, p. 80 n. 1. He regarded m2di— as an exceptional case.
3 Hengstenberg, 1936, p. 145.
4 He so formulated his rule that it could be interpreted as permitting the use

of indefinite article with plural nouns. Neither his examples nor those cited by
Crum under 49 different p.c. nor the examples given in the grammars furnish a
single instance of the use of the indefinite articles, and it appears therefore that
they were not used in this construction.
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mainey2al,
MAITTCyMTON,

M.ICTITENMTON, and
MXI17EXC.

Finally, I have found in Crum, 1939, the following instances of nouns
in the  status pronominalis  in  p.c.  constructions:

mai yacci,
MalT.A.E10q,

MX121-ITC,

Aa51-ITCh

Td.M w
cyam re-rq (var. cgamoyrwre),
6aNn.xclay,
6a.A.u2ray, and
Kaiczpaq.

The absolute forms 29 and 21-1 also occur in  p.c.  constructions:
BXT20, (92.13e20, K24.K.20, A.2.132H, and MX12.1-1; and it is therefore
clear that the suffixes were not a grammatical necessity. Moreover,
since nouns determined by definite and possesive articles are used with
p.c.,  there is no obvious reason why nouns determined by suffix pro-
nouns should not also be used in this construction. As was the case
with nouns with no article, it is impossible to ascertain whether the
nouns with suffixes are to be construed as singular or plural. In con-
clusion, then, the Coptic  p.c.  is constructed either with nouns with no
article or with determined nouns.

An examination of the demotic renderings of the Greek ),-IyatÅo-
compounds reveals that all the nouns which follow  rnr  are either deter-
mined by possessive articles or suffix pronouns or have no article.
These nouns would, therefore, be permissible second elements in Cop-
tic  p. c.  constructions. Further, in the writing  t3mr sn t (= w26.1(582,y9o,
C,2,b above) which occurs in several documents written by the same
notary it is most unlikely that by placing a  t  after  sn  the notary meant
to write  sn .t,  "sister," and to denote Arsinoe as "the sister-loving".
Mr-sn  is better construed as a compound of which  t  is the feminine
determinative; and if  mr-sn  is a compound, then it is probable that
all the demotic epithets formed with  mr  are also compounds. Lastly,
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it may be noted that the Coptic  p.c. M2.1 < mr)  is commonly used to

translate (Crurn, 1939, p. 156 b). It is, therefore, probable that

mr  is to be construed as a demotic  p. c.

§ 8 a) The verb lk,"to cause to cease," is an infinitive in the demotic

construction which is the ancestor of the Coptic Present I. Presum-

ably it is in the  status constructus,  which is permissible in the Coptic

Present I for verbs whose dircct objects have no article. Thus  nty 1k

1.11) (*eTA.62H BEA) should mcan "who are causing sorrow to cease".

This epithet appears in dating formulae from Memphis1 and from

Gebelên (dem. P. Ryl. 16/1 [152 B.C.] and dem. P. Adler 1/1 [125

B. C.]).

In the dating formulae of other texts  lexti7p8;  was translated

by  nty n,fim. "who save". I have examples from the Fayiim  (e. g.  dem.

P. BM 10622/3 [173 B.C.] and dem. P. Cairo 31079 3 [106 5 B. C.1) and

from Gebelên  (e.g.  dem. P. Ryl 17 1 [118 B. C.] and 18,11 [117 B. C.]);

but as yet I have found no occurrences in documents from Memphis.

In dem. P. BM 10589'1 (157 B.C.), from Siut, the writing

n3 ntr. .w E Sw(tr)Tis  used to render  080i £(97t7pe.;-.

§ 9. a) The phrase wch ;1g.s.;ntrws(variant texts give  p3wc631gs3ntrws)

corresponds to  E(03 iepEco:.;  "in the time of the priest of

Alexander". When the name of the priest is given the phrase may be

construed as a circumstantial sentence:

wcb 31gs3ntrws — — — NN,  or

NN n wcb 31gs3ntrws — —

"NN being priest of Alexander — — —

In many texts the circumstantial  1w  is written before wch  (e.g.  dem. P.

Loeb 62/1-3 and dem. P. Cairo 30601/1). In a number of texts in which

the priest is named, no circumstantial  iw  is written even though the

designations of the other Alexandrian priests and priestesses are in-

troduced by the circumstantial  iw (e.g.  dem. P. Lille 21/2, dem. P.

N.Y. Hist. Soc. 373a/1 [ = dem. P. Brooklyn acc. no. 37.1839 E—A],

and dem. P. BM 10624 '2). In dem. P. BM 10593/1 wcti is preceded by

iw,  but no priest is named. Since none of the other priests and priest-

1 V., in addition to the Brook ly n papy ri published here and dem P. Vat. 22 2,
dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1839 E-A 1 (200 B.C.), dem. P. Ley den 373a 1 (131 130
B.C.), and dem. P. Cairo 30602, 1 (115 B.C.).
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esses are named in this document, it is likely that the lw was written
erroneously rather than that the name was omitted.

When the priest of Alexander is not named, it appears that  wcb

should be taken as coordinate with the  Pr-c3  (or  Pr-c-3 w)  that precedes.

This is supported by the frequent occurrence of the coordinating
preposition  irm,  "together with," before  wcb (e.g.  dem. P. Ryl. 17'1,
dem. P. Turin 2129 1, and dem. P. Strassburg 56 2).

On the priest of Alexander consult Ijsewijn, 1961, pp. 134-136.
A fundamental study of the Ptolernaic royal cult and its Pharaonic

background is Nock, 1930, pp. 1-62, esp. pp. 4- 16.

In dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796 E  '5  the priest of Alexander is named
and is none other than king Ptolemy IX Soter II himself. He is also

named as priest of Alexander in this year (regnal year 9) in the Greek
dating forrnula to Gr. P. Lond. 3.881'2 (pp. 11-12) from Gebelên.
Our text provides the first demotic dating formula yet attested in
which Soter II is named as priest of Alexander in this year; and it
should be added to Glanville and Skeat's list, 1954, p. 57.'

The only other demotic dating formulae hitherto noted as nam ing
Soter II as priest of Alexander are dem. P. Cairo 30602 1-2 and 30603/
l-2 of regnal year 2.2 There are, however, good reasons for thinking

that he is named in several other demotic papyri which have escaped
notice.

In their discussion of the dating formulae of the joint reign of Kle-
opatra III and Soter II, Otto and Bengtson, 1938, p. 137 n. 5, observed

that in several demotic papyri Kleopatra Ill and Soter II (the  ,9t.oi

q)i)_oprj-rope; creirt)  are omitted from the list of deified Ptolemies
or are referred to only by the mixed designation "Philom'ëtores Såtr"
instead of "Philom-ëtores Söfëres," and that in other demotic papyri
Soter II alone is listed  (•98(); y9t).olujrwp o-(9-r4p). On the basis of those
demotic texts in which "the god Philomtör Sötër" is listed but not

the "gods Philometores Soteres" Otto and Bengtson,  op. cit.  pp. 126-
127 and p. 137, postulated the existence of an official (and hence

1 For the designation of Soter 11 as Ptwlmys s pr-C3 Ptwimys, "Ptolemaios
son of king Ptolemaios," compare Gr. P. Tebt. 3.810: [17ro).stictiov 1-06 yEvollEvoll)

fiam).&); Ilro;teflaim) tetti fiami.imm; [Khozcirpap rit; 7ovall(M; 771pecfivrcirov.
V. Skeat, 1954, p. 54(47), and Otto and Bengtson, 1938, p. 46 n. 2.

2 J base this statement on Glanville and Skeat's List(op. cit. 56-57) and on
Otto and Bengtson, op. cit. p. 136 and 137 n. 5.
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presumably Greek) dating formula in which only Soter II was enu-

merated among the deified Ptolemies.

As examples of the omission of "the gods Philomtores Sötëres"

from the lists in which the "god Philomëtôr S6t-ër" appears they cited

dem. P. Turin [Reich, 1936, pls. 3-4, lines 2-5], dem. P. Field Mus.

( = No. 31323 Acc. No. 126) lines 2-5, and dem. P. Berlin 3103/2-4.

As an example of the omission of both "the Qods Philometores Soteres"

and the "god Philonitör Sötër" from the list during the joint reign

they cited dem. P. Ryl 24/2-4. As examples of the "mixed" form, "the

gods Philorntores they cited dem. P. Ryl. 22/1 and dem. P.

Cairo 50126 '1-2 and 5012824. Lastly, they emphasized that at the

beginning of dem. P. Cairo 30602/1 Kleopatra III and Soter II are

desiulated "the kings Kleopatra and Ptolemaios, the god  (sic)  Philo-

m-ëtb-r Sät2r"  (n3 Pr-c;.w KIwptr; irm PtwInlys p; ntr inr-rnw.t nty

lk 111)) while in dem. P. Cairo 30603/1 written on the same date and by

the same notary they are designated "the kings Kleopatra and Ptole-
maios, the gods  (sic)  Philontores Sötres".

Let it be stated at the outset that the designation in dem. P. Cairo

30602/1 is unique and that all the other demotic formulae of this reign

known to me refer at the same point in the dating formula to "the gods

Philorntores SI,Wres". The fact that the sister document dem. P.

Cairo 30603 '1 conforms to the normal usage is alone sufficient to

regard "the god" in dem. P. Cairo 30602/1 as a  lapsus calann.

In dem. P. Ryl. 22 '1-2 we find the mixed form "the gods Philomto-

res, the SC)ti'r"  (n; ntr. . w inr-mw. . trw p ; Swtr).  Otto and Bengtson's other

exannples are dem. P. Cairo 50126 fl, "the gods Philom-tores, SCptr"

(n; ntr w mr-mw.trw. nbrn)  and dem. P. Cairo 50128/2-4 (the same).
But in both these texts one should read not  nlint  but  nty nljrn (cf  dem.

P. Cairo 50126/2 and 50128/2 where the editor read the same group

as  nty  Thus dem. P. Ryl. 22/1 stands alone as the representative

for the "rnixed" form.

There remain the lists in which "the gods Philomëtores S6tfëres"
are omitted but the "god Philomtär S6tër- appears and the single
instance in which both are omitted. Dem. P. Ryl. 24/2-4 is the only

text in which all mention of Kleopatra III and Soter II is omitted from

the list of the deified Ptolemies; but it should be observed that "the

king Ptolemy, the god Philomtör Sötër" immediately precedes the
list.
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In dem. P. Berlin 3103, dem. P. Turin, and dem. P. Field Mus.,

cited above, "the gods Philorntores SCnres- are ornitted from the

list but the "god Philomtör Sc5tr" appears both at the end of the list

and immediately before the beginning of the list. Immediately prece-

ding " the Philomëtör, the  SC)tër"(p3mr-mw.t.fp3Swtr)in  the lists of

these texts there occur "the gods Euergetai". Until the death of Euer-

gets II (June 28, 116 B.C.) the list regularly ended ith "the gods

Euergetai" (n3  ntr.w  whereas after that date one usually finds

"the god Euergets, the gods Philomtores" (p3  ntr mnly, n3 ntr.w

mr-nw.trw)  closing the list. In the case of dem. P. Ryl. 24/2-4 the list

ends with n3  ntr.w mn1J.w.  The year date of this text is in lacuna:

but Griftith, the editor, brought forth compelling reasons for restoring

"regnal year 4", which would date the document to July 15, 113 B.C.

(i.e.  only three years after the death of Euergetes II). It would not be

at all surprising if the scribe had simply continued to reproduce the

old list from the the reign of Euergetes for several years after his death.

Now it is known from the Greek papyri that Soter II functioned as

priest of Alexander and of the deified Ptolemies during regnal years

2-6, 8-9, and 11 of his joint reign with Kleopatra III. Dem. P. Berlin

3103 (year 4) and dem. P. Field Mus. (year 9) date to years in which

Soter 11 is known to have functioned as priest. The date of dem. P.

Ryl. 22 is lost in lacuna; and dem. P. Turin (year 10) dates to a year
for which  we  have no evidence. It will be noted that in all three texts

whose dates are assured "the god PhilomëtC)r Sätr" follows the name

Ptolemaios at the beginning of the dating formula and at the end of

the list of deified Ptolemies. In all three cases "the gods Euergetai"

(n3 ntr.w mn1J.w),  which came at the end of the list during the reign

of Euergetes II, immediately precede "the god Philontôr SötW. I

suggest, therefore, that -the god Philorn.C;tör SOtr- at the end of the

list is not to be taken as another deitied Ptolemy but as the name of the

priest of Alexander and the deified Ptolemies,  i.e.  Soter II himself.
Dem. P. Ryl. 221 ends its list of the deified Ptolemies with "the

gods Euergetai, the gods Philomtores, the Söti5r" (n3  ntr.w nmh.w,

n3 ntr.w mr-mw. trw, p3 Swtr);  and dem. P. Cairo 50126,1-2 ends

its list with "the god Euergetes and the gods Philometores Soteres,

the Soter"  (p3 ntr mnh irm n3 ntr.w mr-tnw.trw nty nhm p3swtr).

Thus dem. P. Ryl. 22 still has the "gods Euergetai" (n3  ntr.w innh.w),
who ended the old list before Euergetes' death, but has added "the
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gods Philomëtores"  (n3 ntr.w mr-mw. .t=w).  Dem. P. Cairo 50126/1-2

has made the change from "the gods Euergetai"  (n3 ntr.w mnh.w)

to "the god Euergets-  (p3 ntr mnh)  as well as having added the full

cult title of Kleopatra III and Soter II, "the gods Philometores So-

teres-  (n3 ntr.w mr-mw. tii nty nhm).  At the end of both lists appears

p3 swtr;  and I suggest that this too is a designation of Soter II as priest

rather than an addition to the list. I lay great emphasis on the fact

that whereas Soter II is well attested in the Greek papyri as the priest

he is  nowhere listed separatelv  among the deified Ptolemies during his

joint reign with Kleopatra III.

I suggest the following explanation for the phenomena observed by

Otto and Bengtson:

After the death of Euergetes II (June 28, 116 B.C.) Soter II was

associated with Kleopatra III and became priest of Alexander and

could therefore be named as priest in the dating formulae.
By April 6, 115 B.C. (dem. P. Cairo 30603/1-2)' "the gods Philo-

metores Soteres" had been added to the list of the deified Ptole-

mies: but some of the Egyptian notaries had not yet effected the

change from "the gods Euergetai" to the "god Euergetes" (dem.

P. Ryl. 20/1-2 [Oct, 29, 116 B.C.], dem. P. Cairo 30602/2 and

30603/2 [both April 6, 115 B.C.]).

Some of the Egyptian notaries continued to employ the dating

formula that was published at the beginning of the joint reign of

Soter II and Kleopatra III which ended with "the gods Euergetai",

omitted "the gods Philometores Soteres", and named Soter

(p3 ntr mr-mw. . tfp3 swtr)  as Priest of Alexander (dem. P. Berlin

3103, dem. P. Turin, and dem. P. Field Mus.).
Dem. P. Ryl. 24/2-4 (and dem. P. Adler 3/3) followed the dating

formula used before the beginning of the joint reign and also did

not name the priest of Alexander and the deilied Ptolemies.
Thus if our conclusions be acceptcd, we have demotic texts which

name Soter II as the priest of Alexander and of the deified Ptolemies
in the following forms:

Dem. P. Cairo 30603 still has "the gods Euergetai-; but by year 3 (dem. P.
Cairo 50128 [March 11, 114 B.C.] and cf. Gr. P. Grenf. 1.25) some of the Egy p-
tian notaries had effected the change from the -gods Euergetai" to "the god
Euergetes".
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"king Ptolemaios, the god Philomtör Sötr" (dem. P. Cairo

30602 2 and 30603 2)

"Ptolernaios son of Pharaoh Ptolemaios" (dem. P. Brooklyn

37.1796 E '5)

"the Philometor, the SC)tr" (dem. P. Berlin 3103 4, dem. P. Turin

line 5, and dem. P. Field Mus line 5), and

"the SOtër" (dem. P. Ryl. 22/1 and dem. P. Cairo 50126/2).

To the list of priests published by Skeat, 1954, pp. 56-57, may be

added the following demotic examples of Soter 11as priest of Alexan-

der and the deified Pt&emies for regnal years 4, 8, 9, and 10 of the joint

reign of Kleopatra III and Soter II:

year 4 (dem. P. Berlin 3103/4)

year 8 (dem. P. Frankfort [Lüddeckens, 1960, Doc 41] line 2)

year 9 (dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796E 5)

year 10 (dem. P. Turin, line 5).

The epithet mnh. "beneficent," was applied to Egyptian rulers

long before the Ptolernaic period.  V.  Posener, 1956, p. 32 note 6 and

1957, p. 123. For the Hellenistic concept of  el3epyft1..;,  of which  mnit

in the dating formulae is a rendering consult Otto and Bengtson, 1938,

p. 42 n. 7 and p. 48 n. 3.

P3  ntr iny itrf  is a translation of the Greek  Einrcirom,  the cult

name of the eldest son of Ptolerny VI and Kleopatra 11.' Variants of

this cult name read  p3 ntr r-tn itrf (t'.  Griffith, 1909, III p. 273 n. 1 and

p. 142 n. 7) and  p3 ntr nty tn iif  (dem. P. Adler 21/2).

The construction of  tn  is a puzzle. It rnight be construed as a relative

form, "whom his father honored," or as an archaic participle, "who

honored his father".2 Were it not for the variant  r-tn, in  might even be

construed as a  participium conjunctum,  "honored of his fathcr". In the

construction  nty tn iif, which Griffith, 1939, p. 100, translated by

V. Volkman, 1959, cols. 1719-1720. In dem. P. Ryl. 16,i3 (152 B.C.) a priest of
Eupator is named: iw Lwsny3s s3 Hyrnwrns n wcb n Pr-C3 Ptlwmys rp3y
..ry C3 ntr 3wptr, "Lysanias son of Hieronomos being priest of King Ptolemaios
rtheir eldest son, the god Eupator".

2 V. Griffith, 1908, p. 104 n. 3.
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"whose father was distinguished",  tn  could as well be construed as an
infinitive in the Present I relative construction in which case the con-

struction would be translated by "who honors his father-.

I sec no way to solve the problem with certainty; and  faut de nileux

1 translate  p3 ntr to itf  as "the god who honored his father". One

cannot argue on the basis of the Greek  Etinartup  since there is no way

of knowing how the Egyptians understood that epithet.

§ 12. Spiegelberg, 1903, p. 13 n. 6, has suggested that  innlf  is restric-

ted to Memphite dating formulae; and I have found no examples in

dating formulae not rrom Memphis. In addition to the Brooklyn

papyri  p3 ntr molt  is found in dem. P. Vat. 22/4, dem. P. Cairo 30602/1,

30603 1 and dem. P. N.Y. Hist. Soc. 373a [= dcm. P. Brooklyn acc.

no. 37.1839 E-A], all from Memphis.

Variant formulae in non-Memphite dating formulae replace by

(e.g.  dem. P. Ryl. 21/3, 22/2, 23/1, 24/3, 2712 and dem. P. Strass-

burg 7 1, 9:3, 43 2, 44 2) or by  bry (e.g.  dem. P. Cairo 31079 4, 3125413,

50126;2, 50128/3 and dem. P. Michian 4244.6 b and 5d '2).  Mob. bwn,

and  bry  all mean "young" or "young man".

The Greek prototype appears either as 9d3;  qn2orcOre)p (e.g.

Gr. P. Brussels E 7155 3 and Gr. P. Reinach 14 5, 20 5) or as

(pti,o7uiz-wp I.E5o; (e.g.  Gr. P. Grenf. 1.25 col. 2/5; 27 col. 2, 3; Gr. P.

Lond. 3.881/4; and Gr. P. BGU 3.995/4-5).

The significance of the introduction of  oli.orccirwp  into the

series of deified Ptolemies is discussed by Otto and Bengtson, 1938, pp.

110-112. In their discussion of the demotic translations of this title

(v.  op. eit.  p. 110 n. 4) they speak of "the formula  innb-  (var.  bwn  var.

bry) ntr,"  apparently in imitation of the practice adopted by Spiegel-

berg, 1903, p. 13 n. 5. It must be stressed, however, that in the texts

ntr  always comes first. Otto and Bengtson suggest that the demotic

translation (var.  bry, mnb) ntr  may have been influenced by "the

ancient concept  liwn-ntr  as a designation for the young king (v. A.

Wb. p. 52)". It may be that the association of the notion  bwn,

"youth," with the king, which also occurs in the demotic text of the Raphia

decree of Philopator (Cairo 50048.1),  lir bwn  "the valiant young

Horus," might ha‘e encouraged the translators to ernploy  bwn.  The

WOrterbuch  reference cited is, however, to  lywnntry,  "the divine youth";

and the infiuence cannot be conceived as mechanically as Otto and

Bengtson imply. Moreover, it does not explain why  innb  and  bry
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should also have been used. It seems more likely that all three demotic

words were felt to be synonymous and were therefore used interchange-

ably to render vi1o,;,-. Otto and Bengtson also commented on the appa-

rent fluctuation in the demotic translations of as -youth" or

"new-  (sic),  which they attributed to a failure on the part of the demotic

notariesto understand the Greek construction. They appear to have been

misled by the practice of demotists of translating  hwn. bry,  or  mnit  at

one time by "youth" and at another time by "young" or "new-. Since

all three words are interchangeable in the same position in the formula,

it is probable that they all represent the same part of speech and were

synonynlous. The inconsistencies in translation arise from the difficulty

in determining the part of speech involved and in the syntax of the for-

mula. These words may be nouns. adjectives, orsubstantivized adjectives.

Their construction may be that of attributive adjectives, nouns in

apposition, or limitative genitives. 1 have found no evidence which

would enable a definitive choice between the foregoing alternatives;

but I am inclined to regard all three as synonymous nouns in apposi-

tion with  ntr.

Ptolemy VIII Euergetes II  (p; ntr mnh)  never appeared in asso-

ciation with a consort in the dating formulae promulgated after his

death.  V.  Otto and Bengtson, 1938, p. 136.

The priestess  (icpeia)  of Kleopatra III was introduced along
with the a-z-fggamy6po,-. (f3y kirn)  and the  (pwayobpo; (f 3y mnw)  shortly

after the death of Kleopatra II - at the latest in March. 115 B. C.  V.

Otto and Bengtson,  op. cit.  pp. 152-153.

On Kleopatra III as the goddess Philometor Soteira  (wi.opnT(9p

ce5Tripo; nt) mr-mw. t nty lk 13b) see the long note by Otto and Bengt-

son,  op. cit.  p. 140 n. 2, where a number of Greek and demotic examp-

les are cited. They refer to dem. P. N. Y. Hist. Soc. 375, which is now

dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1802E and is published in this study.

"The lover of justice" (t; mr-hp)  is a translation of the epithet
zlnewoo-f)m. In dem. P. Cairo 31079 6,7 and 31254/6,7 the translation

"the mistress of justice"  nb.t hp)  is used. For the development of

the epithet Anccuocr6m and its possible connections with the cult of
1sis consult Otto and Bengtson  op. cil.  pp. 40 n. 4, 140  sqq.,  143  sqq.,

and 150.
The epithet "mistress of vietory" (iP  nb t kny),  a translation of

vlxiwöpo;,  has been discussed by Spiegelberg, 1906, p. 202. Both the
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Greek and demotic epithets have been analyzed by Otto and Bengtson

op. cit.  p. 150 n. 2 (and  v. index s.v. yuctgoOpo.;').

The prieses title  kpå.; 7.C(7)Å0,-;, "the sacred foal," was borrowed

directly into demotic and, to the best of my knowledge, was never

translated. The office and title have been discussed at length by Otto

and Bengtson,  op. cit.  index  iepbs; rcCoilog-. They furnish a full

bibliography up to 1937; and on page 71, note 3, they supply a list

of the occurrences of the title in the Greek and demotic papyri. Otto,

1939, p. 9 n. 1 and p. 33, supplemented this list; and further information

can be obtained by consulting ljsewijn, 1961, pp. 137-138.

The demotic transliterations offer a number of variants; but the only

ones worthy of note are those which treat  iepå; 7r65).o.; as two words,

as to the Brooklyn papyri, and those which treat it as one word  (e. g.

dem. P. Leyden 373a '1 and dem. P. Cairo 30609 '1).

The epithet which follows "Isis the great"  (31s.t C. t)  poses

difficulties. In addition to the Brooklyn papyri this epithet occurs in

the Memphite papyri dem. P. Vat. 227, dem. P. Cairo 30602,2,

30603/2, and probably in dem. P. Boulaq ( = Revillout, 1880, p. 402).

Other texts offer the following variants:

'Is. t t; 1.mw. t t; mw .t n3 ntr.w,  "Isis, the mistress, the mother of

the gods," (dem. P. Cairo 30609/1 and 30608/1)

3 Is.t c3.t mw.t ntr,"Isis  the great, mother of god," (dem. P. Cairo

30628/4-5)

31-s.t t . t t3mw . t n n; nir.w,  "Isis, the great, the mother of the

the gods," (dem. P. Cairo 50128/4, 50126/2, 31254/5, and 31079/6).

The Greek dating formulae offer no assistance since they give the

epitheta of Isis either as 7rnç uytiii  pn-rnp 9ecTi5v (e.g.  Gr. P. Strassburg

2.81 and Gr. P. Grenf. 1.25) or as  'Iut; Rtjrnp 9Ec5v itcy6).n (e.g.  Gr. P.

Reinach 10, 14, 15, 16, 20, and Gr. P. Brussels E 7155).

With great reservation 1 propose that  Rnn . t,  "Renenutet," be read.

The association of Isis with Renenutet is known from other sources of

this period (v. Erichsen, 1954, p. 250 and Wilhelm, 1953, pp. 71  sqq.).

Of particularinterest is the association of Isis with Renen utet  ('Eppoi,91.;-)

in the Greek hymns in the entrance to the forecourt of the Temple of

Isis at Medinet Mâch in the Faytim (v. SEG 8.548-551 SB 5.8138—

8139). These hymns date to the first decades of the lst century B.C.
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There are two writings of this epithet, one1 which I

transcribe , and another2 which I transcribe

11-0, • ;,'„ -
fly kInt,  "bearer of the crown," is a translation of the Greek

Cy. the Coptic Cidi KT.OM (erum. 1939 p. 105a and
622b).  See  also Isjewijn, 1961, pp. 138-139.

The reading of this translation of the title  tpcoo-yotipo;- was estab-

lished by Spiegelberg, 1903, p. 14 n. 1. This translation and the variant

T3fv wnyn  were discussed by Otto and Bengtson, 1938, p. 156 n. 2.
See also Ziegler, 1941, col. 656 n. 13.

From the broad uniformity of the dating formulae both in the

Greek and in the demotic papyri it is clear that they derive trom offi-

cially published prototypes.3 The exact procedure for publication re-

mains unknown, however. The occurrence of minor local variations

in both the Greek and demotic formulae  (e.  g. the restriction of  p ntr

liwn,  "the youthful god,- to Mernphite dating formulae and the omis-

sion of the name of Kleopatra 111 from a number of dating formulae

from Pathyris) indicates that the official prototypes may have been
given their final form in the local administrative offices.

Were there any laws or edicts which required the notaries to employ

these lengthy formulae? In many instrurnents the dating formulae are

much abbreviated, and I have been unable to discover any plausible

explanation for this phenomenon within the documents themselves

(e.g.  their form or the type of arrangement they record), or in their

geographical distribution.

23. The form and translation of the  dd  which introduces legal de-

clarations had been much discussed. Griffith,4 under the influence of

Greek translations of the demotic present tense), suggested the

possibility that  dd  was an archaic survival of the imperfective  sdni=f

and should be trans1ated as a present tense. Sethe. 1920. pp. 6-7. op-

posed this view and held that the demotic  dd ,VN  arose out of5 the

1 V. dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796 E7, dem. 1'.Cairo 30602 '2, and 30603 2.
2 V• dem 1'. Brooklyn 37.1802E, 7, 37.1803 E 5. and dem. Vat. 22 7.
3 The demotic term for these forrnulae was V. Erichsen, 1954, p. 225.
4 V. Griffith, 1909, 111 p. 256 n. 1. This interpretation was followed by Partsch,

1913, p. 7* n. 5. In 1908, p. 104, Griffith construed this same dd as a past tense.
5 Sethe's view has recently been reaffirmed by Polotsky, 1964, pp. 273-274,

to the puzzlement of Vergote, 1965, pp. 348 tr.

3 Three Demotie Papyri
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dd.t.n NN'  which sometimes introduces declarations in Late Egyp-

tian legal texts and which is perfective ( = past, for Sethe) in meaning.
This view was accepted by Spiegelberg, 1925, § 120, who admitted of

no examples of demotic  sdm=f  with present meaning.2
In Late Egyptian and abnormal hieratic legal texts the date is often

followed by the words  hrw pn,  "on this day,- followed by  dd NN.3  In

such legal texts  hrw pn  is also followed by other verbs,  e.g.  ck and  iry,

which are clearly infinitives.4 Since in  dd NN  the subject of  dd  follows
directly after the verb,  dd  cannot be an infinitive; for the subject of an

infinitive is not introduced by a direct genitive in Late Egyptian or
demotic.5Hrw  pn  is also followed by the  scitn.nf  neutre relative form,

dd.t•n;  and the demotic  dd  might on analogy be interpreted as the
lineal deseendant of this form. But I have found no examples of the

1 For  dd.t.n  consult Gardiner, 1905 p. 13 n. 2, and 1956, p. 12; and Peet,
1930, p. 22.

2 Lexa, 1947-1951, 413 pp. 348-349, cites apparent examples of demotic
sdnif expressing the present tense; but he does not include the legal expression
with  dd  under discussion. His examples are not above suspicion. For example,
no. 10 on n. 348 (Ryl. IX 5/8),  bw rh.(y) st,  is probably the aorist, which is con-
structed with the perfective  sdmrf (cf.  Coptic MecyJtx).

3 V.  Malinine, 1953, p. 9 (2). Within the corpus of abnormal hieratic texts
some have  hrw pn (e.g.  abn. hier. P. Vat. 1057412, abn. hier. P. Louvre E 322812,
and abn. hier. P. Turin 248j2) and some do not  (e.g.  abn. hier. P. Louvre E.
3228c, E 3168, and abn. hier. P. BM 10113/1); but the latter appear to be mere
abbridge ments of the former with no change in the form  dd.

4 In the Will of Naunakhte, col. 1/4,  hrw pn ir.t h3ry n 3h.t s in NN, ir.t  is
a feminine infinitive with its logical subject introduced by  in.  In the abnormal
hieratic texts, Louvre 7849+7857 A and B, the phrase  hrw pn ck i pr  (of NN)
i-ir  NN, c is the infinitive form with its logical subject introduced by  i-ir,  which
sets the action in past time.

5 V.  Sethe, 1899-1902, 11, g 581-598; Erman, 1933, § 415; and Spiegel-
berg, 1925, g 230-234. Lexa, 1947-51,111, p. 506, top, cites two alleged examples
in which the subject of an infinitive is introduced by a suffix pronoun in the
direct genitive. The first example, Ryl. IX 1941,  t3 wnw.t n ply=k n t3y .t  is
irrelevant since it is the result of a free translation. P. Mag. LL. 11(4,  r-pry ntr
hr wt=f  may not belong in this category either.  Wt  may as well be the feminine
substantive, "seed", as an infinitive, "engendrement". In Canopus T 40-41,  hr
wtb n3y=f hc . w m-dr p3 n3y=f  is the object of  wtb;  and the subject
subject is introduced by  tn-dr.
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prothetic yodh before  dd,  which would bridge the gap between the

Middle Egyptian  sd,n.nrf relative form and the demotic  dd.'

lt seems the best course to construe  dd  as the  sdni=f  form with past

meaning as is the normal demotic usage.

The Greek translations with  ).7c.i  need not militate against trans-

lating  dd  as a past tense. They were done "to the best of the abilities"

(Kaz-å (515varov) of the translators. But may be understood as an
example of the  praesens pro praeterno2  and may be compared with a

statement such as "Plato says" in English in which the use of the

present is dictated by the psychological attitude of the speaker. The

Greek translators may, alternatively, have meant only "A (herein) says

to B" without particular reference to the tense of the demotic verb.

Lastly, the Greek translators may have assimilated the demotic  dd NN

to the ôpo.yid (present tense) which to commonly introduces de-

clarations in Greek instruments — the assimilation being effected with-

out reference to the tense of the demotic verb.3

§ 24. The demotic wyc, "farmer," is the forerunner of the Coptic

oyoeie (Crum, 1939, p. 473), "farmer", "husbandman." Griffith,

1909, III p. 284 n. 1 and p. 340, and Sethe  (ap.  Spiegelberg, 1921, p.

175) suggested that wyc derives from cw3y, "harvest,"  (Wb.  1.171.18—

21). Glanville, 1932, p. 158 (4), observed that wyc is attested in de-

motic and Coptic only as a substantive and that Cw3). is only attested

as a verb in earlier stages of Egyptian. He proposed that the title  wyc,

"farmer," evolved out of a  *p3 i-ir  wyc (for which read  *p3 ir Wyc)

through a form  i-ir wyc  which he supposed to exist in dem. P. BM

If demotic d were a relative form used independently as a substantive,
"what NN said", 1 think the definite article would be required  (cf.  p3
Coptic

2 Schwyzer-Debrunner, 1959, II p. 272 at the bottom of the page, who make
special reference to E. Kieckers,  Sprachw. Miscellen  No. 23, who gives examples
of  ;.iyei  and  (9,7a1 in citations with past meaning. See also Kiihner-Gerth, 1898,

II. 1, p. 134, Anm. I and pp. 135-136, who speak of "Handlungen, die zwar der

Vergangenheit angehören, aber in ihren Wirkungen noch im Augenblicke des

Sprechens fortdauern" (op. cit.  p. 135).
3 I am following Sethe's subtle suggestion, 1920, p. 7. It is, of course, quite

possible that  apooyei.  is itself a  praesens pro praeterito; and one might justifiably

wonder whether the homologies are really to be understood strictly as "gegen-

wårtige Parteierklärungen" as Schwarz, 1913, p. 3, asserted.

3
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10616. His remarks are pointless, however, since the  i-ir  of dem. P.

BM 10616 belongs with the verb  dd  which immediately precedes it.

The construction reads  dd  iViV and should be translated "state-

ment which the farmer NN made". This construction is employed to

introduce the witness copies in dem. P. BM 10616 and does not exist

in the original. Gardiner, 1941, p. 21 n. 5, has produced an 18th dy-

nasty title  (cf.  the title  floal)tik&.; yaai6;  of the
Greek papyri), "reaper of his Majesty," which may be the ancestor of

the demotic wyc.
For further discussion of  wyc  consult Sethe, 1920, pp. 7 (§ 5), 36

(§ 30), and 281 (§ 52a); Ilughes, 1952, p. 46: and Lfiddeckens, 1960,

p. 234.
§ 25. The occurrence of the designation  rmt (n) + (nomen loci),

"resident of  (nomen loci),"  in the Brooklyn papyri and in dem. P. Vat.

22/12,13 has been noted by Jelinkova, 1959, p. 64 (7). She adds to the

list of Memphite occurrences dem. P. BM 10075/1, dem. P. Cairo

30602/4 and 30603/4,5. The expression  he-rtnt,  which she cites in the

same note, does not exist. The passage in question should be read  wt

rint (n) Pr-Wsir-1-1p (cf.  Hughes, 1956, p. 82, col. A, no. 14); and

in fact the  rmt  of her  he-rnit  is the same  rmt  which she quotes in her

note as occurring in the phrase  rmt Pr-Wsir (sic) in dem. P. Cairo
30603/4.

Spiegelberg, 1925. § 28, stated that he knew of no examples of

rint + (nomen loci)  in which the genitival  n  is written; but Lexa,

1947-51, § 256.9 cites 11Kh. 530,  n3 rmt .w n Kmy,  where the  n  is

written (checked on photo). The Coptic descendant of this construc-

tion sometimes uses the  status constructus  of pcome (<rmt)  with
nornina locorum  and sometimes uses p—MN (<rmt  n)  Crum. 1939
p. 295b).  Wb.,  2.423.8, cites rnany examples of  rtnt + (nomen loci)

from earlier periods.

Lfiddeckens, 1960, pp. 235-236, argues that  rmt + (nomen loci)  was

a military title which corresponded to the longer  rmt sh r

(nomen loci).  He attributes the idea that  rmt + (nomen loci)  was a

rnilitary title to Spiegelberg, 1930, pp. 59-60, who, he says, observed

that this phrase was replaced in some papyri by  gl4ry n (nomen loci),

"soldier of  (nomen loci)".  This is not precisely what Spiegelberg said,

however. He identified in the Greek designations  ågoo5v-riaaa  and

?2T)o)vut5.; (Gr. P. BGU 6.1249/2,7 [148/7 B.C.]) the demotic  nomen
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loci Cfnj  and observed that one of the men so designated  ('Eo-apoiktc:

Tlaroaipioc  åq)o)vrE,i); :(1.110-,9o,;) appears in dem. P. Berlin 13596/1 (149 /8

B.C.) under the title  gl4ry n cfnt,  "soldier of Aphönt". Spiegelberg

thought that Aphont was a fortress near Elephantine and that the title

n Cfn,t  confirmed Wilcken's suegestion (1922, p. 46 n. 4) that
0Ç9(,)1.7-Et5; was a military title. He did not, however, produce any ex-

amples of the replacement of  rmt n Cfnj  by  g14ry n cfni;  nor does

Lfiddeckens.

The fact that Aphönt was a military settlement does not warrant the

conclusion that everyone designated "man of Aphönt" was a soldier

and that  rmt + (nomen loci)  was a military title. Indeed, the occurrence

of the feminine designation  à(po5rutauct indicates that not everyone who

bore that designation was a soldier.

In the Brooklyn papyri the designation  rmt + (nomen loci)  is

applied to farmers (wye), servants of the falcon  (sdrn-c,s n p3 bik),  and

rnerchants (.lrf ). Moreover, in several instances the  nomen loci  is the

temple precinct of  Pr-hn-31"np,  which was no military settlement.

In all probability the phrase  rrnt + (nomen loci)  means no more than

"resident or and is equivalent to  åK6 + (nonien loci  in the genitive),

"from  (nomen loci)"  of the Greek papyri.1

The readine of this place name is uncertain. One might possibly

read The name oceurs in dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796 E/12,27 ;

37.1803 E/10, and dem. P. Vat. 22/12. The writing in dem. P. Brooklyn

37.1796 E/27 iooks different frorn that in line 12 of the same text ; but

the locality is described as the one "which is written above". Moreover,

the place in line 27 must be the same one described in dem. P.

Brooklyn 37.1803E110; for the same man is referred to in both

passages.

The reading  Wn-'nfr'  is barely possible. I have no hierdelyphic

or demotic texts which couid establish the reading or fix the locality.

This name occurs in dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796E/12, 37.1803 E/10,

1 Spiegelberg, 1901, p. 71* and pp. 31-32, cites the equation rmt P3-Swn,
"the resident of PsOn," with àirô ii6vero; "from Psön ;" and Crum, 1939, p. 295b,
cites the equivalents rmTarasia. 'Apdflmaa and pEINCABXCUN - dird
Faflocov (Jer. 35/1). For the function of these "home-styles", see E. Bickermann,
1926, 216-39 and the objections to B.'s conclusions by E. Schönbauer, 1929,
345/59.
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dem. P. Vat. 22/12, dem. P Louvre 3334, and just possibly in dem.
P. Cairo 31169 col. Spiegelberg, 1914, Orakelglossar B, no. 609,
pp. 142-143, discussed the writing of this name in dem. P. Louvre
3334 and in dem. P. Vat. 22 and suggested that the reading might be

a place which he identified as "the Northern

Heliopolis" 7r621; InKp6). I very much doubt that the second
sign is , but neither am I certain that the reading is any
better. Spiegelberg's reading is apparently a modification of that put
forth by Revillout, 1882, p. 76 and pl. 3, who read the name in dem.
P. Louvre 3334 as .

§ 28. a) also appears as the primary debtor in dem. P.
Vat. 22. A fine example of the demotic writing of this name (not the
same man) is to be found in dem. P. Berlin 3115 col. b/18 (plate 40).
I have been unable to find the name in Ranke, 1935-52; nor have I
found a Greek name in Preisigke, 1922, which would be the Greek
form of the demotic name. Otir man is apparently not mentioned in
Peremans and van't Dack, 1959.

is known to me only as the father of Dd-br-p3-hb. V.

Ranke, 1935, p. 248,7 and 1949-1952, p. 378. For the Greek form of
this name and its accentuation ('Appcii.,;,`Appdfoc,-) see Preisigke, 1922,
col. 50.

The name T3-(nt)-w3 is restored from dem. P. Vat. 22/13. I have
not found this name in Ranke, 1935-52. Can the Greek name Tayij or

be the Greek equivalent of our name? V. Preisigke, 1922, col.
404.

§ 29. Hughes, 1956, pp. 80-88, has convincingly set forth the evi-
dence for reading the occupational title previously read ,hyty as
and he has thereby added considerable documentation for deter-
mining the purport of the title.2 Griffith, 1909:2, pp. 51-52, had pre-
viously noted that ,wty (old reading s'hyty) in dem. P. Berlih 3116 2/3

Dem. P. Cairo 31169 gives a list of sanctuaries in the region of Memphis and
in the Delta  (cf.  Spiegelberg, 1908, p. 270 n. 3). Daressy, 1910-1911, p. 157,
suggested reading the first sign as §c; but the reading  wn  seems more likely. I do
not, however, place much confidence in Spiegelberg's reading of the signs which
follow.

2 On the authority of Prof. Malinine, A. Theodorides rejects Hughes' con-
clusions; but he does not argue the merits of the case.  V.  Th&idoridès, 1958,
p. 117.
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was translated by pt:Tafloklk in Gr. P. Casati 5/4 (= Gr. P. Paris

5/4). On the basis of this translation he first rendered the title as "mon-

ey changer" (followed now by Erichsen, 1954, p. 498); but he later

altered his translation, op. cit. p. 291 n. 4, to "trader," or "huckster"
when he was informed was that this was the proper meaning of

pe-tofio5tdr.;. It appears that the translation "trader" for xTalioilet"); is,
indeed, more exact.1 The Greek translation of hyty as pt:raflo/leik may

be taken as supporting evidence for Hughes' reading of s'byty as .N.ty;

for there can be no doubt that the persons designated wty were

traders and merchants.

Montet, 1925, p. 320 n. I, thought that he had discovered an Old

Kingdom writing of vty, "merchant," in a group which he read as

; and his view has recently been reaffirmed by A. Theo-

dorides, 1958, p. 77 and n. 55. This Im-oup oecurs in the legend over a

scene of barter in the tomb of Fetekta (v. Porter—Moss, 1931, p. 97),
which W. S. Smith, 1949, p. 205, says probably dates to the 6t11 Dy-

nasty. The scene and text are reproduced by Lepsius, 1849-59, ii. 96,

and by Maspero, 1900, plate facing p. 256, whose eopy may be in-
dependent of Lepsius'. Two standing filzures, beal ing articles for trade,

are depicted advancing toward a seated fiQure. Over the second of the

standin2: figures. who carries two kinds of fans (vf. Steindortf, 1913,

fig. 133 and Jequier, 1921, pp. 296-297), there is the following text,

the end of which may be in lacuna: [... I read the

beginning of this passage as mk nf. i , "behold a fan ;" but I am un-

able to interpret what follows. The sign which both Lepsius and

Maspero give as is Montet's . 1 doubt, however, if Montet's

interpretation is even remotely possible; and I think that the likeli-

hood of the entire group's being a writing of may be safely
elimi nated.2

then, are first attested in texts of the New Kingdom where
they are said to "fare downstream and upstream carrying goods

frorn one town to another and supplying him that has not" (Lansing

4/8-9 apud Caminos, 1954, p. 384). It is significant that already at their

earliest occurrence the are found attached to temples just as

I V. LSJ p. 1110 b and PreisiQke, 1925 31, s.v. fli:TUflo)4 and p,:.rdtfloi.o.;-.

2 A. Erman, 1919, p. 49, interpreted the sign in question as .
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happens in the demotic texts.' That a .s'wty might specialize in a parti-

cular commodity rnay be inferred from the juxtaposition of the occu-

pational titles "trader and wine vendor" (.11'1` f 3y irp)  in dem. P. Leyden

374a/5 (v. Sethe, 1920, p. 735). Swi survives in Coptic as WCIDT:ecpCIOT

(Crum, 1939, p. 590), "trader," "merchant".

§ 30. The place name  Pr-ha-31np,  which is quite common in the

Mernphite papyri, has hitherto been read simply  ;  but this

reading ignores the sign which is clearly written between  pr  and  214.2

That this sign is a writing of liii (a ligature of from ) is at

once apparent if the Ptoernaic writings of  hn,  "jug," or "chest,"

eited by Erichsen, 1954, p. 277, be compared with it.

is the demotic writing of a pIace name which is well

attested in hieroglyphic texts from the Memphite region,  e.g.  Louvre

Serapeum Stele 328 (3689): Ei rEj Gauthier, 1925-31, II, p.

109, placed  Pr-hn-)Inp  in the vicinity of Memphis; and de Meu-

lenaere, 1960, pp. 103-104, has localized it in the complex of strue-

tures to the east of the Great Serapeum of Memphis, known as the
Anubieion in the Greek papyri.

De Meulenaere has set forth good reasons for locating the temples

Pr-hn-)Inp, Pr-Wsir-lp,  and  Pr-Wsir-rwd-ist  within the same com-

plex. He also observed that the toponym  13-dhn .t  appears to embrace

the Anubieion,  Pr-Wsir-1.1p.  and  Pr-Wsir-rwd-iswt;  and he tentatively

proposed the equation of  7-3-dhn .t  and the Anubieion. He omits

Pr-lin-31np  from his list of sites to be included within  13-dhn .1 ;  yet since

he has shown that  Pr-ha-3 Inp, Pr- Wsir-11 p,  and  Pr-Wsir-rwd-iswt  pro-

bably belonged to the same complex, it is likely that  Pr-hn-3Inp  should

I V. Kees, 1933, pp. 103 104. and Th&)doridCs, 1958, pp. 100 sqq., who
furnishes an ample bibliography. For examples of the association of twJ.w with
temples and in the service of gods see, in addition to the Brooklyn papyri, dem.
P. BM 10616 B2, B3, B4, A4: 2wJb3k J.t-Ifr; dem P. Cairo 30602/4 and 30603/
4,5,9,14: hvi rmt Pr-Wsir-Ijp; and dem. P. Bibi. Nat. 219a/1: wxb3k Ifr-trnt-
'htn.

2 For the reading Pr2Inp sce most recently Jelinkova, 1959, pp. 64-65. The
reading goes back to Revillout and had been accepted by Spiegelberg. Thompson
was not satisfied with this reading as is indicated by his notes in his manuscript
dictionary where he suggested the reading Pr-Iry- Inp.

3 V. H. de Meulenaere, 1960, p. 94 and pp. 103-104, who cites a nurnber of
occurrences of this name. The sacred -chest of Anubis" is known from a number
of sources Wb. 2.491.19).
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also be included within  T;-dhn t.  Were it not for the facts that  Pr-
hn-'Inp, Pr-Wsir-Hp,  and  Pr-Wsir-rwd-iswt  seern to be on an equal
footing and that the Greek designation Anubieion appears to apply
to a large complex which was contrasted with the Great Serapeum,
there would be a strong temptation to identify  Pr-hn--)Inp,  "The house
of the chest of Anubis," with the Anubicion. A solution of the topo-
graphical problems connected with the Anubieion must await the
systematic excavation of the site.

The designation  nty hr n; shn .w n Mn-nfr  has recently been
discussed by Jelinkova, 1959, pp. 65-68; but her exposition is wea-
kened by her failure to consider the study of  shn  undertaken by Pere-
mans and van't Dack, 1953, pp. 95-104, who identitied the demotic
shn  with the Greek  oikov6po.;.  1 adopt this identification and translate
nty hr n; shn. ii n Mn-nfr  by "which is under (the supervision of) the
oikonornoi of Memphis".

The notary in this papyrus occasionally employed a filler-
stroke at the end of some of the lines. I have indicated this stroke in
my transcription by a dash (—).

a) This same  Hr-m-hy  is the creditor in dem. P. Brooklyn
37.1802 E, 37.1803 E, and dem. P. Vat. 22. I do not know of his occur-
rence in any other papyri.

Jelinkova, 1959 p. 68 (13), gives occurrences of the narne  Hr-m-hy
and declares it possible to interpret the writing either as  Hr-m-iht  or
as  Ifr-nty-hy.  There can be no doubt that the former interpretation
is correct; for in the Vienna Stele No. 155 (Wreszinski, 1906 pls. 2 and
5) the same name is given in hieroglyphs as  1r-m-311. t  and in dernotic
as  Ijr-m-hy.  Ranke, 1935, 247,17, and Preisigke, 1922, col. 50  s.v.
'Appå7G-.

For the name  Hr-pInp  consult Ranke, 1935, 230,9. The Greek
form is  'Epitvot".. V.  Griffith, 1909, III p. 278 n. 1, and Preisigke,
1922, col. 103.

For the name  T3-(nt)-wn-hs  see Ranke, 1935, 359,5 and 1949—
52, 395. In the Greek forms of this name,  Tayo", Taijoidit7-; etc.,1
Egyptian w appears either as t or 7, a phenomenon which is attested

Preisigke, 1922, col. 404; Vergote, 1945, p. 16 and note 4; and J. Hopfner,
1946,p. 18.
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in other Egyptian names as well.' The spellings with upsilon pose no

difficulty, but the substitution of gamma for wåw appears at first sight

anomalous.

Specialists in Greek have tended to regard gantrna as intrusive and,

by implication, to seek an explanation for its presence within the

structure of Greek phonology.2

In fact, a satisfactory explanation must consider the synchronic

phonetic values both of udw and of gamma. Egyptian  wdw (>Coptic

oy) was a voiced labio-velar spirant; and according to Vergote Greek,

which lacked an equivalent phoneme, employed instead its voiced velo-

palatal stop, gamma, as a near approximation.3

It is, however. not unlikely that the spirantization of gamma, the

rule in modern Greek, was already under way during the Hellenistic

Period; and in this case gamma would have approximated the value

of wåw as closely as did the back vowel upsilon.4

<73-(nt)->  is emended on the basis of dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1802E/15,

37.1803E 11, and dem. P. Vat. 2214.

§ 34. The function in the legal papyri of the formula  dyrk nry otn,

"you have given to me such and such a thing," and of its Greek par-

allels is discussed in Chapter V below.

This formula was also adopted for use in the Aramaic papyri from

Elephantine5 where it appears in Aram. P. Cowley 10/3 (456 B.C.),

"you have given me as a loan  (.7)1)). etc.,"  and in Aram. P. Cowley

I 1 :x + 1 (455 B.C.), -you have given me,  etc.,"  both of which are loans.

The earliest occurrences of this formula in Egyptian texts are dem. P.

Louvre E9293/2-3 (499 B.C.) and dem. P. Loeb 48/2 (498 B.C.); but

the statement made in the petition in the Karnak Juridical Stele, line

17,  rdi- nri nbw dbn 60 . nri-imy m swd.t n NN, "1  gave sixty

deben of gold . . which was my own property, as a -loan-, to

The carliest discussion I have found of the substitution of gamma for wäw
in the Greek spellings of Egyptian names is that by Hess, 1890, pp. 1-2. See also
Spiegelberg, 1908:2, p. 26 note 3.

2 Ma)ser, 1906, pp. 167-168, under the heading "Entfaltung eines inlautenden
y" (Anaptyxis); and H. I. Bell, 1948, p. 95 n. 6: "epenthetic g".

3 Vergote, 1945, p. 17; and Worrell, 1934, p. 84 et passim.
4 Mayser, op. cit., p. 168; Schwyzer-Debrunner, 1959, 1, pp. 204-210; and

Debrunner, 1954, p. 106.
5 V. Malinine, 1950, p. 2, who refers to A. Cowley, 1923, p. 29.
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NN," may hint at the existence of a corresponding formula of receipt.

The  schn.f  form  cly.k  is perfective in meaning as is normal usage in
demotic (v. Spiegelberg, 1925, § 120, and Lexa, 1947-51, III, § 411 p.
346). In Gr. P. Leyden P ( = UPZ 2.1778), a translation of dem. P.

Berlin 5507. the demotic  sdni=te form "I have given," is translated
into Greek as ec5(,)Ka..

For other uses of the verb  dy.t,  "to give," in the demotic legal papyri
consult Sethe. 1920, index,  s. v.dj.

For the preposition  n  indicating the recipient consult Spiegelberg,
1925, g 266 -268, and Lexa, 1947-51, V, § 905 p. 733.

Swn  in the sense of "sale price" is attested since the Middle

Kingdom  (r.  Wb. 4.68.6-8) and appears in Coptic as coyeNn (Crum,
1939, p. 369 b). "value,- "price-. It corresponds to the Greek  ripn (cf.

Rosetta, dem.  17, swn (n) n3 ..s-nsw,  "the value of the byssos-cloth" =

Rosetta, Gr. 29-30, tà  rudi.; 7.(551: . . . Ificairwv 6,9[ovi](,)v).  Accord ing
to Sethe, 1920, p. 118,  swn  is better translated "value" than "price".
The former meaning leads naturally to the latter, however; and in the

instruments of sale  (sh db3 hd)  the translation "price" fits nicely.
The idiom  iry swn,  "to engage in trade," (since M.K.,  Wh.  4.68.4-

5) hints at a root meaning such as "exchange value" or "worth in trade-.

By contrast the underlying notion in the Greek rijnj seems to be that
of "honor", "esteem," and thence "value"  (cf.  "to honor,"
"to prize-).

Sethe, 1920, p. 305, noted that  swn  is always used without the defi-
nite article, a phenonnenon which he observed in Coptic as well. He
held this to be a peculiarity of substantives which took the suffix pro-
nouns. 1 have found no contradictory examples in demotic ; but Crum,
1939, p. 369 b, cites rrcoyelly in a Bohairic text of the life of Pak-
homius.

It is worthy of note that in the Greek sales with deferred delivery
of the form  (Sviva ii apix rocJva, T1,urj never occurs with

the detinite article. In the sales with deferred delivery of the form  (lruicSow

- - - àzo(56r(,),  on the other hand,  ripn  is used with the definite article.
The words which follow  drrk nry swn (n), -)ou  have given to

me the price of," pose serious problems. Since they specify what was
to be delivered and since this is referred to in lines 17 and 20 as "seed
grain"  (pr.w),  it follows that the unread words should denote a kind
of grain.
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The first two signs, j , may possibly be taken as a writing of
rtb, "artaba" (v. Erichson, 1954, p. 259); in which case the next group,

might be a writing of sw, "wheat".
The next sign, looks like the fiesh determinative that appears

in the writing of b3.1, "heart," in lines 16 and 28. It could also be a
writing of sp-sn. I have also considered the possibility that the sign is a
corrupt writing of w3d, "fresh," which was used to describe the wheat
in dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1802E/15-16, 37.1803E/12, and dem. P. Vat.
22/14-15. It will be noted, however, that in the texts cited w3c/ was not
written when the half of the quantity was reckoned; but the unread
sign is written when the half was reckoned in our passage.

The word which follows may be read as klyn, knnyn,

or 1ys. As for the signs at the end of the writing of this word in line
one can transcribe them as ; or one can assurne an n

(Z) was ligatured to the plant determinative ( r).On the analogy of
the use of w3d in the other Brooklyn papyri I am inclined to regard
the word as either an adjective or a substantive constructed as a
limiting genitive. The spelling suggests that it may be a loan word
from Greek.

Rc-w/33, when used in the receipt-paragraphs, was preceded by
the prepositions n (v. dem. P. Reinach 3»7-8 and dem. P. Loeb 62/7-
11) or r (v. dem. P. BM 10560/18-20). Since it is an established fact that
the preposition n was frequently not written in demotic, it seems that
n should be read before re-w1V3when no preposition is written (v. dem.
P. Brooklyn 37.1796 E/16, 37.1802E/12, 37.1803E/12, and dem. P.
Cairo 30610/7).

I construe this n as the demotic descendant of the in of predication;
and I regard it as the same n which was commonly used in the legal
texts to indicate the nature of the items handed over.1 Thus we find
money given:

n scn1.1,"as an endowment," (v. dem. P. Bibl. Nat. 219a/2),
n lyci n ir nry im. t, "as money of being a wife for me," (v. dem. P.
BM 10607/3), and
n n 1:13.t p3 hrw, "as money before its day" (v. dem. P. Cairo
30613/11).

1 Pestman, 1961, p. 106 n. 6.•
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In like manner, in receipts in the Greek papyri the purpose for which
money was handed over was indicated by prepositional phrases  (e.g.

(5avEicp, "as a loan," K  irpodOltaro.;,  "in advance").
Seidl' has pointed out that the demotic  n  could as well be translated

"for" "or on account of"; and the use of the preposition  r  in place of
n  before rc-w1,3 indicates that the phrase was meant to indicate the
purpose for which the money was given.2

§ 39. 1 know of the following published examples of rc-1,13;:

dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796E .14-16 (108 B.C).

dyrk nry swn . . . (n)rc-wh3 . . . mtwry mh=k (n) n3 pr.w nty hry . . .
"You have given to me the price of as a rc-43 ... and I shall
pay you in full the aforementioned grain ...",

dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1802E/15-16
same form as preceding example,
dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1803E/11-12
same form as preceding example,

dem. P. BM 10560/18-20 (temp. Ptol. V):
dyrk nry rib fl sw 2 . . mtwrk 13y.t=w mtw=y Sprw
nrk n ip 1w n; hrw nty hry,

"You have given to me 2 artabae of wheat to be a  rc-wh3

You will take them; and I shall credit them to your account during
the days aforementioned,"
dem. P. Reinach 3/7-8 (temp. Kleopatra
wn-rntwrk rtb n sw 50 . i-jr-n=n n rc-wh; n d3d3ms mtw=n dy. t
st n=k

"You have 50 artabae of naked wheat against us as a
consisting of principal and interest. We shall aive it to you ...",
dem. P. Turin 174,14 (127/6 B. C.):
tw=y wy r-r=k (n) p3 hp (n) p; sh (n) rc-wh; 1-irrk irm s-hm.t NN

n 1.73. t-sp 44 . r hcl 1440 ... iw p3y=w L,w hn=w r dy. t st n
b3.t-sp 45 . ..,"

Nims, 1958, p. 241 (i).
2 take r to be the r of purpose or of futurity (i'. Gardiner, 1957, § 163, 4).

In Coptic oywan, as introduced by e ( <r) to indicate the purpose
for which money or goods were handed over.
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"1 am far from you with regard to the right of the instrument of

rc-tylr3 which you and the woman NN rnade in regnal year 44 ...

concerning 1440 (deben) of money ... with their expenses  in-

ciuded in them in order to give them in regnal-year 45

dem. P. Loeb 627-11  (temp.  Ptol. V):

[dy n.y wyc] NiV hd 70 . n r'-wW r p3 c_13d3 ms . iwrf Itpr

r dy.y n=f p; hd 70 . . . s'3[C b3.t-sp 8 . .

"[The farmer] NN [gave to me] 70 (deben) of money . as a

i-c-w/y3=f induding the principal and interest 1f it happens that

1 have not given to him the 70 (deben) of money b[y regnal-

year 8 ...",
dem. P. Cairo 30610,16-7 (665 B.C.);

dy=.1( n=.11 rtb (n) sw 4 ... n d3d3 ms (n) rc-w1J3=1. mtiv.n dv. .t

st n=k .

"You have given to us 4 artabae of wheat consisting of prin-

cipal and interest as a  rc-w133.1.  We shall give it to you

dem. P. Loeb 38 rt 5-6 (carly Ptolemaic):

p3rc-wit; n ibd 4 pr .t SW 13 r ibd 4 pr.t sw 1 [.

[ ] P3 r`-w1/3 rtb n sw 2/3',

"The  rc-w/r3  which they received from the fourth month of winter

day 13 to the fourth month of winter day 1 [...

] the  rc-wh3P 	  2,3 artaba of wheat.-

dem. P. BM 104139-10— Revillout, 1880, pp. 303-311:

Inht nb n pr [ Jr nb p3rc-wIr; (n) p; hyr,

"every household furnishing [    ] every door, the  rc-wil;  in

the street,"

dem. P. Amherst 39 col. 1/82:

"the house in Jeme,  p3rc-w,113. f n p; hyr,  all of everything".

Dem. P. Moscow 123/2,3

hn p3y.(y) rc-wh; ti p3 hyr,

"in my  rc-wIr3  in the street."

1 I owe this reference to Prof. G. R. Hughes; and I also owe to hirn the reading
rtb n sw 2/3.

2 owe this reference to Prof. G. R. Hughes. It is also cited in SpieQelberg's
manuscript dictionary. It is tempting to connect n p3 hyr with the phrase ty

(Irtin7t which oceurs in a number of documents of the Roman period from Oxy-
rhynchus. See Preisigke 1915, p. 4.
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Dem. P. Michaelides, pl. 12. A/5

n rc-1111 kd.t 2,

"as a  rc-w113, 2 kite"."

In addition to these examples I have found in Spiegelberg's manuscript

dictionary the following citations which I have been unable to verify:

Dem. P. Amherst 4 ( = P. Michigan unpubl.):

htht nb n pr n p hyr,

"every household furnishing, a re-H1f3 in the street."

Dem. P. Hamburg, 13 7

Dem. Ostr. Strassburg 581  (bis).

Lastly, Malinine, 1967, p. 82, refers to the following unpublished-

example:

24 11
Dem. P. Cairo 	 line 3, (176,5 B.C.)

62 3.

RC-Wh;  is, then, used in conjunction with the formula  dy.k nry

which acknowledges the receipt of bailments and debts, and with the

formula  wn-mtw.k rno  which is an abstract acknowledgement

of indebtedness.t  Rc-11.113 can be used of debts which include both prin-

cipal and interest  (u.  examples 5, 6,  7,  and 8  supra).  In all the contexts
in which rc-w/f3 is emploved and which afford sufficient information

for a judgement, what is handed over is not what is returned (it may

be of the same  genus.  but it is not of the same  species).  In the case of

sales with deferred delivery, money is handed over but merchandise

must be returned; and in example 4, the wheat received was never

returned.

Let us now consider the translations previously proposed for  rc-ift3.

As early as 1879 Revillout translated rc-wh3 as "claim"(crance) and held

that  ash (n)rc-wIt3was  a promissory note  (écril billet de crance).21n  1905

W. Spiegelberz translated  r'-wh3  in example 5 as "acknowledgement

I For the formula dyrk nry mn, v. supra § 34. For wn-mtivrk mn
consult Seidl, 1962, p. 133.

2 V. Revillout, 1879, p. 86, and 1880, p. 310 and p. 493. H. Brugsch, 1867-1882,
s.r. ab, had read the demotic verb w1/3as 1/); and it may be that Revillout was
aware that this readinu was incorrect (v. Revillout, 1880, p. 493). Griffith, 1900,
p. 91, explicitly rejected Brugsch's reading and proposed the correct reading

In 1883 Revillout, 1883, p. 26, translated rc-1(//3 in dem. P. Brooklyn
37.1802 E .16 by "clairn" (ct - ance).
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of debt"  (reconnaissance de dette, billet),  a translation which was ap-

proved of by Sethe (1920).1 In 1948 C. F. Nims translated  p3 sh n

rc-w1/3  of example 6 as "document of debt".2 In 1952 G. R. Hughes

noted the association of rc-tv/j3 with loans; and in 1960 C. F. Nims

adopted the translation "loan" for rc-w/i3.3Malinine,4in his publication

of dem. P. Moscow 123. emphasized that  rc-w113  is an action noun
("action d'exiger on reclamer"); and in the rest of his commentary he

showed sober restraint in his rendering of this term.

In seeking to define rc-w(i3 the possible distinctions between loans

at interest, loans for consumption, loans for use, and deposits must be

kept in mind. In the terminology of Greek law the words  Mvaiov,

and  4)avo,;  are all used of loans at interest and loans for con-

sumption with no apparent nuance distinguishing them.5 There was,

however, a broad terminological distinction between the threc words

for loan on the one hand and the words for deposit on the other

(napcu9r,itapakaza9tjk-ti).  In addition to these terms the word arrha

(à151mtlkin) was used of earnest-money which was put down to secure

agreements and which might or might not be returned later.
I have examined the Coptic terms given by Crum in his indices

which correspond to the Greek terms just mentioned; and in no in-

stance have I found that the same Coptic word was used to cover more
than one of the meanings distinguished in the Greek terminoloQy. Thus

oyc9arr' corresponds to 6civErov6 and  ypt7c1:, 6ocute to  nupa,MKti

and  zapaKaz-a,91jkth  and ar H B7 to t'45/5013([)v. Since the Coptic words

are not loan words 1rom Greek, it seems reasonable to expect that

I V. W. Spiegelberg, 1905, p. 200 (r p. 30 of separate printing). Sethe, 1920,
p. 294 n. 3, said that Spiegelberg translated rc-w1}3as (claim) Schuldforderung.

2 V. Nims, 1948, p. 252.
3 Malinine, 1967, pp. 82-83.
4 V. G. R. Hughes, 1952, p. 89 n. 25, and Nims, 1960, p. 272. Nims attributed

the translation "loan- to E. Seidl.
5 J. Cvetler, 1934, a work to which 1 have been unable to gain access, and

1935, pp. 129-132, made an effort to distinguish the difference between Såvelov

and ;(pijar;. Pringshcim, 1950, pp. 513-514, has doubts about the validity of
his findings.

6 V. carninos, 1954, p. 395, for the derivafion of oyeyan from wV3y.

7 1 suspect that the word crht in the so-called Crbt-documents is related to
the coptic pH B and denotes the person who holds the documents which evi-
dence the good faith of the partics to the agreements.
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the distinctions they represent were recognized in contemporary Egyp-



tian legal thought and perhaps also in the legal thought of earlier times.
Now rc-wli; is a composite  nomen actionis  compounded of the prefix

rc' and the infinitive wh3, "to seek," "to demand". The prefix rCis itself
a composite of  r,  "activity," and C, "arm," and translated literally
means "activity of the arm" and hence "activity".2 In compounds
denotes a condition or state of activity,  e.g. rs -3tp=f,  "the condition
of loading it".3 Compounds of this type are well attested in both
demotic4 and Coptic5.

The verb w/y3, "to seek," "to demand," sometirnes has in legal texts
the technical meaning of "to claim (what is owing")6; and this is
evidently the connotation of wIj in rc-w1)3. Rc-w173 should mean an
"action of claiming" and hence a "claim".7 The phrase  rc-wh;  I
translate by "as a claim" which I take to mean "subject to claim". I
avoid the translation "on demand" since this would imply that a de-
posit had been received which could be reclaimed whenever the depo-
sitor wished. In examples 1-8 repayment is set for a fixed term; and in
example 4 the creditor may never have been paid back what he handed
over.8

1 do not think that the translation "debt" for rc-wIJ3 does justice to
the force of w,/j3 in the compound. Rc-w/i3 expresses an active assertion
of title as does  claim;  whereas "debt" is a passive expression for "what

V. Wb. 2.394.11 - 395.5.

2 Concerning r, "activity", "action," and r-6 with the same meaning consult
H. Junker, 1941 pp. 3-7, and Edel, 1955, § 259. According to Sethe, 1910, pp.
149-150, r-6 is a substantive, the basic meaning of which must have been "limit"
or "end".

3 V. Gardiner, 1957, p. 577; Erman, 1933, § 439; and Caminos, 1954, index
s. v. r-c.

4 V. W. Spiegelberg, 1902, pp. 224-225 and 1925, § 33; and Lexa, 1947-1951,
p. 234.

5 V. Sethe, 1910, p. 150, and Crum, 1939, p. 287,s. v. pa.
6 V. Erichsen, 1954, p. 98; Spiegelberg, 1905, p. 200 p. 30 of the separate

printing); Sethe, 1920, p. 294 n. 3; Gardiner, 1951:2, p. 118, note e: and Th&:1-
dorides, 1967, p. 114, n. 6.

7 I use "claim" in the technical sense of the assertion of a title to any debt,
privilege, or other thing in the possession of another.

8 I understand this text as recording either a partial payment of rent in advance
or the payment of earnest-money.cf. Gr. P. PSI 390/5 (iii B.C.)&co åprcifia; x

npoo-tWopat 81; rti etc.

4 Three Demotie Papyri
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is owed". The translation "loan" is too restrictive since rc-w1i3 can be

applied to a debt for price or to an advance payment of rent.

A search for a precise Greek equivalent to rc-wh; has met with little

success. In the Greek sales with deferred delivery the price is some-

times called a (5civelov. In other texts it is called a  zpoxpeia  or a  xpijat.'

If any of these terms corresponds to  rc-w1t3,  it is likely to be  ((ivcrov;

but I cannot prove such a correspondence. Moreover, the establish-

ment of such a correspondence would not clear up the difficulties con-

nected with the use of rc-w/6: for  (Jdveloy,while  often translated "loan,"

is frequently used to denote credit arrangements which extend beyond

the strict limits of loan.2

s 40 For convenience I have termed the clauses  st (n) dr. t=k

iw 1.13.1.y mty n-im=w by=w inb (n) iwty sp nb,  "I have received them

from your hand, my heart being satisfied with them, they being corn-

plete and with no remainder at all," the paragraph of receipt of Type

II. They occur together as a unit very frequently after the clause of

satisfaction, the formulae of receipt  dy.k nry mn,  "you have given to

me such and such," and  tw=y ni,i n mn,  "I have been paid such and

such in full," and in the receipts which begin  iw n (n) (Ir.t  NN,

"payment received from the hand of NN-. This group of clauses is

composed of a clause of receipt, a clause of approval, and two clauses

descriptive of the state of what was received.

The order of the clauses is only fixed with regard to  st (n)

dr.frk  which invariably comes first. The normal order is for the clause

of approval to follow with the two descriptive clauses following in the

order iw=n; mi  (n) iwty sp nb.3  Occasionally the descriptive clauses

precede the clause of approval.4

In the clause s'p=y  st (n) dr. 1=k,  the subject also occurs in the ist

For (5timov r. Gr. P. Reinach 10.32 (111 B.C.) and Gr. P. Oslo Inv. 1440
(A.D. 91) line 18. For npoipia u. Gr. P. PSI 10.1122 21 (A.D. vi). For ipijar; r.

Gr. P. BGU 4.1015 (A.D. 222 223).
2 V. Mitteis, 1891, p 474. Weiss, 1923, p. 440 n. 6; and Seidl, 1962, p. 474.
3 This order is already attested in the reign of Amasis. V. dem. P. Louvre

7838.5-6, abn. hier. P. Louvre 7847:8-9, and dem. P. Ryl. 12 4.
4 V. Re  illout, 1880, pp. 303-307 and dem. P. Louvre 2429 2. In Gr. P.

Le den P Gr. P. UPZ 177/32-34) the clauses appear in this order and are trans-
lated into Greek: up& croi3 Tilyrol5TCOP I'1;L) å rro;

[1;7]o1.6./ov.'/177[11]vå6Kilaå; Re. This is a translation of dem. P. Berlin 5507 32-33
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person plural and the third person plural. St is sometimes replaced

by the designation of the thing received, and the name of the person

who handed over what was received oceasionally replaces the suffix

pronouns after  dr. t.

The clause of approval is sometimes constructed as a circumstantial

clause introduced by the particle This clause is used indepen-

dently in dem. P. Cairo 30657 4, a release, and in one of the standard
forms bv which the approval of persons with vested interests in agree-

ments was expressed.2

1n dem. P. Hauswaldt 7a/6 -7 and in the Brooklyn papyri the clause

iw=w mi has been omitted from the paragraph of receipt; and it is

not at all uncommon for the nb after  sp  to be omitted.

For an evaluation of this paragraph of receipt consult Chapter V

below.

§ 41. For mb consult Erichsen, 1954, pp. 171-172; 1.1.b. 2.118.10;

and Crum, 1939. pp. 208-210 s.r. moyz. The verb mb frequently takes

a direct object which indicates the person paid and introduces by the

preposition n(<m) the thing paid. Thus 1 translate intw=y rnb=k (n)
ii pr.w nty bry (lit. "1 shall fill you with the above-mentioned seed-

grain") by shall pay the above-mentioned seed-grain in full".

The use of the verb mly to describe the payment of the grain is note-

worthy: for in the instruments which record a loan of grain or acknow-

ledge a debt of grain the verb dy. t, "to give," was used to denote the

repayment.3 Of the instruments which record a loan or a debt of

money all but one (dem. P. Cairo 50123/4) use dy.  t  in the promise to

repay.

The fact that mb is used in some leases to describe the act of paying

the rent4 while di.t is used in other leases5 indicates that no subtilty

V. dem. P. BM 10560•19 (190 B.C.) and dem. P. Cairo 50129/5 (86 B.C.).
2 V. Sethe, 1920, pp. 683 sqq.

3 All five of the grain loans which begin with the formula dy=k n=y mo use
dy.t for the repayment. In 12 of the instruments which acknowledge a debt for
grain by the formula wn - mtw.k mo dy.t is used, and in two other texts
of this type the editors restored dy.t. In two texts which record promises to
pay grain and which employ the formula iw=s mtwrk r c.wy=y the verb dy.t is
a1so employed.

4 V. dem. P. Berlin 310215 and dem. P. Reinach 5/20.
5 V. dem. P. Reinach 1/6 and 4/13.

4 *
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of meaning was inherent in the use of in and dy. . t in promiscs to make

payment.
§ 42. The earliest occurrence of the formulae which specify the

quality of grain to be repaid in the legal instruments is dem. P. Loeb

3, which dates to 306/5 B.C. L. Wenger, 1932, p. 344, noted the corres-



pondence between these forrnulae and the Hellenistic Greek formulae

and raised the question as to whether

the Greek formulae could be traced back to the Egyptian.' The occur-

rence of the Egyptian forrnulae at such an early date strong1  argues

against their having been patterned on the Greek. As for the Greek for-

mulae, little of substance ean be said about them since the types of do-

cuments in which they coukl be expected to occur have not been pre-

served outside Egypt. It is not out of the question to postulate that the

order in which the clauscs occur in the Greek documents from Egypt

may have been influenced by the order of the corresponding Egyptian

formulae; but if so, it would not justify any conclusions as to the

origins of the form ulae.

43 Since there were a great many measures (both dry and liquid)

of  arying capacities available in Ptolemaic Egypt, it was essential that

the measure by which repayment was to be made be specified. More-

over, the government used both receiving and spending measures, the

receiving measure being substantially larger; and no doubt this usage

was imitated in other quarters.2 The use of standard measures kept

in the dromoi of Temples is attested in both the demotic and Greek

papyri.3

The oipe-measure (Coptic ocurre) is common in the demotic papyri

but, as far as I have been able to determine, only occurs in the Greck

papyri (1w) during the Byzantine period.4

Wenger said that Sethe, 1920, p. 218 sqq., broached the subject. This state-
ment is somewhat misleading. Sethe did make an effort to determine the corres-
pondences between the demotie and Greek formulae, but he did not raise the
question of origins.

2 v Grenfell and Hunt, 1906, pp. 228-230. In dem. P. BM 10560, 14 (unpubl.)
the ks (n),1; (n) Pr - c3, "receiving measure of Pharaoh," is mentioned. V. Tauben-
schlag, 1955, p. 344.

3 Sethe, 1920, p. 227 § 27 b, cites our text and dem. P. Cairo 30610 10; and
Preisigke, 1931, col. 362, cites examples from the Greek papyri.

4 V. Erichsen, 1954, p. 29. Prcisigke, 1931, p. 362 gives citations from the
Greek papyri.
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§ 44. The word  gst  is well attested in Egyptian with the meaning

"scribe's palette".1 There are also several dernotic texts in which a
gst  is connected with grain measures:

dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796E16-18:

intwy mh.k. (n) n3 pr.w nty bry pr.w dr.r.w iw=w web (n) iwty sn-nw

(n) i[p]. t (n)i?f1-13(n)Pr-Im-31np nty wd3irm p3yrs gst nty wd3,

"I  shall repay you in full the grain which is (specified) above, all

the grain being pure and unadulterated, (measured) by the  oUple-

measure  of the dromos of Perhenanupis, which is sound, together
with its  gst,  which is sound."

dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1802E/18-19:

(n) i 3 iypy. t (n) Itft-h (n)3Inp nty  wd3  irm p3y=s gst nty wd3,

"by the oipe-measure of the dromos of Anubis, which is sound,
together with its  gst,  which is sound."

dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1803E/14-15:

same as preceding example.

dem. P. Vat. 22/17-18:

same as the preceding example.

dem. P. BM 10560/15:

iww hyrw n p3 cs (n) Pr-C3 irm p3y= gst nty wd3,

"they being measured by the receiving measure of the king together
with its  gst,  which is sound."

dem. P. Loeb 60/10:

hy (n)13 ip. t (n) s'p (n) Pr-c3 nty wd3 irm p3y=s gst,

"they being measured by the receiving oipe-measure of the King,
which is sound, together with its  gst."

dem. P. Reinach 1 11-12:

Fntiii dy. t n=k rtb (n) sw 100 — — —17 p3y.w knw n gst (n) rc-hy
(n) 1)3. t-sp 8 .t ibd 2 knw n t3y=k hyp.t,

"1 shall give to you 100 artabae of wheat — — — as their rent -of'

gst of measuring, in regnal-year 8 second month of summer, by
your oipe-measure."

dem. P. Loeb 6111:
The word  gst  is preceded by the word s, "measure,"  but 1 am
unable to read the rest of the passage.

i V. Wb. 5.207.11-17 s.v. gstj, and Erichsen, 1954, p. 593 s.v. gst.
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The Greek papyri refer to the use of a "striker,"o-Kurållti, to level grain

heaped up in measures.' In particular the o-Knrci:w is mentioned in

contexts comparable to those in which the demotic word gst appears2:

Gr. P. Tebt. 3.823/14-16 (185 B.C.):

pftpcp iïp o-ov13432tudtv zp().; Tå za2Ko<i-5>v Kai G7i1)TUÅII (51Kaic,x

(71.1-6Å(p.

"by a measure tested against the (standard) bronze (measure) and

by a just and fair striker."

Gr. P. Amherst 2.43..19-10 (173 B.C.):

.(5/Koiell r(51 Rp).; rô flaut)..1Kk  zaixoriv  pErInjau Koi

o-Ktyrcii.0 [ci]tKaia

"by a just measure (tested) against the royal bronze (standard),

by a just measurement and striker."

Gr. P. BGU 4.1142 6-8 (25 .24 B.C.):
idrpcol CEppork; Kui rn4uIrciii [(511Kaiw,

"by the measure of Hermes and by just striker."

Was the gst the Egyptian equivalent of the Greek 0-KVI-C1).17? The tomb

paintings3 portray scribes with their palettes in hand as they reckon

the harvest; and perhaps they were in the habit of using the palettes

to strike the measures.4

§ 45. Sethe, 1920, p. 227 § 31, gives a number of examples including

ours, of instruments which stipulate that delivery must be made to the

creditor's house. V. Weber, 1932, p. 102 n. 1, for Greek instruments

which contain the same stipulation.

In his discussion or the clauses which specify the placc of delivery

Weber, op. cit. pp. 102-104, declared it probable that the formulaic ex-

pression of the obligation to deliver to a specific place in the Egyptian

docurnents may have penctrated into the Greek documcnts; but he

1 For accounts of the aKurdi,q as a striker in the lexicographers consult lulius
Pollux, Onomastikon 4.170 s. i. d:rp(,)1' (.31.6ia-ra, and Suda 719, s.u. (TKVT(L)1(5E;.

2 Numerous examples are cited in Preisigke, 1927, 471-472. V. LSJ9 p. 1617 b
S.l. r,cvr6,.r/.

3 V. Klebs, 1934, pp. 16 18, and the references cited there.
4 For possible pictures of strikers in an Old Kingdom tomb consult Quibell,

1913, p. 26 and plate 17. V. Aldred, 1961, pp. 80-81 and Gardiner, 1957, sign

list aa 29. I owe these references to Prof. R. A. Parker.
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took care to note the existence of the conception of an obligation to

deliver in Attic law.

For clauses governing the discharge of obligations in the Greek
papyri see J. Modrzejwski, 1953-1954, pp. 211-229.

The designation of a term for delivery which consists of two
months is unusual.' I know of no parallels in the Greek papyri. In

dem. P. BM 10560/14-15 (unpubl., 190 B. C.) a lessee is required to

pay his rent in wheat which was to be delivered to the lessor's house

(n) N.t-sp 16 tpy smw lbd 2 .s'mw,"in regnal-year 16 in the first or

second month of summer".

The implications of this arrangement are somewhat obscure. If it

was just intended to grant the debtor more time to make payment, why

was the term not expressed by s3c ibd 2 mw , "by the second month of
summer"? The use of fic, "up to," "until," would indicate that the

debtor was technically permitted to make delivery at any time before

the term.

If it be assumed that a debtor promised to pay his creditor by

or r hn r) a certain term, did this mean that he was entitled to repay

whenever he chose until the term was reached? It is not difficult to

envision situations in which this would be to a creditor's disadvantage.

For instance, the unexpected delivery of a large debt of perishable
goods might find the creditor without storage facilities and might

result in considerable expense for him.

In the Greek papyri the terms were indicated by the prepositions

"in," and &o:;, "up to," It seems that v (e.g. v plpd (Seiva)
defined both the terminus a quo and the terminus ante quem, while ffwg-

only defined the terminus ante quem.
In the demotic papyri r hn r and .qc2 correspond to '&); and n corres-

ponds to i;v.3
a) The use of paragraphs of penalty, which provide for an

additional term (Nachfrist) within which a debt plus a stipulated pen-

alty had to be paid, was a common means in both the Greek and

I For a general discussion of terms in the papyri see R. Taubenschlag, 1948,
pp. 353-356.

2 Apparently these expressions mean the same thing. V. Glanville, 1939, p.
13 (f). In dem. P. Adler 3/8 and 6/8 the preposition r is used to indicate the ter-

minus ante quem.

3 V. dem. P. Reinach 3/9: (n) 1)3.t -sp 10d ibd 2 .§mw.
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demotic papyri for stimulating the prompt discharge of obligations.'
These paragraphs of penalty are found in demotic loans (e.g. dem. P.
BM 10425/8), sales with deferred delivery(e.g. dem. P. Vat. 22/22-24),
acknowledgements of indebtedness (e.g. dem. P. Zenon 1/11), and
leases (e.g. dem. P. Berlin 3102/10). The penalty clauses, which in-
volve an agreement to pay a greater sum to secure a less sum, are to be
distinguished from the paragraphs which cover non-aggression and
non-performance and which commonly include the promise of pay-
ment of money to creditors; for these frequently stipulate the payment
of a mulct to the state.2

Primarily the penalty was designed to secure the obligations to pay
(dy.t); and this obligation was always mentioned. Some instruments
(e.g. dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1802E/21 and dem. P. Vat. 22/13) also
covered the obligation to meet all the conditions of payment (ir) by
the inclusion of the clauser h p3 nty sh hry, "in accordance with what
is written above". It is quite possible that it went without saying that
the penalty went into effect if payment were not made under the con-
ditions specified; but as we shall see below (Chapter VII) there was a
tendency to treat an obligation to pay and an obligation to perform
separately. Dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1803E includes both a paragraph
of penalty and a paragraph covering non-performance; while dem.
P. Brooklyn 37. 1796E has neither the phrase r h p3 nty sh hry in
the paragraph of penalty nor a separate paragraph covering non-per-
formance.

If the original obligation were to pay grain or the like, it was not
uncommon for the penalty to convert the debt into a debt for money.3
Otherwise, the original debt was increased by one half (the iijuo.ia of

1 For penalties in the Greek papyri consult A. Berger, 1911,passim; Weber,
1932, p. 140 sqq.; and Seidl, 1962, p. 163.

2 I prefer the term mulct to fine. A fine is paid at the end (finis) of a transaction,
suit, or prosecution. The demotic texts which provide for a payment to the state
also included the so-called clausula salvatoria, which stated that the original debt
remained in force even after the payment to the state was made. V. Black, 1951,
p. 759, and Taubenschlag, 1955, p. 300.

3 This practice is attested in both loans (e.g. dem. P. Leyden 376/22) and
and leases (e.g. dem. P. Reinach 4/18). The Greek papyri also employ this ex-
pedient; cf. Gr. P. Amherst 43/11-12 (a grain loan) and Gr. P. Cornell 2/12-14
Gr. P. Hibeh 1.84 a/7-9 (both sales with deferred delivery).
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the Greek papyri) or began to accumulate interest at a stipulated rate.'
b) Other texts which record penalties for failure to repay grain on

time introduce the paragraph by iwry tm dy.t st n=k, etc., "if I do not
give it to you, etc.," (e.g. dem. P. Louvre E 9293 [499 B. C.], dem. P.
Loeb 3 [306/5 B. C.], and dem. P. Cairo 30610 [66/5 B.C.]), or by iwrf

hpr r bn-pw[=y dy.t] nrk, etc., "if it happens that I have not given to
you, etc." (e.g. dem. P. Cairo 50122 [la. Ptol.]).

Compare the beginning of the penalty in the Brooklyn papyri with
that in Gr. P. Merton 6 (77 B.C.) and Gr. P. Amherst 43 (173 B.C.):

å' liv åprcifir».; 1117 ånoåc-cio-tica9å yyparcral ånoreto-GiTwo-av

"(the price) of every artaba which they do not repay in accordance
with what has been written let them pay, etc."

V. Sethe, 1920, index p. 802 s.v. ssw n dj. t, and p. 30 where
he cites our passage.

The expression 1 r I 112 is found in demotic as early as the
reign of Darius I in dem. P. Ryl. 9, col. 6/2: 1-1r=s Iffir iw nfr P3-t3-rsy

m4s irpy-fidpyfbd.t 1 r 1 112, "It so happens that Ptores has
been in excellent condition; its silver and its spelt have increased by
one half (lit. made 1 and 1/2)". I have found no examples of the use of
this expression in the legal instruments before the Ptolemaic period.
The demotic phrase irm p3yrf 1 r 1 112 corresponds to the ubiquitous
Greek expression o-bv ri7i Thuto,liat, "with the additional one half".2
The employment of both the Greek and demotic expressions was dis-
cussed at length by Berger, 1911, pp. 14-26, who concluded that the
use of the demotic expression in the legal instruments was modeled
on the Greek.

The time allotted for the repayment of the debt plus penalty
varies from instrument to instrument. The following is a list of the
terms which I have found set in paragraphs of penalty in demotic
texts :3

I Dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1803E/22, 37.1802 E/ 17, and 37.1796E/21 increase the
debt by one half; and dem. P. Louvre E 9293/5 provides for the accumulation
of interest.

2 For a discussion of the in the Greek papyri consult Lewis, 1945, pp.
126-127, and Schulthess, 1918, cols. 905-906.

3 Sethe, 1920, pp. 30-32, discussed a number of terms set in demotic instru-
ments but did not restrict himself to penalty clauses; and his list does not in-
clude all the examples listed here.
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a debt for grain is converted into a debt for money but no addi-

tional term for payment is set  (e.g.  dem. P. Cairo 30610/12),

the debt accumulates interest from the date due but no term for

repayment is set  (e.g.  dem. P. Louvre E9293/5),

the penalty must be paid on the day the debt falls due  (e.g.  dem.

P. Loeb 55/x+4:  p3 hrw (n) rn=f),

the penalty must be paid on the day after the debt falls due  (e.g.

dem. P. BM 10523/2:  p 3hrw nty m-s3hrw (n) rn=f),

the penalty must be paid within five days after the debt falls due

(e.g.  dem. P. Cairo 50123/7:  hn hrw 5),

the penalty must be paid within ten days after the debt falls due

(e.g.  dem. P. Berlin 3110/5),

the penalty must be paid in the same month as the debt falls due

(e.g.  dem. P. Zenon 1/11:  p3ibd n rn.f),

the penalty must be paid in the month following the month in

which the debt falls due  (e.g.  dem. P. BM 10425/8),'

the penalty must be paid within two days of demand by the creditor

once the term for the repayment of the original debt has passed

(e.g.  dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1803E/22), and

the penalty must be paid in the month following that in which the

debt falls due or within two days of demand by the creditor once

the term for repayment of the original debt has passed  (e.g.  dem.

P. Vat. 22/23-24).

A similar variety of terms is to be found in the Greek penalties, but I

am not able to cite exact parallels for each demotic example given

above.

For a discussion of the clause  n htr (n)iwty mn  consult Chapter

VI.

The idiom  mdw irm N1V r-db3 mn,  "to speak with someone

about something," is a technical expression for discussion in a legal

context; and the force of the  mdw  is stronger than that of simply "spea-

king".2 On the other hand, to translate  mdw  by "to dispute," or the

like seems too forceful for the present context; and for want of a better

translation I have chosen the translation "to discuss".

This is by far the most common arrangement.
2 V. Sethe, 1920, pp. 391-392.
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a) 1 term this paragraph "the paragraph of non-postpone-
ment of performance". The sense is clear. The debtor is not to be able

to gain further postponernent beyond that already granted in the para-
graph of penalty.1

Sottas, 1921, p. 34 (18), has pointed out  "zov-rOr; pou 41,-},ovainv

xpövov il-r;pov[1,13-ij[o]ect-.9at,  not having the power to acquire a fur-
ther period- (Gr. P. Oxy. 2.259 17-19, A. D. 23). and  ävey 7u-io-n;

()7TEp;k, "without any postponement-  ((f.  Preisigke, 1927, If. 3,
647-648), as parallel clauses in the Greek papyri. It is interesting that
(n) iwty mn,  "without was occasionally translated into Greek

as  Civr:/) (nre.pWawf);;  and, indeed, there seems to be little difference
between  (n) iwty mn  and the paragraph of non-postponement of per-

formance.

The earliest example of this paragraph is dated 337 B.C. (dem. P.
Libbey). The paragraph occurs in marriage docurnents, acknowledge-
ments of indebtedness, sales with deferred delivery, leases, and in-
strurnents of surety.

b) For a grammatical analysis of this paragraph consult Sethe, 1920
pp. 76-78.

There is some question as to how the suffix w of  r-rrw (crooy
should be understood. Sethe, 1920, pp. 77-78, considered it the sim-
plest and most likely solution to make it refer back to what was owed

and to translate the phrase as "with respect to them" or "for them-.
Sethe also considered it possible that the construction was imper-

sonal and that one should translate  r-r=w  by "thereto". In dem. P.
Libbey, line 3, however .w is replaced by =f and this indicates that the
pronoun was not used impersonally. The passage in question reads:

p3y=k sw (n) dd nry nty 1(w).1( (r) ir=1. my .•"/) h (n) p; sh nty hry r

ky dmc iiiv dy .t s'p nf iwry ir mdt nh nty hry hr p3sh n rn.f. iw=y

dv.t mIg n mtr s 16 iw=y dy. i s n=k iw bn iwv rh dy. t nrk ky sw
hrw r-r=1. (n) iwty dd knb.t nb mdt nb (n)[p3] t3,

1 In dem. P. Cairo 30701 x+1-3 (Faynm, 203 B.C.) this paragraph also contains
the clause intw.y dy.t st nrk n - intrf (n) 1cr (n) iwty inn, "and 1 shall give it to you
within it (i. e. the term), necessarily and without delay". The presence of the exe-
cutive clause (n) 13tr (n) iwty mn shows that the paragraph applies to the period
after the expiration of the initial term set for performance.
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"On the day on which  ou shall sav to me, 'Let a copy of the above

instrument be made on another papyrus,' I shall cause it to be

made; I shall record everything above in the instrument in que-

stion ; and I shall cause it to be witnessed by 16 persons, I not

being able to appoint for you another term with respect to it,

without disputing any title or anything in the world."

The antecedent of is evidently the copy which was to be made.

In the Brooklyn papyri w should refer back to the n3 pr .w which
begins the paragraph of penalty.

§ 55. The writing is clear on the photographs. Sethe, 1920, p. 194,

relying on Revillout's hand copies, read sh, "writing," instead of iw
in dem. P. Vat. 22 25 and in dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1802E/24. The wri-

ting is, in fact, the same asihat in dem. P. Cairo 30625 12 where on the

photograph Sethe read ity without hesitation.

This word has previously been read isw. This reading was first pro-

posed by Spiegelberg, 1905, pp. 186-187 ( = pp. 16-17 of the separate

printing of the demotic texts), who connected it with the Coptic

feminine substantive acoys:ccoyA, "price," "value" (Crurn, 1939,

p. 18). Griffith, 1909. III p. 279 n. 2, regarded this reading as "probab-

ly but was not entirely convinced ; while Sethe, 1920, p. 194,

adopted the reading and etymology without reservation. It should be

noted, however, that the demotic word is rnasculine (cf. (n) iwty iw
iwf chc whereas the Coptic word is feminine. For this reason

Erichsen, 1954, p. 44, made two separate entries, one for isw, masc.

"receipt, quittance (payment)," and another for iswy.(t), fem. "com-

pensation," "reward," "price". For iswy.(t) he proposed the etyrno-

logy acoy. Malinine, 1955, pp. 498-499, proposed the reading

(*4 for Erichsen's isw and suggested that the w ord was a form

of the verb iw, "to come (for the purpose of making a payment)". The

similarity between the writing of the yerb iw and the word formerly

read isw is, to my mind, such as to render Malinine's reading entirely

convincing; and 1 adopt it here without reservation. Malinine's rea-

ding disposes of the problem of the masculine isW and the feminine
acoy. We have in demotic two distinct words, iw, "payment," "re-

ceipt," and iswy .(1) (cf. Wb. 1.131), "compensation," "reward,"

"price-; and it was the latter which was the ancester of the Coptic

acoy.
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Two years after Malinine's proposals were published there appeared
a review of Erichsen's Glossar by Prof. G. R. Hughes, 1957, p. 58, in
which the word isw was discussed. The reading isw was retained; but
as no mention was made of Malinine's reading, it is possible that the
review had been completed before Prof. Hughes had access to it.
Prof. Hughes argued that "payment" was the primary meaning of iw
and that "receipt" or "quittance" was a secondary meaning.' His evi-
dence is convincing and gains added plausibility in the light of Mali-
nine's discovery. That a "coming (to make payment)" should have
been extended in meaning to denote the document which attested to
the "coming" would be a natural development.2

Prof. Hughes made specific mention of the use of iw in the paragraph
governing evidence of payment. 1-le translated (n) iwty iw as
"without payment which is provable"; but he cited with apparent
approval Sethe's, 1920, p. 194, assertion that in those instances where

is ornitted iw must mean "receipt". That a debtor should not
assert that he had made payment without actually having done so
would have been, Sethe argued, self-evident. Perhaps this is true; but
one should be wary, when handling legal texts, of arguing from the
"self-evident". More convincing to me is the fact, observed by Sethe,
that iw in the paragraphs of this type is sometimes followed by the
plant determinative which was regularly used with words denoting
documents. Noteworthy too is the fact that all the occurrences of the
plant determinative with iw which 1 have found in this formula3 occur
when iw.f is omitted. I do not think it wise, however, to postulate
two distinct clauses, one stipulating provable payment, and the other
requiring a written receipt. 1 regard the clause without iwrf cljc rf as an
abbreviated form of the longer clause.

1 sethe, 1920, p. 194, had suggested that "receipt" may have been the older
meaning; and Malinine, op. cit. p. 498, seems to have thought this more likely
than not.

2 Cf. shn, "to entrust" (Wb. 4.216), "to lease" (Erichsen, 1954, p. 448), and
and shn, "instrument of lease" (Erichsen, 1954, p. 448).

3 I have 15 texts in which the writing of iw is well enough preserved to permit
a judgement. Of these 7 omitted iwf chc r,t; and of these 7 five used the plant
determinative after iw. The five texts are dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796 E/24, 37.1802
E/24, 37.1803E/18, dem. P. Vat. 22/25, and dem. P. Cairo 30625/10.
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For a discussion of the legal significance of these provisions consult
Chapter VII below.

For a discussion of this paragraph and other provisions for
securities in the demotic instruments consult Chapter VI.

For a discussion of this paragraph consult Chapter VI II.
The substantive  rd (<rwdw),  "representative," is attested since

the Middle Kingdom.' Persons so designated are found throughout
the entire period during which the word is attested representing the
king", temples3, and private persons.4

Of particular interest are the examples where a  rwdw  functioned as a
representative in a lawsuit. In the Karnak Juridical Stele (Dynasty
17)3 a petitioner declared  iy • n=i mrwdw n s3-ny-sw. .t imy-r gs-pr
"I have come as the representative of the prince and overseer of the
temple Sobknakht". The representative then made Sobknakht's petition
and acted on his behalf throughout the entire proceedings. In two re-
cords of disputes about shares of inheritances  (pz. t)  from the Rames-
side period persons appear in court as the representatives of their bro-
thers and sisters  (m rwdw n

I have been unable to discover any later examples of a  rwclw func-
tioning as a representative in a lawsuit. lt is possible, however, that
rd  in the paragraph of credibility was used with the same technical
sense of "representative (in a lawsuit)". There is no indication, how-
ever, that the persons who functioned as legal representatives were
professional lawyers.'

There is no evidence known to me which indicates how the  rd  of

V. Wb. 2.413.12-26; Sethe, 1920, pp. 56-57; and Erichsen, 1954, pp. 256-257.
The earliest examples cited by the Wb. are 18th Dynasty; but Middle Kingdom
examples are given by Griffith, 1896, pp. 195-204, line 13 of plate, and by Anthes,
1930, p. 110.

2 V• Wb. 2.413.14 and Sethe, 1920, p. 57.
3 V. Helck, 1958, p. 116 n. 3; Caminos, 1954, p. 159; and Thompson, 1913,

p. 58, No. 32/7; and Mattha, 1945, No. 187, note to lines 1 and 2.
4 V. Helck, 1.c., and Gardiner, 1905, p. 13 (10).
5 V. Lacau, 1949.
6 V. Mes, N. 3 and N.8, and hier. P. Berlin 3047/8.
7 On professional lawyers in the Graeco-Roman period consult Taubenschlag,

1951, pp. 188-192.
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a private person was appointed at this period or whether there were
documents of a special form drawn up to evidence the appointment.'

The reading of the verb  nlit (> NA2Te, Crum, 1939 p. 246), -to
trust," "to rely upon," "to was established by Spiegelber4.
1924. pp. 24-30.

For  dd irm  with the technical sense of "to assert a claim
against consult Sethe. 1920, pp. 59 and 171. and Gardiner, 1962,
p. 60 n. 10.

For  r bro.  "at the bidding of,"  (lit.  "at the voice of-), consult
Sethe, 1920, pp. 59-60: Erichsen, 1954, p. 366; and Sottas, 1921, p.
21 (15). Rabbinowitz, 1956, pp. 296-370, according to his wont. saw
the demotic idiom as an example of Hebrew influence in Egyptian
law.

In dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1803E 9-10 the same man is described
as a  n p 3bik rrnt (n)  _ '  (n) p3t,s' (n) Wn-r 

"servant of the falcon (and) resident of Per-r   in the district
of Wen-' In the present passage 1 construe p3  dmy (n)
p3 R." nty liry,  "the town of the district which is (specified) above,"
as being in apposition with the preceding place-name.2

The place-name ought to be the  Pr-'  in line 12, but there
is no room between  bik  and the following signs for  Pr-.  Moreover,
the signs of the name that are preserved do not correspond with the
writing in line 12.

One also expects to find  rmt  preceding the place name, and perhaps
it should be restored after  bik. Cf.  dem. P. BM 10075:6:  iw S'w,t rmt
(n) p3 dm y nty bry - - - dd,  "the merchant and resident of the town
which is (specified) above - - - having said".

This same Harmakhis was the vendor in dem. P. Brooklyn
37.1803 E/9-10.

For clarity I have translated this paragraph and the
one following as sentences. They are, in fact. circumstantial clauses

I Taubenschlag, 1955, pp. 307-312, collected the evidence for representation
in the legal practice of Graeco-Roman Egypt; and on p. 307 he provided a biblio-
graphy. Gr. P. Berol. inv. nr. 13410 (A.D. 116) is a bilingual text in Greek and
demotie which documents the appointment of a representative (irizpo7to;) to
negotiate a sale. Both parties are Egyptians. Sce Rabel, 1933, pp. 374-380.

2 There can be no doubt that the word is a placc-narne since it ends with the
determinative of place-names.
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which are subordinate to the opening sentence of the body of the

instrument from which they derive their past tense. The construction

is as follows: "A has sakl to B , C saying , (and) they both

saying - -

For the imperative i-iry consult Sethe, 1920, p. 718 n. 2.
Lit. "you are after me for doing, etc." For the idiomatic

meaning -to have a claim against" for in-s3 consult, Spiegelberg, 1899,
pp. 43-46; Erichsen, 1954, pp. 404-405: and Malinine, 1947, pp. 116-

117.

I take it that the persons who made a declaration of this form
were sureties rather than guarantors. V. Partsch, 1920, p. 712 and

748-763. The evidence for sureties and guarantors requires a reexami-

nation. There is a disfinct possibility that this form of suretyship and

the paragraph which established the prirnary debtor and his surety

as individually and jointly liable were introduced during the Ptolemaic

period.
For a philological commentary on this paragraph consult

Sethe, 1920, p. 87 § 43 and p. 243 § 63. A juristic analysis was furnished

by Partsch, 1920, p. 540 sqq.
I follow Lexa, 1947-51, 517 § 586, in seeing no justification

for transliterating the group ji. as ir-k.1 In the tables of writings

furnished by R. J. Williarns2 there is a clear difference between the sign

which appears in the writing of the second person singular masculine
of the Present 11 and which on historical and palaeographical grounds

must be read as ir and the sign which appears in the writings of the

second person singular masculine in the Circumstantial, Present I,

and Future III. In dem. P Ryl. IX Williams transliterated in

the Circumstantial, Present I, and Future I II as i(w)rk; but in the

other texts used for his tables he transliterated hat is plainly the same

group as ir.k. Historically this is not justifiable since the verb ir was

not used as an auxiliary to form the second person singular masculine

of these tenses; and the palaeographical difference between the sign
which represents ir in the Present II and the sign read ir in the Cireum-

Sethe had already raised obiections to this transliteration. V. Sethe, 1920,
p. 87 § 43 a.

2 V. Williams, 1948, pp. 223-235.
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stantial, Present I, and Future III argues against adopting the same

literation for both signs.1
Already in Ramesside and abnorrnal hieratic texts the writing of

the second person singular masculine, iwrk, shows peculiar figatures2;

and it is likely that the demotic sign  iw, ,  is to be explained on

the basis of these or similar ligatures. It is clear, moreover, that the

hieratic and abnormal hieratic ligatures do not involve a writing of

the verb  ir.

The usual ligature in hieratic ( ) suggests two possible

transcriptions for the dernotic . The initial of the hieratic could

easily give rise to the dernotic , which is commonly made up of

two strokes as is the hieratic. In this case the would have been

lost; and onc should transcribe the group as . Alternatively the

may have been lost leavinQ the ligature L_ , the upper portion

of which, , could easily have given rise to the or which ap-

pear as ‘ariants of S in the writings of the Circurnstantial, Present

I, and Futurc III. I prefer to transcribe the group as and to

transliterate it as

§ 69. The Egyptian notaries were called  poro;pd(poi  by the Greeks

(v. Preisigke, 1929, 111. 2 p. 134.).4 According to Gr. P. Rvl. 4.572

(ii B. C.) the notaries in the Arsinoite nome were selected by a com-

mittee composed of the stratu,,os of the nome, the epistates, the epi-

states of the watch, the oikonomos, and the royal scribe from a list of

candidates submitted by the cpistatai of the priests, chief-priests, and

laokritai. The successful candidates were required to take an oath in
the name of the king not to charge fees in excess of those fixed by the

government. According to Gr. P. BGU 6.1214 (ii B.C.) the fees were

set at 20 drachmae (of copper) for an instrument of sale and instru-

l Williams' tables for the Present II and for the Circumstantial indicate that
the same writing was used for the 2nd pers. sg. m. of both these tenses in the
Fandly Archire.  1n fact, the writing lw cited for the Present II is a circumstantial:
(dem. P. BM 10591 rt. 9/3)  i- irry ir nrk p3 sb p r t;yrk dny.t nty bry r- i(w)=k
wy etc. ".1lis with respect to your portion which is (specitied) above that
I have made the instrument of partition, you being far, etc.".

2 v Parker, 1962, p. 54.
3 The writing of demotic i(w)rs as , in which the initial r • composed

of the same two strokes as favors this transcription.
4 I have not been able to see Schubart's article, 1914/1915, pp. 94-98.

5 Three Dernotie Papyri
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ment of withdrawal and 10 drachmae (of copper) for any other kind

of instrument. It was required that these fees be posted in full view

before the temples and in other conspicuous places.'

I know of this notary only frorn dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796E.

He is not listed in Peremans and van't Dack, 1956, pp. 273-293.

The docket is \ irtually illegible, and I place little confidence

in my reading of the traces at the end. For the significance of the dockets

consult Chapter XI below.

Gu&aud, 1931, p. 134. maintains that povoypciqw; was not restricted to
those who wrote contracts in Egyptian.



Chapter II

DEMOTIC PAPYRUS BROOKLYN 37. 1802E

Description:

Dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1802E is a sale with deferred delivery, dated

February 14, 108 B.C., and comes from Saqqara  (v.  Introduction).

The main text is written on the  recto,  parallel with the fibers. The

signatures of the witnesses on the  verso  are written across the fibers.

The papyrus, as preserved, has a maximum height of 34 cm. and a

maximum breadth of 16.9 cm.

Transcription:

/73.t-sp  [9.  t' tpy p]r.t sw2 29 (n)3 n3 Pr-c3.w KIwptr3 irm Ptwlmys

n; ntr.w [mr-mw.t4 nty] lk hb w3b5 3lgsntrs n; ntr.w nty lk hb

n; ntr.  w  [sn.w irm] n; ntr .w ninh.w irm n; ntr.w mr-it=w {irm

n; ntr.w mr-11.w[

irm n3 ntr .w [nty pr. . (w)] irm p; ntr tny iJf irm p3 ntr mr-mw .t irm

p; ntr innh mr-il=f6

irm p; ntr [mnit] irm t; ntr .t mr-mw. t irm n3 ntr. . w mr-mw. t nty

irm t3 wcb .(t)

(n) t; Pr-C3.t [KI]wptr; i4 ntr.t innh.t nty mr-mw.t nty 1k hb t;

mr-hp

t3 nb.t kny [i]rm ;yrw p3lw n 31s . t C3. t mw.1 ntr irm

t; wcb.(1)

(n)3rsyn; t; irm t3 f3y khn (n) t; Pr-C;.t Klwptr; t;
ntr. t innh.t nty mr-mw . t nty 1k hb t; mr-hp t; nb kny irm 14f3y

Innw (n) t3 Pr-9.1 KIwpr3 t3 tur.t mnh. t nty mr-tnw. t nty lk hb

t; mr-hp t3 nb t kny irm 13 f3y tn (n) nb m-b3h3rsny t3 mr-sn
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irm t3f3y Sp kny m-b311 B3rnyg t; nmh.t nty hpr (n) RC-kd. t

dd T3-Tfny.t s3. t P3-(n)-Sy mw. . trs Hr=w8-"

n S'wty rmt (n) nty ir n3 shn.w n Mn-nfr9 Ijr_m_by10

<s3> Hr-)Inp. mw.trf

T3-(nt)-wn-bs dy=k11nry swn n rtb (n) sw w3d'2 3 1/2 t3y=w ps'y rtb

(n) sw 1 htic 1/2 1/4

dmd rtb (n) sw w31 3 1/2 cn (n) rc-w113'3 st (n) dr. 14(1.4 113

mty. W

(n) iwty sp nb mtwry mhrk (n) n; pr.w nty hry pr drrw iwrw web (n)

iwty sn-nw iwrw hyrw  -15

iwrw f3y=w iwrw swty r dr.trk r p3y=k  C  wy nty (n) Pr-hn-3Inp (n)

R lypY.
(n) (n)3.1np nty wd; irm p3yrs gst" nty wd; (n) iwty hy hmy

(n)" wf n

ip nb mdt nb (n)p3 t3 s';3C185  t-sp 9.1 tpy ,s'mw ibd 2 .ss'mw r ibd 2

(n) t3 rnp .t nty hry

n; pr.w n-im=w nty iw bn iwry dy .t st nrk (n)p3yrw sw (n)dy.t nty

hry r h p3 nty sh hry iwry dy.t st nrk

irm p3y=w I r 1 1/2 hn" p; hrw 2 n sw nb iz mdw irmry (r)-db3.1=w

nty i(w)=1( (r) ir= f m-s;

p3y4y sw (n) dy.t nty hry r h p; nty sh hry n htr (n) iwty mn bn

iwry rIl dd dyry tirk pr

n-imrw (n) iwty 1w2° bn rh dy.t nrk ky sw hrw r-r=w nty nb

nty mtwry Iffic n3 nty iwry

dy.t liprrw t; iwy.t (n)p; hp n t3F.t nty hry p3yrk rd p; nty n142'

(r) mdt nb

nty iwrf (r) dd. j[rw ilrmry (n) rn (n) mdt nb nty hry mtwry ir=w r

hrwrf n htr (n) iwty mn sh P3-iry"

s3  Hm-sw

The Greek Docket:23

' Erou.;3 Tifit K3 àvczyt:;p(antw)v Tdilr Alv(ovffician)61'` HpaK2d6ov

The Witnesses (on the verso):

Hr-r-  (s3) 	

Ifr-Ts3-'Is.t-' (s3) 71r-  -'

Ijr-" (s3) P3-dy-Wsir

NN=Tw (s3) Nht-'HpT
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11r-m-hy (s3) Iy-m-htp
P3-dy-L31s.t-1 (s-3)
1 13-nfr-r-Pth-' (ss)
n 1 y- T (s3) 	
P3-dy-1- 	 (s;)
P3-dy-ljr (s3) P34ry(-n)-r- ljp-'

1 1.  1.1r r(s3)'  fl

12.  3/1v-In-litp (s;) 	

Translation:
Regnal-year [nine1, first month of win]ter2, day 29 (of) the kings,
Kleopatra and Ptolemaios,
the [mother-loving4] gods [who] cause sorrow to cease, (and of
the) priest of Alexandros, the gods who cause sorrow to cease, and
the [brother and sister] gods, [and] the beneficent gods, and the
father-loving gods {the father-loving gods}
and the gods [who are come forthl, and the god who honored his
father, and the mother-loving god, and the young father-lovinggocr,
and the [beneficent] god, and the mother-loving goddess, and the
mother-loving gods who cause sorrow to cease, and (of) the
priestess
(of) the Queen, [Kfleopatra, the beneficent goddess who loves
her mother (and) who causes sorrow to cease, the lover of justice,
the mistress of victory, [a]nd (of) the  hieros polos  of isis, the great,

mother of god, and (of) the priestess
(of) Arsinoe, the lover of her father, and (of) the bearer of the
crown (of) the Queen, Kleopatra, the
beneficent goddess who loves her mother (and) who causes sorrow
to cease, the lover of justice, the mistress of victory, and (of) the
bearer of
fire (of) the Queen. Kleopatra, the beneficent goddess who loves
her mother (and) who causes sorrow to cease,
the lover of justice, the mistress of victory, and (of) the bearer of
the golden basket before Arsinoe, the brother-loving,
and (of) the bearer of the prize of victory before Berenike, the
beneficent, who are (in) Rakote.
The woman Tetfenis, daughter of Pasais, (and) whose mother is
Herieus,8 has said
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to the merchant and resident of Perhenanup, which is under (the
supervision of) the oikonomoi of Memphis,9 Harmakhis, (son>
of Herienupis, (and) whose mother is
Tagombs, "You have given" to me the price of three and one
half artabae of fresh wheat'2, their half being one and three quar-
ters artabae of wheat,
(making) a total of three and one half artabae of fresh wheat
again, subject to claim." I have received them from you." My
heart is satisfied with them,
there being no remainder at all. I shall pay to you the seed grain
which is (specified) above in full, all the seed being pure, unadulte-

rated, measured,
transported, and delivered to you, to your house which is in Per-
henanup, (measured) by the oipe-measure
of the dromos of Anubis which is sound together with its rstriker'"
which is sound, without cost or transportation charge," and
without
receiving any credit or anything in the world, by" regnal-year nine,
first month of summer (or) second month of summer, making two
months in the year which is (specified) above.
(As for) the seed grain thereof which I shall not deliver to you by
its term for delivery which is (specified) above in accordance with
what is written above, I shall deliver it to you
increased by one half, within" two days of any day of discussing
with me about it which you will do after
its term for delivery which is (specified) above, in accordance with
what is written above, necessarily (and) without delay. I shall not
be able to say, 'I have given to you seed grain
thereof', without a receipt.2° I shall not be able to set for you
another term for (the delivery of) it. All that is mine together with
all that I shall
acquire is the security of the right of the instrument which is above.
Your representative is the one who is to be believed2' with regard
to everything
which he will say [to] me in the name of everything which is
(specified) above; and I shall perform it at his bidding, necessarily
(and) without delay." Written be Pairy,22
son of Khemsu.
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The Greek Docket:23

In year nine, on the twenty-ninth of Tybi, (it was) registered in the
An(ubieion) by Herakleides.

The Witnesses (on the verso):

Har--  (son of) 	

Har-siese- (son of) -Har-_

'Haro- (son of) Petosiris

Nakhru- (son of) Nakhthap

Harmakhis (son of) Imhotep

Peter-eseT (son of)1-Pady-'

Nanoufrptah (son of) Har-' 	

-I- 	 (son of)

Pet- 	 (son of) 	

Petehor (son of) PshenThap-1

Hor -(son of) '

Imhotep (son of) 	

Commentary:

The year number is secured by the Greek docket.  V.  p. 18
§ 2  supra.

The month is secured by the Greek docket.  V.  p. 18 § 3  supra.

V. p. 19 §  5 supra.

V.  p. 19  sqq. § 7 supra.

V.  p. 24 § 9. a  supra.

V.  p. 30 § 12  supra.

§7. V.  p. 32 § 19  supra.

§ 8. a) I know this woman only from the present document.  Tfn.t
was rendered in Greek as -  rytirt.; (v.  Lexa, 1947-51, pp. 77 no. 20).

On the formation of personal narnes by prefixing the definite article
to a divine name consult Spiegelberg, 1901, p. 37, who cites our text.

The name  133-(n)-Sy  apparently mcans "He of Sais" and may be
the demotic form of the name  s3wT  cited by Ranke, 1935, 110.20.

For the reading  CEpteu.,-) see Mattha, 1945, p. 84 (note to
line 8) and 1957, p. 9 [v. Janssen, 1958, No. 57346].  V.  Ranke, 1935,
230.5, and Preisigke, 1922, col. 103.

§ 9.  V.  pp. 40-41, §§ 30 and 31.
§ 10.  V.  p. 41 § 33  supra.
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V.  p. 42 § 34 and chapter V  Wra.

For w3d, "fresh," "raw," "ueen, see Erichsen, 1954, pp.

104-105. The verb oyorr survives in Coptic but is, according to

Crum, 1939, p. 493, rare. In demotic w3d is used of plants in dem. P.

Mag. 5/32, "green rushes,"  (Iyin w3d);  and in dem. P. Berlin 8769 col.

3/12, a list of plants used in magical concoctions. w3d is applied to an

unidentified plant. To the best of my knowledge. w3d is applied to

naked wheat (sw) only in dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1802 E. 37.1803E and

dem. P. Vat, 22/14, 15. In other texts  (e.g.  dem. P. Loeb 3 '9 [306/5

B.C.] and dem. P. Reinach 1 '12 [110 B. C.1)  sw  is said to  benfr,  "good,"

"young".

In some of the Greek papyri which record debts for wheat  (e.g.

Gr. P. Reinach 10/14 011 B.C.] and Gr. P. Oxy. 1639/6 [i B. C.])

naked wheat  (rcupO,_.-) is described as "hard-(kerneled)," which

Grenfell and Hunt, 1920, p. 60, and Preisigke, 1927, col. 485, inter-

preted as meaning More commonly naked wheat is described

as "new"  (vo(;).

Spiegelberg, 1905, p. 183 (.p. 13 of the separate printing of the

demotie texts), equated  sw nfr  with  Twp(k vtoç.  In 1899: 2, pp. 33-34,

on the other hand, he had identified sw as the equivalent of rcup();

Sethe, 1920, p. 216, said that  7wpå..,-..  corresponds to  pr,  "seed," and

referred to Spiegelberg's discussion in 1899.

There can be no doubt that  sw  corresponds to  trup6;.;  for in the

bilingual receipt, dem. P. Zenon 24,  sw  translates In Coptic

Bible translations coyo (<sw)  also translates  rtvp6;; but it is just

as frequently a translation of  arro. Hupç  was the standard term for

naked wheat, whereas arra; was a broad term for food grain.`

Spiegelberg based his equation of  sw  and  rclipck vo.  upon an analysis

of dem. P. Berlin 3103, the crucial passage of which follows:

wo-mtwrk rtb (n) it  3 — — -  (n) ro (n) o3 pr.w r-dy.k n.y

mtw=y dy.t n=k p3y.k rtb (o) it 3 — — — — n sw iwrf wcb (n) iwty

sn-nw — — —

"You have 3 artabae of barley — — — against me in the name of the

seed which you gave me, and I shall give to you 3 artabae of

barley — — — as SW which is pure and unadulterated — —

1 V.  Jasny, 1944, pp. 53-54, and Moritz, 1955, pp. 129-141.
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He compared this text with some Greek grain loans in which naked
wheat (7rup6,-,-) was loaned and new naked wheat  (rwpc);  vvas to be
repaid. Spicgelberg had been unable to read the name of the variety
of grain loaned in the text under consideration: but the readinQ  it,
"barley,- is quite certain.' Thus a comparison between dem. P. Berlin
3103 and the Greek loans of naked wheat is not feasible. We have
barley loaned; and barley in the form of  sw  had to be returned.2

It was pointed out above that  arro;  was a general term for food
grains. In Gr. P. Hibeh 84a16 naked wheat  (7wp(5.;) is referred to as

In Gr. P. Hibeh 2.210/9 spelt is referred to as arro;. In
Gr. P. Hibeh 1.87'12 naked wheat (7up6) and barley (Kpl3rj) are
referred to collectively as  o-Tro;.  Lastly, in Gr. P. Hibeh 1.85/16 barley
(tept,94)  and spelt  (ij),upa)  are collectively referred to as  arro;.  Thus we
find  arro;  standing for naked wheat, spelt, naked wheat and barley,
and barley and spelt. Since aTTO; was a general term for grain and
since the different grains differed in their relative values,  arro;  never
appears in the loan itself in instruments which document a loan of
grain.3

In dem. P. Cairo 30610/9 and in dem. P. Loeb 3/9 a loan of naked
wheat  (sw)  is referred to as  sw.  In dem. P. Berlin 3103/8 a loan of
barley is referred to as  sw. I  know of no examples in which spelt is
loaned, and hence I have no evidence as to whether it too was referred
to as  sw.  In the first example it would be perfectly permissible to trans-
late  sw  in both instances as "naked wheat"; but in the second example

1 Cf. the writings of it in dem. P. Adler 20/6-7.
2 The n before sw 1 take to be the demotic deseendant of the ni of predication.

V. Sethe, 1920, p. 218.
3 During the Ptolemaic period the Greek papy ri show that naked wheat,

barley, and spelt stood in relative value to onc another in the ratio of 5:3:2
respectively. Malinine has successfully demonstrated that the ratio of 3:2 (barley
to spelt) is also attested in the demotic papyri as early as 486 B.C., 1950, pl. 2.;
and Parker, 1962,p. 52, has discovered this ratio in the 22nd. Dynasty. Oertel,
1931, pp. 577-579, has shown that this ratio was used not only in direct conver-
sions from one kind of grain to another, but also in the relative cash prices.
Malinine's effort to establish the ratio of naked wheat to barley misses the mark,
since dem. P. Adler 20 will not support thc weight of this arguments. The naked
wheat and barley are separate elements of a two-part loan. The penalty prices
fixed for the same loan in Gr. P. Adler 15 cannot be relied on as expressions of
the relative value of the two grains.
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one cannot have barley referred to as naked wheat. It is, therefore,

evident that  sw  can function in the demotic texts as  ulto.;  functions

in the Greek texts, i. e.  it may serve as a general term for grain. This

conclusion is supported by the fact that coyo (  <sw)  in Coptic serves

as a translation for  ofroc;  as well as for  nvp5.',..  We must, therefore,

translate the passage in dem. P. Berlin 3103 discussed above as follows:

"You have three artabae of barley - - - against me in the name

of the seed which you gave me, and I shall give to you your three

artabae of barley - - - as grain which is pure and unadulterated

We are now in a position to reject the equation of  sw  and  nvpå; dor;;

but since sii: can also mean "naked wheat"  (nvpd.;),  the equation of

sw nfr  and  nupb,-;  must be examined. Moreover, in this context

we must also consider Sethe's equation of  pr,  "seed," and  nvpà;

w'o;.  We may begin by observing that SW nfr  only refers back to "naked

wheat" in the examples presently attested; and that the equation of

sw nfr  with  rcvpb;  cannot be rejected on the grounds that  sw nfr

sometimes refers to a grain other than naked wheat.1 While, then, it

sometimes happens that the grain to be returned in a loan is required

to be  sw nfr,  it is much more common to require that the grain loaned

be returned as seed  (pr).  Moreover,  pr  does not refer to a specific

variety of grain but is applied to both  sw  and  it (e.g.  dem. P. Ryl.
21/16 and dem. P. Adler 6/8). Finally, it should be noted that  nfr

is only applied to  sw  and never, to the best of my knowledge, to  pr.

In the Greek papyri it is the rule to stipulate that the grain loaned be

returned as "new"  (vo,-;)  grain. Thus in Gr. P. Oxy. 1639, a loan of the

price of "hard kerneled naked wheat"  (nvpb; arepe6;)  must be re-

turned as "new hard kerneled naked wheat-  (7rvp(k o-rspEk vt"or.,-).

Loans of barley and spelt are rare in the Greek papyri, and in the
examples known to me the loan is referred back to simply as

I know of no instances in which either  o-Tro;  or  tcp1,94 or  5).vpa  are

described as "new" (1,K-); but in view of the fact that there are a very

limited number of examples available to me I attach no significance

The combination sw nfr is known to me from dem. P. Loeb 39, dem P.
Cairo 30610,'9, dem. P. Reinach 1/12, and dem. P. Reinach 3/9.
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to this fact. I see no reason why  Kpl3frj  and could not be de-
scribed as "new".

On the basis of the frequency with which grain loaned in demotic
texts are required to be returned as  pr,  "seed," and the frequency with
which the grains loaned in Greek texts are required to be returned

"new" I suggest the equation  ofpr  with the Greek combination
(nomen.frumenti)  plus the appropriate form of In support of this

proposal I note that  pr  in the demotic loans is in the majority of ex-
amples known to me followed by ityrtv wch, "they being pure"; while
the grains described as  vt'ot  in the Greek loans are generally described
as  Ka9apoi,  "pure". Thus I adopt Sethe's equation of  pr  and  irnpå;

onlv for those texts in which naked wheat is loaned. When barley

is loaned,  pr  should be the equivalent of  Kph9n vi:o;  and althouch I
know of no examples of Greek loans in which  Kp13/7 vo  or rE'a
occur. I expect that these will eventually turn up.

As for  sw nfr,  it too is followed by jur wcb in all the examples cited

above; and I think it quite possible that  sw nfr  and  pr  may amount
to the same thing. Since, however,  sw nfr  always refers back to naked
wheat (sw), I take it that .51,1,' tlfr is the exact equivalent of  rcup(').,-
It is just possible, however, that the sense of  nfr  is more akin to the

which is sometimes applied to grains in loans of the Roman and
Byzantine periods in Egypt. Thus in Coptic P. Ryl. 204 we have

coyo eN2Moyoy. The equation of e N XN oyoy and is estab-
lished by Coptic P. Vienna K 4912/31 in which Ko/(pot.; k-culor,-;
is translated by N KOyli)CON 171BB re C N NOyoy. It will be noted that
Bppe serves for Vtol and that euantoyoy  (<iw-n3-nfr.w)  serves for

Only  sw w3d  remains unexamined. In the Brooklyn papyri and in
dem. P. Vat. 22 sti w3d is referred to in the paragraph governing de-
livery simply as "the aforementioned seed"  (n3 pr. nty nry).  Thus

there can be little difference between  sw w3d  and seed; and possibly
there is no difference at all. 1 was for some time tempted to equate

sw w3d  and  zupck o-upe6;-,  "hard kerneled naked wheat"; but while
I still consider this correspondence possible, I also consider it possible
that  znpb; cupeb.;  may designate a special variety of naked wheat
and not simply ripe naked wheat.

To sum up, we have assured correspondence of  sw  with both  nvpb;

and  uTroç  and of  pr  with  (nomen frumenti)  plus the appropriate form
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of the probable correspondence of  sw nfr  with  nvpO.; véo.;., and

the possible correspondence of w3c/ with  rwpck arcpc(5.;.

About the origins of the Greek and demotic grain formulae little

of substance can be said. The earliest Egyptian documentation is very

scanty ; and on the Greek side our earliest evidence is restricted to

documents which come from Egypt. The most interesting fact yet

brought to light is the existence of the fixed ratio of value between

barley and spelt in pre-Ptolemaic Egyptian documents.

V.  p. 44  sqq. g38 and 39  supra.

V.  p. 50 § 40  supra.

V.  p. 41 § 32  supra.

V.  p. 53  sqq. §  44.

§17. V.  Sethe, 1920, p. 228.  Cf. N2.T2H MC, "free of freight" (Crum

p. 676a). The equivalent Greek cxpression is  TOF iöioiç àvaidbpao-1,

"at one's own expense," (  V.  Preisigke, 1925, col. 97).
V.  p. 55 § 46  supra.

V.  p. 55 § 47  supra.

V.  p. 59 §  53 supra.

§ 23. For a bibliography of this docket consult Wilcken, 1927, p.

619. For a general discussion of the dockets of this type consult Chap-

ter XI  infra.

The same notary drew up dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1803E and
dem. P. Vat. 22. 1 know of him from no other documents.

V.  p. 62  sqq. §§  58-60.



Chapter III

DEMOTIC PAPYRUS BROOKLYN 37.1803E

Description:

Dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1803 E is a sale with deferred delivery, dated

February 14, 108 B. C., and comes from Saqqara  (u.  Introduction).

The main text is written on the  recto,  parallel with the fibers. The sig-

natures of the witnesses on the  verso  are w ritten across the fibers. The

papyrus, as preserved, has a maximum height of 34 cm. and a maximum

breadth of 25 cm.

Transcription:

I. h3.t-sp 9. t [tpy pr. t sw 29' (n) n; Pr-F3 w Klwptr; irm [Pt]wItnys

[n3] ntr.w mr-mw. t

nty lk hb wcb2[3lgsntrs] n3 ntr.w nty lk [1111 irm n3ntr.w sn.w irm

n3 ntr.w Innh.w irm n; ntr .w

mr-It=w irm n; ntr. .w my pr.(w) irm p3 ntr tny iff irm p; ntr [mr]-



mw.t irm p; ntr nmh irm

p; ntr tnnh irm t; nir. .1 mr-tnw. t irm n; rmtr.w mr-mw. .t nty l[k

irm] 13  wcb.  t (n) 14 Pr-C3.t KIwptr;

t; ntr.t mnh .t nty mr-mw.t nty lk hb t; mr-hp t; nb.t [kny] irm

3yrw p3lw n'Is.t c3.t 	

mw. t ntr irm t; web .t 3rsyn3 t; mr-itrs irm t3 f3y klm (n) t; Pr-

C3. t Klwptr; t3 ntr . t

mnh.t nty mr-mw.t nty 1k hb t; mr-hp t; nb.t kny irm

tnnw (n) m3Pr-C3.t KIwptr;

t3  ntr. t Innh.t nty mr-mw.t nty lk lib t3 mr-hp 13 nb.t kny irm

t; f3y in (n) nb m-b3h3rsyn;

t; mr-sn irm t3,f3y kny m-b3h B3rnyg; t; mnh.t nty hpr (n)

Rc-kd.t dd sdm-c.s' n
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p; bik4 rmt (n) 	 5-1(n) p; K (n) Wn-- 6--  H -r_

m-hy7 s3 Wn-tdr nnv.t=f <T3>4ry.1-(n)-Ifp n hvty

rmt (n) Pr-hn-)Inp nty hr n; sJin. ii n Mn-nfr8 Hr-m-hy s; Hr-3Inp

mw.t=f T3-(m)-wrz-bs dyrk rt,y swn fl

rtb (n) 5W w3d9 14 t3yrw p.y rtb (n) sw 7 dmd rtb (n) sw w3c1 14 cn

(n) rc-wh3m st (n) dr .1=k

/.7.1.)  mty.w n-imrw (n) iwty sp nb mtwry ml.frk (n) n; pr.w nty

hry pr. .w dr=w iwrw wcb (n) iwty sn-nw iw=w hyrw

iwrwf 3y=w[iw=w]swty r dr . frk r p3yrk C.wy nty (n) Pr-hn-31np (n)

t; iypy. t (n) hff-h (n))1np

nty wcI3 irm p3yrs gst nty wd3 (n) iwty hy hmy (n))4," (n) ip nb

mdt nb (n) p; 13 .5'3cw1:13.t-sp 9 .t tpy .timw

[ibd 2 gmw r ibd 2 (n) t3 rnp . t nty hry] n3 pr.w n-imrw nty iw bn

iwry dv.t st n=k (n)p3y=w sw (n)dy.t nty hry r h p; nty sh hry iwry

dy.t st nrk

irm p3yrw I r I 1/2 hn hrw 2 (n) sw nb n mdw irmry (r)-db3.1rw

nty (r) ir=f m-s3 p3y=w sw (n) dy.t nty hry r h p; nty

sh hry n htr (n) iwty mn bn iwry rJi dd dyry nrk pr n-intrw (n)

iwty iw bn iwry rh dy. t nrk ky sw hrw r-rrw

iwry tm ir n=k r h mdt nb [nty hry] r h p3nty sh hry iwry r dy. t

hd (n) wth 2 r sttr 10 .t r lul (n) wth 2 cn r n3 gl 1. w" n3 wtn . w

(n) n; Pr-c3.w nty cnli dt lin 5 (n) p 3 ibd (n) rnf n htr (n) iwty mn

iwry wy k r-r=k n-im=w i(w)rk m-s3=y r nihrk

(n) n; pr.w nty hry cn n htr (n nm" ) iwty nty nb Intwry hnc n3 nty

iwry dy. t hprrw t; iwy.t (n) p; hp (n) t; .t nty hry p3yrk

rd p; nty nht r mdt nb nty iw=f ddrw irm=y (n) rn (n) mdt nb nty Itry

Intwry miv r hrw.f n htr (n) iwty mn

iw s-htn.t . t-(n)-tlp s3.t mw. trs T3-' 

p3y=f inw.t dd 1-iry mdt nb nty hry 1.73.1ry inty.w n-imrw

l(w)rk tn-s3ry (n) ir nrk r h mdt nb nty hry r h p3 nty sh hry n btr

(n) iwty mn iwrw dd n p; s 2 i(w)rk m-s3 p3yrk mr.f

n-inirn (n) p; s 2 n ir nrk p; hp (n) p; sh nty hry i(w)rk mr hpr m-

s3rn (n) p3 s 2 i(w)=1: hpr sh P3-iry s; Hm-sw

The Greek Docket:"

"Eron; 9 Ti3tJi ic,9vayt:),p(airrui)v -r(rn3,4v(oufitekot) Lit 3  clipaK2ei-

(5ov
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The Witnesses (on the rerso):

" (s3)T 	

tir- 	  '  (s3)r 	

1-Ir- (s3)r 	 (= witness no. 1 of dem. P. Brooklyn
37.1802 E)

P3-dy-Wsir (s3)- -13,wy- _

1:1r-Tnfr (s3) P3-dy-PNi.tn (= witness no. 4 of dem. P. Brooklyn
37.1796E)

rlfr-  (s3) r  witness no. 5 of dem. P. Brooklyn

37.1796 E)
7 r  (s3)

P3--dy-  (s3) 	

P3-dy-ljr--___' (s3)

10  n     (53) r 	

11.  yr-  r_ (s3)

12 n  (s3) NItt-nh.f

Translation:

Regnal-year nine, [first month of winter, day 29' (of) the Ki]ngs.
Kleopatra and [Pt]olemaios, [the] mother-loving gods
who cause sorrow to cease, (and of the) priest2 of [Alexandros],

the gods who cause [sorrow] to cease, and the brother and sister
gods, and the beneficent gods, and the

father-loving gods, and the gods who are come forth, and the god
who honored his father, and the mother-Poving] god, and the
young father-loving god, and

the beneficent god, and the mother-loving goddess, and the mother-
loving gods who ca[use sorrow to cease, and (of) the priestess (of)

the Queen, Kleopatra,

the beneficent goddess who loves her mother, (and) who causes

sorrow to cease, the lover of justice, the mistress of [victory], and
(of) the  hieros polos  of Isis, the great,

mother of god, and (of) the priestess of Arsinoe, the lover of her
father, and (of) the bearer of the crown (of) the Queen, Kleopatra,
the
beneficent goddess who loves her mother (and) who causes sorrow
to cease, the lover of justice, the mistress of victory, and (of) the
bearer of fire (of) the Queen. Kleopatra,
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the beneficent goddess who loves her mother (and) who causes

sorrow to cease, the lover of justice, the mistress of victory, and

(of) the bearer of the golden basket before Arsinoe,

the brother-loving, and (of) the bearer of the prize of victory
beforc Berenike, the beneficent, who are (in) Rakote. The servant

of

the falcon4 (and) resident of Per-T (in) the district of
Wen-   Harmakhis,7 the son of Onnophris (and) whose

mother is Tsherenhap has said to the merchant

(and) resident of Perhenanup, which is under (the supervision of)
the oikonomoi of Mernphis8, Harmakhis, son of Herienupis, (and)

whose mother is Tagombes, "You have given to me the price of

fourteen artabae of fresh9 wheat, their half being seven artabae of

wheat, (making) a total of fourteen artabae of fresh wheat again,

subject to I have received them from you.

My heart is satisfied with them, there being no remainder at all.

I shall pay to you the seed grain which is (specified) above in full,

all the seed grain being pure, unadulterated, measured,

transported, (and) [del]ivered to you, to your house which is (in)

Perhenanup, (measured by) the oipe-measure (of) the dromos (of)

Anubis

which is sound together with its Estriker-' which is sound, without

cost or transportation charge, (and) without receiving any credit

(or) anything (in) the world, by" regnal-year nine, first month of

summer

[(or) second month of summer, making two months (in) the year

which is (specified) above.] (As for) the seed grain thereof which I

shall not deliver to you by its term for deli‘ery which is (specified)

above, in accordance with what is written above, I shall deliver

it to you

increased by one half, within two days of any day of discussing

with me about it which you will do after its term for delivery which
is (specified) above, in accordance with what is written above,

necessarily (and) without delay. I shall not be able to say, "I have

given to you seed grain thereof," without a receipt. I shall not be

able to set for you another term for (the delivery of) it.
If I do not perform for you in accordance with everything [which

is (specified) above] (and) in accordance with what is written above,
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I shall give two (deben) of refined silver, being ten staters, being
two (deben) of refined silver again, for the burnt ofTerings (and)'1
the libations

(of) the kings, who live forever, within five days of the month in
question, necessarily (and) without delay, I having no claim against

you with respect to them, (and) you still having a claim against
me to pay you in full

the seed grain which is (specified) above, necessarily (and) without
delay'2. All that is mine together with what I shall acquire is the
security (of) the right (of) the instrument which is above. Your

representative is the one who is to be believed ith regard to
everythina which he will say to me (in) the name (of) everything
which is (specified) above; and I shall perform it at his bidding,
necessarily (and) without delay."

The woman Tasherenhap, the daughter of Harmakhis, (and)
whose mother is Ta--  —13 , his mother, has (also) said,
"Do everything which is (specified) above. My heart is satisfied

therewith.

You hav,e a claim against me to perform for you in accordance
with everythina which is (specified) above (and) in accordance with

what is written above, necessarily (and) without delay." They both

have said, "You have a claim against whornever of
of the two of us you desire to perfornl for you the right (of) the
instrument which is above. If you desire to lay claim against both of

us, (then) you will (lay claim)." Written by Pairy the son of K hemsu.

The Greek Docket:"

ln year nine, on the twenty-ninth of Tybi (it) was registered in the
An(ubieion) by Herakleides.

The Witnesses (on the verso):

There are the names of 12 witnesses on the verso, but I am unable
to read them.

Commentary:

The month and day are restored on the basis of the Greek
docket. V. p. 18  sqq. g 2 and 3.

V.  p. 24 § 9a  supra.

6 Three Dertiotic Papyri
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§3. V.  p. 32 § 19  supra.

In addition to its occurrence in dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1803 E.9

the title "servant of the falcon" is found in several other Memphite

texts, e.g. dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796 E/27, dem. P. Louvre 3266 and

3268 (v. Revillout, 1882, p. 91  n.  3 and pl. 35), and dem. P. Innsbruck,

line 9. In all the examples cited  schn-cg. is limited by a genitive construc-

tion, a practice already common in occurrences of the title from the

18th Dynasty."

1s it possible that  p3 bik  may be connected with the cult of Nectanebo

11? His cult was rnaintained in the Anubieion during the Ptolemaic

period; and he bore the epithet  p3 bik,  -the falcon-.2

V.  p. 37 § 26  supra.

V.  p. 37 § 27  supra.

V.  p. 63 § 62.

V.  pp. 40 §§ 30 and 31  supra.

V.  pp. 72-76 § 12  supra.

V.  pp. 45-50 §39  supra.

For philological comments on this paragraph consult Sethe,

1920, pp. 199-200. For juristic comments consult Chapter X.

Sethe, 1920, p. 200 § 81, took the  clausula salvatoria  which

follows the mulct as a sentence rather than a clause. The writings in

dem. P. Adler 27/11-15 (1w  (w)rk [m-s3.3]),  dem. P. Heidelberg 723/22

sqq. (iw i(w).k  in-s3), and dem. P. Wiss. Ges. 18/4-8  (iw tw-tn m-s3.j.)

indicate that the construction is that of a circumstantial clause.

The reading of this name is uncertain. The initial sign is cer-

tainly T3 ( The following sign may be a writing of dy or of the

reed-leaf  i.  The slight curvature toward the left at the bottom of the

stroke favors interpreting is as a reed-leaf. The following group might

be read as itp , but I can make no sense out of the name if I adopt that

reading. At the end of the name appears the divine determinative

followed by the sign which this scribe uses to determine ferninine

names  (cf  the sign at the end of  <T3-(nt)-)wn-bs  in line 11).

For a bibliography of this docket consult Wilcken, 1927, p.

619. For a general discussion of the dockets of this type consult

Chapter Xl  infra.

V. Gauthier, 1917, pp. 163-167; Bruyere, 1930, pp. 69-88; and Wb. 4.390.1-4.
2 V. Meulenaere, 1960, p. 94.



Chapter IV

THE PLACE OF THE BROOKLYN PAPYRI
IN THE CORPUS

OF DEMOTIC INSTRUMENTS

It is important for purposes of analysis to maintain, the distinction

between a  contract  and the  instrument  which documented it. The con-
tract was concerned more with detining the arrangement intended by

the parties than was the instrument, which is best understood in the
light of eventual litigation to obtain enforcement of the contract. In

other words, the contract determined the legal relationship of the
parties; while (he instrument was concerned with sanctioning that
relationship.

Since the task in hand is a study of the Brooklyn papyri, I do not

feel justitied in entering upon a discussion of the procedural function
of Egyptian instruments; but the same reason compells me to consider

the specific type of agreement those texts record. I shall conduct my
analysis with three specific ends in view:

to discover the basis in fact of the agreements,
to ascertain their economic function, and
to establish the nature of any special legal construction to which
they may conform.

The contracting parties declared that they had received the unspecified
price or value (swn) of a specified quantity of grain  (i.e.  of fungibles);
and they undertook to deliver that grain by a set term and under agreed

conditions. The "price" was given "as a claim" (against the recipient);
and were the phrase "the price of" omitted from the text of the in-
struments, they would be indistinguishable from a familiar category
of demotic instruments which we recognize as ernbodying loans.1

See, e.g., example 4 on page 45; and example 8 on page 46.
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Yet, as the wording of the texts stands, it was the price that was

received; but grain as to be delivered. Thus the contract was ful-

filled by delivery as agreed, and it is indicative of this fact that all the

provisions recorded in the instruments which cover a possible breach

of contract concern the grain and not the price. 1n fact, it would have

been impossible to ascertain the amount of the "price" paid from an

examination of the instrument itself. That the quantity of grain alone

was specified is further evidence of the paramount position it occupied

in the minds of the notaries.

The instruments have no trapezite dockets. nor do they provide

information which can prove conc1usiv ely that any "price" was paid.

There are, however, some grounds for regarding the payment of a
price (though perhaps not the full current market price) as a matter

of fact; although it must be admitted that certainty is not attainable.

In both the Brooklyn papyri and the sister document, Vatican 22, the

creditor is the same "merchant" Harmakhis. On the 29th of Tybi Teos-

pahib, a second Harmakhis, and Tetfenis entered into separate agree-

ments with this merchant; and all three agreements were documented

by the same notary, Pairy. On the day following Teospahib concluded
a second agreement, with Harmakhis (the debtor) as his surety ; and

this agreement was documented by a different notary. The quantity

of grain purchased by the merchant amounted to more than 25 artabae,

which is no small arnount if it be reckoned that an aroura of land

yielded roughly 10-12 artabae of wheat and that it took about a dozen

artabae of wheat per annum to sustain the average adult.2

All the agreements were entered into in mid-February, 108 B.C.;

and the term for delivery fell between May 17th and July 17th of the

same year. The sowing season for wheat (Tritiewn satirum) in the

vicinity of Memphis fell in November of the preceding year; and the

harvest would fall about the beginning of Apri1.3 With due allowance

for fluctuations in the arrival of the inundation at Memphis and the

resultant change in the times of sowing and harvest, it is evident that

the period described by the terms for delivery falls at the harvest and

2 V.  Praux, 1939, pp. 133-134.
3 V.  Wilkinson, 1883, p. 398 and Schnebel, 1925, pp. 160-167.
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allows ample time for the harvesting and threshing of the grain and the

pa) ment of the taxes.'

Given these facts, I envision two possible economic situations which

might have given rise to our agreements. On the one hand, the debtors

may have been hard pressed for ready money; for the instruments

were drawn up midway in the growing season, and the debtors' re-

sources might have been exhausted. The merchant might have been

persuaded to lend them some money or perhaps to extend them credit

against the purchase of his wares on the understanding that he defer

the repayment until the harvest and accept it in kind. In this event,

it is likely that the produce to be delivered would have been worth

substantially more than the value of the loan or of the sum credited.

Otherwise, the merchant would have been making loans at little or no

interest. Moreover, if no allowance were made for depreciation in the

price of grain. he would run the risk that at the harvest a bumper crop

might force the price of grain so far down that he would actually be

losing money on his loan.

An alternative proposal would be to regard the merchant as a dealer

in grain and to see him as the initiator of the agreements. In this case

his advance payrnent of the "price" of grain to be delivered at the

harvest would constitute speculation on the grain market. The payment

was made in February, midway in the growing season, at a time when

the seed would have sprouted and the young graincould have indicated to

a practiced eye the yield likely at the harvest. At this time an offer of

cash against future delivery could have been quite attractive. The

speculator would be in a position to offer a price below that he might

expect to be current on the open market at the harvest in return for

providing the producer with a guaranteed market.2 The producer

would insure himself against a possible glut on the market; the spec-

ulator could anticipate — barring the unforseen — a return on his in-

I Since the 3rd. century B. C., it was the practice of thc Ptolemies to scquester
the entire harvest until all the rents and taxes due the state were paid. Preaux,
1939, pp. 126-128. This would have had to be taken into consideration when
setting the term for delivery.

2 V. Welles, 1947, p. 94. On the grain market in Ptolemaic Eg pt consult
Preaux, 1939, pp. 137-142.
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vestment.In the former case we are confronted with loans, in the latter
with sales with deferred delivery.1

The texts admit both interpretations, and I see no way to decide
between them. In favor of the possibility of speculation is the fact
that were it desired merely to convert a debt in money into a debt in
kind an existing instrumental formulary like that of dem. P. Louvre
24202 would have sufficed. Moreover, it is difficult to understand why
the notion of "price" should have been introduced into the paragraph
of receipt if an ordinary loan were intended. Lastly, the liberal terms
set for delivery indicate that the creditor was more interested in se-
curing delivery of the grain than in obtaining speedy repayment of
a debt, in which both capital and interest were lumped together, or in
collecting the penalties stipulated for failure to deliver on time.3

The demotic texts do not stand in isolation but are paralleled by a
large number of Greek texts which are variously described as "sales
on delivery", "sales with deferred delivery", "prenumerative sales"
(Pränumerationskäufe), "contracts for delivery", or  dationes in so-
lututn.

To date I have collected about 100 Greek documents which come
from Egypt and v\hich record the receipt of a price  (rifuj)  and promise
the delivery of goods. They range in date from 285/4 B.C. (Gr. P.
Hibeh 1.84 a) to the beginning of the 7th century A.D. (Gr. P. Edfu
2, A.D. 619). In every instance the goods to be delivered were fungibles
(grains, seeds, oils,  etc.).

The texts have been divided into three groups according to their
treatment of the price and the goods :4

1) those which specify both the price paid and the quantity of goods
to be delivered,

Revillout, 1883, p. 27 ("vente å terme") and 1903, p. 1305 ("achats å terme")
was the first to point out the existence of demotic instruments embodying
this kind of arrangement; but his discovery was overlooked in subsequent
discussions of Egyptian law and of sales with deferrred delivery. V. Seidl,
1965, p. 241.

2 Cf. dem. P. BM 10523 and dem. P. Loeb 49a.
3 See Montevecchi, 1944, p. 140 sqq., and Arangio-Ruiz; 1927,p. 64 sqq.

4 V. Montevecchi, 1944, p. 134. 1 have found no exceptions to her formulation.
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those which specify the price paid but make the quantity of goods

to be delivered dependent upon the market price current at the

term for delivery, and

those which do not specify the price paid but do specify the quan-

tity of goods to be delivered.

The development of the forms of these instruments has been discussed

at length by F. Pringsheim.1 His discussion must be understood in the

light of his doctrine that the Greeks regarded an agreement of sale
as creating a duty but no liability, i.  e.  that the simple agreement to

buy and to sell was not enforceable and could not support claims

either to payment of price or to delivery of goods. It must be kept in

mind that Pringsheim distinguishes the "contract of sale",  i.e.  the

agreement to buy and to sell, from the sale which he treats as "a trans-

action complete in Hence the vendor's liability in the event of

failure to warrant the sale against eviction and secret defects is based

not on the contract but on "the vendor's failure to defend the right of

his transfere against interference",' i.  e.  the liability effectively derives

from the transaction not from the contract.4 Since Greek instruments

of sale viewed sale as a transaction. they could not support claims to

payment of price or to delivery of goods.5

V. Pringsheim, 1950, pp. 268-286.
2 V. ibid. p. 179. Pringsheim has summed up his thesis on pp. 90-92. His main

evidence is presented in chapters V and VI. The significance of this doctrine may
be appreciated by contrasting the Greek and Roman contracts of sale. The Roman
contract of sale, by virtue of the simple agreernent of the parties, created an obli-
gation to pay price and to deliver merchandise and rendered the parties liable
for breach of contract. Cf. F. Schulz, 1951, p. 526.

3 V. Pringsheim, 1950, p. 429.
4 V. ibid. p. 429 n. 2.
5 These instruments were restricted to the documentation of sales of real

property (including slaves and cattle); for only such property could be identified
with certainty. The instrument of sale established (or helped to establish) the
purchaser's right of posession and ownership by evidencing the transacted sale.
1f the purchascr were prevented from exercising his right, his claim in court was
not for delivery or transfer but for the warranty which arose from the transaction.
1n the case of goods which could not be identified with certainty the warranty
would be ineffectual, and the instrument futile. If proof of payment or of delivery
were desired, this could be obtained through the issuance of a receipt.
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Thus. "since the Greek law of sale did not provide for the enforce-

ment of a promise to deliver recourse was had to the law of loan, as

being more appropriate to a promise of generic goods."1

The earliest presently known Greek instrument from Egypt which

records a cash payment with deferred delivery is Gr. P. Hibeh 1.84a

(285/4 B. C.), which because of its very early date and the places of

origin of the contracting parties can, according to Pringsheim, "almost

be regarded as a Greek contract from the mainland.-2 The body of the

text begins with a formula typical of instruments of sale : "A sold to

B thirty artabae of wheat, and A has the price from B at the same time

as the instrument (was handed over)"  (durr:(joro A B[dat.]  nup631, àprcifla

rpic'tKovra Kai tny ål.a1yei A irapà B  (i/ict r171 auupay)ijr),  but con-

tinues with the formulae appropriate to loans, "Let A repay the grain

to B - - If he should not pay, let A pay as a penalty to B - - - and

let B posess the right of execution - - Let this contract be valid

- - -  ('Ano.56zY9  A  Tbvarrov  B[dat.]---  c'Azodc7n ånauicrcire)

A B[dat.]  Kai npä "a-rco B [dat.]  aoyypayoil Kupia

-).  According to Pringsheim, the notary who established the

prototype for the instruments of this construction began to write down

a contract of sale; but since the goods were to be delivered later and

since the standard instrument of sale did not provide any means for

expressing an obligation to deliver, he resorted to the formulae

of loan. Strictly speaking, both forms were incorrectly applied,

"that of sale because deli‘ery was postponed, that of loan because

A did not receive 30 artabae". In contrast to contracts of sale the

amount of the price was not mentioned although its reccipt was

acknowled eed.3

In addition to instruments of this form there were employed object-

tively and subjectively styled homologies. Two objectively styled homo-

V. ibid. p. 269. The law of loans was also used to secure the enforcernent of
promises to pay price in sales on credit, v. ibid. pp. 244-268.

2 V• ibid. p. 270.
3 Documents of this form are attested from Tebtynis (Gr. P. Tebt. 1.109, 93

B.C.), Akoris (Gr. P. Reinach 10, 111 B.C. [as restored by Pringsheim, 1950,
pp. 271-272]), and el-Hibeh (Gr. P. Hibeh 1.84a, 285 B.C.). It should be noted
that all these documents are t)pical Greek six-witness instruments and as far as
can be ascertained sNere entrusted to a syngraphophylax for safekeeping.
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logies survive which date to the Ptolemaic period (Gr. P. Hibeh 2.210
[ca. 250 B.C.] and Gr. P. Cornell 2 [248 B.C.1). The beginning and end
of Gr. P. Hibeh 2.210 are lost; and Gr. P. Cornell 2 begins with a
dating formula while the end is lost. In addition to these Ptolemaic
examples there survive a number of similar texts which date to the
Roman period and which begin with a dating formula and conclude
with the signature of the obligated party. The manner of expressing
the obligation to deliver in Gr. P. Cornell 2 is lost; but in Gr. P. Hibeh
2.210 the 3rd pers. SQ. imperative ('Ircoåar(a introduced the obligation
to deliver. The articulation of the imperative expressing the obligation
with the preceding acknowledgement was improved upon in the texts
of the Roman period by incorporating it into a relative clause of which
the antecedent was the thing to be delivered (e. g. Gr. P. Athens 23 '11—
16 : runP, oryou KEpapk.)y Kai zi7v ('.ur6åoa-n, 7o1)lo-cia-90,o-av

Of the instruments of this form Gr. P. Cornell 2, Gr. P. Geneva
8, Gr. P. Athens 24, and Gr. P. SB 7667 give the amount of the price
paid; while Gr. P. Hibeh 2.210, Gr. P. SB 7466, Gr. P. Hamb. 71, and
Gr. P. Athens 23 do not. The scheme of these texts is that ofavyypagoai

as opposed to x2IpéypaT,a.

By far the largest number of sales with deferred delivery were
documented as cheirographs, the earliest example (Gr. P. Reinach
30) dating to the 2nd century B.C. and the latest to the 7th
century A. D. None of the Ptolemaic examples of these instruments
specify the price paid; but several texts of' the Roman and Byzan-
tine periods clo.1

In all the homologies, whether objectivelv or subjectively styled, the
receipt for the price and the promise to repav were constructed in
terms commonly used for loans. In loans of this type the debtor ack-
nowledged the receipt of the loan by the formula 6poi.o,;(") bpo2o7opev

"zelv1,laynK&a.1 zapå co1 or '7EIvRappdral

Trapa To13åt-Tra and expressed the obligation to repay by a relative
clause whose antecedent was the thing owed (e.g. åpralla;---a; Kai

(Z7roc5(a(7o)----).

1f the word for "price" (ripn) and any modifiers thereof (other than

1 V.  Gr. P. Baden 25 (A.D.i), Gr. P. Amherst 2.150 (A.D. 592), and Gr. P.
BGU 3.839 (Byz.).
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the specification of the thing for which the price was paid) were deleted

from the paragraph which records the receipts, and if the substantive

which denotes the merchandise were altered from a genitive limiting

-rtitujto an accusative object of the resulting text would be in-

distinguishable from hornologies which record ordinary loans. The

clauses which express the obligation to repay  (i.e.  to deliver) only refer

to the merchandise; and the price is not mentioned. Indeed, it is quite

likely that some texts of which the beginnings are lost and which have

been classified as homologies of loans are actually contracts for delivery.

There are. then, two main types of Greek sales with deferred deli-

very, one which began with the formulae appropriate to sales but con-

cluded with the formulae appropriate to loans and another which

employed throughout formulae appropriate to loans.

There is an evident and striking parallelism between the Greek

sales with deferred deliver  which were constructed as homologies and

the Brookl  n demotic papyri. In both, formulae appropriate to loans

prevail. In particular the Greek kjetv trapà aof exactly

corresponded in function to the demotic formula dyrk n.y inn (v. infra
Chapter V). Indeed, the wordine of the Greek and demotic texts is such

that they could be virtual translations of one another.

One difference is to be noted, however; namely, the presence in the

demotic sales with deferred delivery, dem. P. Brooklyn 37. 1803E and

dem. P. Vat. 22, of the mulct to be paid to the state in the event of a

breach of contract. To the best of my knowledge such a mulct never ap-

peared in the Greek sales with deferred delivery. I have endeavored to

show below (v. Chapter X), however, that the mulct was originally a

Greek institution which was received into Egyptian law during the

Ptolemaic period. Its appearance in the demotic sales with deferred de-

livery was probably an extension of its application by the Egyptian

notaries.

There has been considerable debate among specialists concern-

ing the leeal interpretation of the Greek texts. In particular several

scholars have emphasized the distinction between those texts in which

the price paid was specified and those in which it was not. In the latter,

they maintained, no price had actually been paid. They held that these

texts (which are the parallels to the demotic instruments under con-

sideration) had been so formulated as to substitute a payment in nat-
uralia for a pre-existing debt and that they should therefore be classi-
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fied as  dationesinsolutum.'  This interpretation involves the following as-



sumptions concerning the economic facts and the legal construction :

that the price referred to in the texts was a fiction and actually
represented a debt which had existed before the parties concluded
the agreement recorded,

that the  datio in solutum  (under whatever name) was recognized
in the law of Ptolemaic Egypt as a distinct kind of contract with
special consequences and sanctions, and

that the Ptolemaic equivalent of a  datio in solutum  would have

taken the form recorded in the texts under discussion.

The foundation for assumption  a  was undermined by Grenfell and
Hunt (1920, pp. 56-57), who observed that the omission of a specified
price was not uncornmon in ordinary instrunients of sale. They demon-
strated that failure to specify price in the texts under consideration was
no proof that price bad not been paid by reference to Gr. P. Oxy. 1639
in which no price is specified but in which the paragraph of receipt

records that the price had been paid through a bank. The text also
contains a docket by which the payment was confirmed. They also

showed that the text of Gr. P. Grad. 10 (2154 B.C.), hich fits the
definition of a true  datio in solutum,  developped into a sale rather than
into a loan as do the texts under discussion.

It must be admitted, however. that if a text makes no reference to
the amount of the price paid and gives no indication of how payrnent
was made, the possibility remains that the receipt of the price may be a
fiction. Yet, if the possi bility of a fiction be admitted in this case, why

should it not also be admitted even when the price is specified?

I This idea seems to go back to Preisigke's commentary to Gr. P. Strassburg
1 (Preisigke, 1906, p. 9), which he described as satisfaction of debt by deliverv
of produce". This view was repeated by Rabel, 1907, pp. 314-315 and 315 n. 5.
who while expressin2 himself most cautiously, suggested the tcrrn datio in solutum.
P. M. Meyer, 1916, p. 46, came out strongly in favor of this interpretation but
later reversed himself (ib., 1911-1924, p. 229, introduction to papyrus no. 71).
De Francisci, 1920, pp. 303-306, also opted for the datio in solutum interpretation ;
while other scholars (Wilcken, 1909, p. 253, and Bell, 1917, pp. 16-17 and
234-235) reserved judgement. Vigorous opponents include Wenger, 1907, p. 316
and 1917, cols 1299-1300; Grenfell and Hunt, 1920, pp. 56-57; and Arangio-
Ruiz, 1927, p. 65 sqq.
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The weaknesses of assumptions  b  and c were neatly exposed by

Arangio-Ruiz (1927, pp. 64-68), who reviewed the problem on the

basis of a strict definition of  datio in solutum  as employed in Roman
law. He argued that:

datio in solutum  was based on effective delivery at once or within

a brief interval of an object which substituted for the object of

obligation, whereas the instruments under discussion would be

substituting a future delivery for a present obligation,

true and proper  dationes in solutum  are found in the papyri, and

they involve the immediate substitution required by definition, and

the evidence of absence of specified price is entirely negative, and

there is no positive evidence which can be adduced from the texts

in support of interpreting them as  dationes in solutum.

I have found no material in the literature on  datio in solutum  in Roman

law` which contradicts Aran:zio-Ruiz's employment of that term, and

I accept his argumentation.

The currently prevailing view sees all such instruments as recording

sales with deferred delivery constructed as loans irrespective of whether

the price is specified or not.2 1n fact, it would probably be less condu-

cive to misunderstanding if one were to classify such texts as recording

loans of price.

The argumentation against interpreting the Greek texts just dis-

cussed as records of  dationes in solutum  is equally valid for the parallel

demotic papyri. Moreover, whether one regards the demotic contracts

as havinL, been formulated with a specifically legal construction must

depend in large measure upon one's interpretation of the word

which defines the nature of the price received. I have attempted to

justify the translation "claim" for rc-43 in my commentary (v.  supra,

pp. 44-50).
If one follows 1-1. J. Wolff's advice (1953, p. 422) and recognizes the

existence of a conscious juristic category when a fixed substantival

1 See, e.g., Steiner, 1914; Solazzi, 1935, pp. 148 sqq;. and Schulz, 1951, pp.
629-630.

2 V. Pringsheim, 1950, p. 275, note 4. The bibliography is extensive. Most
relevant discussions are cited by Taubenschlag 1955, p. 336, notes 2 and 3.
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expression has been coined for it, then there is a strong presumption in

favor of treating as a juristic category in Egyptian law. More-

over, rc-wit; is an action noun: and the systematizing thrust of this

class of substantives in legal thinking has been handsomely illustrated

by D. Daube (1969, pp. 11,36-37, and 43).
One might, then, conclude that the demotic contracts were sales with

deferred delivery constructed as "claims" within the framework of

contemporary Egyptian law - a category which would roughly corre-

spond to Mretor in Greek texts and to the modern notion of "credit".

The problem is not, however. fully solved. The Greek and demotic

instruments are very similar in their wording and internal structure.

There are no early- or pre-Ptolemaic prototypes for the demotic

texts,` whereas the Greek instruments are found early in the Ptolemaic

period, display an internal development in their formularies, and may

well derive from pre-Ptolemaic Greek usage. These facts suggest that

the demotic instruments were modelled on their Greek counterparts.

In this case, however,  rc-wh3  may have been an  ad hoc  translation

fronl Greek and hence not a product of systematic juristic thought.

Indeed, even if rc-wh3should prove to have been a specifically Egyptian

technical term, it is more likely to have been a crude pidgeon-hole

than a precise juristic concept. The rnarkedlv casuistic form in which

surviving Egyptian laws are east does not encourage the assurnption

that the Egyptians who tended to legal affairs were actively engaged in

refining their technical vocabulary or in building a carefully integrated

structure of juristic acts and resultant rights and liabilities. Whether

or not a specifically juristic construction underlies the dernotic texts

remains an open question.

Th&idoridès, 1962, pp. 99-100, claims to have diseovered a sale with deferred
delivery ("vente å terme-) in the Karnak juridical Stele (Dyn. XVII). That text
is radically different from the demotie texts both in wording and construction
and can scarcely be the sole surviving representative for a Pharaonic legal tra-
dition which might have been the source for the demotie contracts of the Ptole-
maie period.



Chapter V

RECEIPTS IN DEMOTIC INSTRUMENTS

For the purposes of the present discussion receipts  (i. e.  written rece-

ipts) ought to be understood in terms of their legal effects. Unfor-

tunately the legal effects of ancient receipts can in most cases only be

inferred from their wording ; and that wordirw may not be an adequate

reflection of their legal force.

Receipts may be evidential  (Beweisquittung)  or dispositive  (dispo-

sitive Quittung),  the difference being that the former evidences payment

whereas the latter is the legal equivalent of payment and may sub-

stitute for it.' A receipt may be dispositive with respect to the obli-

gation which gave rise to the payment receipted. Such receipts might,

for instance, extinguish an obligation to pay which had given rise to

a series of instaliment payments, each of which might have been evi-

dentially receipted without affecting the original obligation to pay.2

Receipts may be given not only at the termination of legal transactions.

but also at their inception. Finally, it is quite possible that not all the

types of receipts that may be identifled within a given legal system fall

into the same category within the terminology of that system.

It is the airn of the ensuing discussion to demonstrate the existence

of specialized formulae for receipts in the demotic and Greek papyri

1 There is an extensive literature on dispositive receipts in Hellenistic Greek
law and especially on such reccipts in the law of Graeco-Roman Egypt. V.

Schwarz, 1920, pp. 97-147 and especially p. 103 n. I with the references cited
there; E. Weiss, 1923, p. 442; and Taubenschlag, 1955, p. 420 and note 5.

2 For dispositive documents of this type see Schwarz, 1920, pp. 102-103,
140-147, and especiallv pp. 144-145. On the legal analysis of obligation and
perforrnance see Chapter VIII.
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from Egypt, to define their spheres of application, and to exarnine

the terminology used to designate them. The discussion is confined to

problems arising directly out of a consideration of the Brooklyn papyri,

and no effort has been made to treat exhaustively all of the formulae

and terrns for receipts.

The Formula dy.k n=y mn:

The formula  dy=k ny mn,  "you have given to me such and such,"

occurs in the Brooklyn papyri and is attested in demotic legal texts

from the 26th Dynasty into the Roman period.1 During the Ptolemaic
period it seems to have been the legal equivalent of the Greek formulae

of receipt which ernployed the verb  k'y.Eiv. This equivalence is strikingly

demonstrated by a series of Greek kjety-receipts2 which are drawn up

in the form of double-documents and which record the loan of tools

and money to agricultural laborers.3 Each document has a demotic

subscript in which the same loan is recorded by the formula  dy.k n=y mn.

Since it is the Greek text which is protecteel by the double documen-

tation, it must be the original upon which the demotic subscript is
based. The subscripts are not  verbatim  translations of the Greek. They

have the format of ordinary demotic instruments, and it seems likely
that they were regarded as legally equivalent to their Greek prototypes.

I n the class of Greek leases known as prodomatic leases ( <  717)6(5opa,

"that which is given in advance")4, the lease was drawn up by the lessor

who acknowledged — in addition to the granting of the lease — the

V. dem. P. Berlin 13571 (ca. 589 B.C.), dem P. Louvre E9293 "2(temp.
Darius 1), dem. P. Zenon 16/2 (ternp. Ptolemy 11), dem. P. Cairo 30610/6 (66/5
B.C.), and Mattha, 1945, No. 207 (year 8 of Vespasian).

2 These receipts are dem. P. Zenon 162 (258,7 B.C.), 18 2, 19 2, 20,4, and
21,2 (all 257 6) B. C.).

3 The acknowledgements are in the form: apoi.oyci d SETvu zapå rci5
åriva. Note particularly Gr. P. PCZ 1.5911316, 14 (257 B.C.) and 1.59118
(256 B.C.) which are double documents exactly like those under discussion and
which expressly state that the tools and money were credits (iniveiu)! For a dis-
cussion of double-documents see Bilabel, 1924, pp. 153-173 and 1925, pp. 93-113.

4 For Irpjaapa see LSJ9 p. 1457 b; Preisigke, 1927, cols. 367-368; ib. 1915,
p. 146; and J. Partsch, 1927, p. 77 sqq. The demotic equivalent of npadopa is
id (n) 1.13.t p3 hrw, "money before its day", or more simply hd (n) h3d, "money

in advance". V. Hughes, 1952, p. 89; Sethe, 1918, pp. 294-295; and ib., 1920, p.
147; Geginat, 1964, p. 43, n. 3. Neither the Greek nor the demotic terms are
restricted to advances of rent.
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receipt of all or of a part of the rent due from the lessee.1 When the

rent was advaneed in part, the ‘erb employed in the clause of receipt

was 2; when the rent was advanced in full, the verb employed was

åTd7r;Iv.3 Such leases are parallel in demotic. When the rent was ad-

vanced in part, the receipt was acknowledged by the formula  dy=k n=y

mn4;  when the rent was advanced in full, the receipt as acknowled2ed

by the formula  inlyrk Jry, "you have paid me in full".5

Separate receipts were also issued for partial or full payments of

rent in advance: and in the Greek texts the same distinction between

k"7eiv6 and (.1.7-cri.2 receipts appears. At present, however, there is not

sufficient demotic material for a comparison of separate receipts for

rents paid in advance.8

For a recent discussion of pro-9(i)o-ci;rtpodoparitcai see Herrmann, 1958, pp.
229-235 and especially pp. 243-244. It may be that the demotic practice of in-
cluding a prodomatic receipt within leases was patterned after the Greek usage,
To the best of my knov,ledge the practice is not attested in demotic or Greek
texts before the Ptolemaic period ; but it is attested in Greek texts outside Egypt
(v. the example cited by LSJ9,1.c., and in particular JHS 11.122,a Roman lease
from Ceraunus near Cos). In Greek law the r[p6(5otta seems to have been regarded
as a form of earnest-money (v. Hes., Lex., s.r. (.113f5aficr)v);but note Naber's remark,
1932, p. 248, that "T:p6do,tianon totum est arrha ... non totum mutuum . . ".
All the demotic examples of prodomatic leases known to me come from the
FayQm, a district in which strong Greek inlluence is to be expected. V. Kunkel,
1928, pp. 661 sqq., and Pringsheirn, 1950, p. 302 n. 6 and p 314 n. 7 .

2 V., e.g., Gr. P. BGU 6.1262.16-21 (216 5 B.C.); and Gr. P. Frankfort
1,30-32 (214,3 B.C.).

3 V. e.g., Gr. P. Tebt. 3.1.815 frg. 2/58-59 (228-221 B.C.); Gr. P. BGU 6.
1269/9 (ii B. C.); Gr. P. BGU 2.63619-20 (A.D. 20); Gr. P. Mich. 2.311/19-22
(A.D. 34); Gr. P. Mich. 2.121 rt II i, i 111 viii, x, xi, xiv IV \ (A.D. 42); Gr. P.
BGU 2.526,20-22 (A.D. 86); Gr. P. Flor. 20/26-29 (A.D. 127); and Gr. P.
Lond. 3.842/17-19 (A. D. 140).

4 V. dem. P. BM 10560/18-20 (temp. Ptolemy V).
5 V. dem. P. Cairo 31079'18 (105 B.C.), 30615'7-8 (98.7 B.C.), 30613/10-12

(temp. Ptol. X), and dem. P. Botti, lines 10-13 (year 34 of Augustus). V. Gr. P.
Tebt. 1.42 (ca. 114 B.C.), a petition involving an alleged rritticiopa.

6 V. Gr. P. Hibeh 1.99/6-15 (270/69 B.C.); Gr. P. Hamb. 2.189/5-6 (215
B.C.); and Gr. P. BGU 6.1265..6 (214/3 B.C.).

7 V. Gr. P. SB 6303.5-6 (216,5 B.C.); Gr. P. Lond. 2.139/3-4 (A.D. 48); and
Gr. P. BGU 3.7083 (A.D. 164/5).

i know of no demotic receipts for partial payments of rent in advance. dem.
P. Cairo 30614/4 (88 B.C.) is an example of a separate receipt for the full pay-
ment of rent in advance.
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There are a number of Greek texts, ranging in date from 228 B.C.
to A. D. 260, which record the receipt ("xt;r1,) of a dowry (y9epvij) and
sometimes also of paraphernalia (naptiymitva).1 The dowry generally
consisted of money but sometimes included objects of an appraised
value; the paraphernalia consisted of objects which were often assigned
no value.2 It was stipulated that the dowry and the paraphernalia be

returned in the event of a divorce.3

The demotic equivalent of the 72pvij was the fid n ir 1.1m. t, "money
of being wife-; and like the Greek Kprij the ljd n ir bm.t had to be
returned if there was a divorce. The receipt of the id n ir lpn.t was
acknowledged by the formula dr.k n=y mn.4 The receipt of the demotic
equivalent of the Tcupåmepvu, the nkt. n was indicated by

1 V., e.g., Gr. P. Tebt. 3.1.815 fre. 4 rt col. 1 (228-221 B.C.); Gr. P. BGU
6.1283 (216,5 B. C.); Gr. P. Gen. 21 (ii B. C.); Gr. P. Tebt. 1.104 (92 B.C.); Gr.
P. Tebt. 2.386 (12 B.C.); and Gr. P. Oxy. 10.1273 (A.D. 260).

2 Gr. P. Tebt. 2.386 (12 B.C.), Gr. P. Rainer 24 (A.D. 136) and 22 (A.D. ii)
and 28 (A. D. 184) and 27 (A.D. 190) and 21 (A.D. 230) include objects in the
dowry. Gr. P. Mich. 2.121 rt col II ii, iv Col III i, vii, xii and col. IV i, iii, iv

(A.D. 42) maintains a distinction between the dowry (money) and the parapher-
nalia (objects which are said to be unappraised: àrvt (nurliajnEre;), V. Castelli,
1913, and Gerner, 1954. Wolff, 1955, pp. 335-347, maintains that the Greek
parapherna v,as unevaluated whereas its Egyptian parallel and model ). as always
evaluated. Gr. P. Cairo Boak, 21 (A.D. 296) refers to Roman ordinances
which required that doweries committed to writing be evaluated by a goldsrnith
and a tailor.

3 If divorce took place, the ex-husband received a receipt for the return of the
dowry and paraphernalia. V. e.g., Gr. P Mich. 2.121 rt col 11 iv (A. D. 42),
which is a receipt for the return of both dowry and paraphernalia, and Gr. P.
Lond. 2. 178 (A. D. 145).

4 Dem. P. BM 10607(ea. 186 B.C.) and Dem. P. Cairo 50129 (86 B. C.), both
of which come from the Vayam, specify a sum of money as ud n ir Probably
the money acknowledged by the dv=k nry Inn formula in dem. P. BM 10120 A
(517 B.C., Thebes) and in dem. P. BM 10609 (190-186 B.C., Fayinn) is also
n ir but it is not specified as such. Pestman, 1961, Diagram B, includes the
sums of money receipt of which is acknowledged in dem. P. Leyden 373a (131
B.C., Memphis), dem. P. BM 10229 (78 B.C., Memphis), and dem. P. BM 10593
(172 B.C., Siut) in the category of hd n ir 1,11n.t;but they are not called such in
the texts. Moreover, these texts differ in form frorn those previously discussed.

5 The equation of the parapherna and the nh t.w n s - 1.11n.twas already sug ested
by Wessely, 1891, p. 52 sq. and has been endorsed subsequently by Castelli,
Seidl, Wolff, and Pestman among others. See, for example, Seidl, 1933, pp. 77-81;
and Pestman, 1961, p. 106 n. 5.

7 Three Demotie Papyri
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listing the iterns received after the dowry. The list was introduced by
the formula  tw-s 19 wn n iivt okt.w n s-1,7m.t r-in.t r p vr C.wy

irmrt,  "here is the list of your feminine articles which you have brought

to my house with you".' Once again the parallel application of the
xerv-receipt and the  dy=k n=y inn  formula appears, this time in the

receipts for dowries.

The parallelism between the demotic formula dik ri=v mii and the

Greek receipts for loans of the form  ("ffloi.oyci (5Efra  Epiir  IrapÅ ror:

.(5eiva  has already been pointed out in the case of the Zenon receipts.
These receipts were, however, of a special type which did not set forth
explicitly the obligation to repay. There is, however, a very large
number of Greek loans which employ the same formula of receipt as
do the Zenon texts but which also document the recipient's prornise

to repay.2 Parallel to these there is also a category of demotic loans
which acknowledge the receipt of the loan by the formula dirk  n=y nin.3

Finally, the Brooklyn demotic papyri published in this monograph
and dem. P. Vat. 22 are parallels of the very large class of Greek in-

struments which records sales with deferred delivery. The commonest
type of Greek sale with deferred delivery employed the same type of

-/Eiv-receipt just discussed; and the demotic sales with deferred delivery
employed the formula  dyrk nr inn.  Chapter IV).

To sum up, then, the Greek receipts which ernploy the verb kjw,
and the demotic receipts which employ the formula  dyrk nry Inn  have

been found in the same legal contexts in receipts for loans, instruments
of loan, prodomatic leases, and receipts for dowries. The feature com-
mon to all these documents is that they give evidence of an outstanding

Pestman, 1961, p. 23, A17.
2 Almost every published collection of Greek papyri from Egypt includes

one or more loans of this form. V., e.g., Gr. P. BGU 6.1228 (258 7 B. C.); Gr.
P. Reinach 28 (ii B.C.); Gr. P. Tebt. 110 (92 or 59  B.C.);  Gr. P. Hamb. 2 (A.D.
51); Gr. P. BGU 1.272 (A.D. 138); Gr. P. Oslo 2,37 (A. D. 295); and Gr. P Oslo
2.41 (A. D. 331). These loans are all in the homological style and can be con-
trasted with  fidvela  in the protocol style. V., e.g.,  Gr. P. PCZ 59001 (263 B.C.)
Gr. P. Amherst 2.43 (173 B.C.); and Gr. P. SB 7532 (74 B. C.).

3 V. dem. P. Loeb 48 (498 B.C.); dem. P. Cairo 50199 (ii-i B.C.); dem. P.
Cairo 50123 (ii-i B.C.); dem. P. Louvre E9293 (499 B.C.); dem. P. Loeb
3 (306 5 B.C.); dem. P. Cairo 30610 (66 5 B.C.); and dem. P. Cairo
50122 (ii-i B.C.).
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obligation resulting from the receipt recorded. They were, therefore,

especially suited for the acknowledgement of bailments and debts.1

The Greek àirt5xelv-RecelPt and Its Demotic Counterparts:
The demotic equivalents of the Greek receipts which employ the

verb iuryeiv are the formulae mhrk "you have paid me in full,"
and tw.y n mn, "I have been paid such and such in full". In tax

receipts the demotic tw=y nth n mn is equivalent to the Greek (.17u1zeiv-
receipt.2 ln the prodomatic leases the full payment of rent in advance

is documented by the (3urzelv-receipt in Greek and by the formula

mh=k try followed by the formula dy.k mty h3f=y n hd, "you have caused
my heart to be satisfied with money", in demotic.

The forrn ula mh.k ,t,=vfollowed by the paragraph of satisfaction dy=k
nay h3.1=y mi/T/// occurs during the period of Ptolernaic rule at the

beginning of demotic sales (sh db3 hd).3 The mli=k clause is parallel
to the Greek ård:zEly-receipt. One cannot, however, make the paragraph

of satisfaction parallel to the Greek åru"zcti,,-receipts in those sales in

which mh.k j=y does not occur; for to be satisfied with a price is not
the same as to have received it. Moreover, the actual payment of

price in a sale was not of such great importance for the conveyance

of title in Egyptian law as it was in Greek law. In Greek law there was

no sale and no conveyance of title without the payment of price; and

sale was a transaction not a contract.4 In Egyptian law, however, there

is evidence to indicate that sale was a binding agreement which resulted

1 There is one exception to the parallelism between the ixen,-receipts and the
demotic formula dyrk nry mn. The demotic formula occurs in sales (sh db3-hd)
in acknowledgements of the receipt of price: dyrk nry swn n "you have given
me the cash price" (e.g. dem. P. Hauswaldt 7a:7). In Greek sales the xerv-receipt
is never used to acknowledge the receipt of price. It is just possible that in the
demotic sales, which were contracts and not transactions, the receipt of the price
was regarded as establishing the vendor's obligation to surrender the purchase.
The dyrk nry mn formula also occurs in the prodomatic lease dem. P. Cairo
31079 (105 B.C.). The form of the receipt in this lease is exactly the same as that
in the demotic sales. The assimilation of prodomatic leases involving the fuIl
payment of rent in advance to sales is also attested in the Greek papyri. V. Her-
mann, 1958, p. 222 sqq.

2 V . Spiegelberg, 1918, pp. 117 and 120, and Wangstedt, 1954, Nos. 38-40.
3 V. Spiegelberg, 1909, p. 7 and add dem. P. Hauswaldt
4  V. Pringsheim, 1950, pp. 90-92.

7
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in an obligation to pay the price and to surrender the title.' The primacy

of place given to the paraeraph of satisfaction follows loeically from

the fact that it was indispensable for the contract. The insertion of the

mbrk  formula before the paragraph of satisfaction may have taken

place under the influence of the Greek conception of sale.

The Greek k"xeiv- and c-nu"7r.iv-Reeeipts:

It is evident from the precedine discussion that there was a distinc-

tion between the Greek  1")(w-  and ånE1~-receipts in their application.2

An examination of scores of Greek receipts of the Ptolernaic and Ro-

man periods has yielded certain broad patterns of application for

these verbs.3 When an instrument documents the receipt of property
or money as a bailment or a debt and also documents the obligation

Hier. P. Kahun 11.1 (Middle Kingdom) records a petition by an heir of an
unpaid vendor for the payment of the sale price agrced upon. It is significant
that the petition was not directed loward recovery of the priesthood sold by
imy.t - pr (cf. Harari, 1959, p. 181, for Dyn. IV). This indicates that the formal
agreernent to buy and to sell was binding even though the price had not been
paid. Further, the Hermopolis Law Code (temp. Philadelphos) provided a remedy
for an unpaid vendor by which he could recover the sale price through usufruct
of the property sold; but the sale was binding. Once the vendor had recovered
the price, the property was returned to the purchaser (r. Mattha, 1941, pp.
301-303). The ernployment of a declaration of satisfaction in the demotic sales
is itself an indication that the sale may have been regarded as a binding agreement.

2 As far as 1 know the only juristic study of Greek receipts ernploying å'xerv
and àrn:xrry is that of H. Erman, 1901, pp. 77-84. He was aware of a clifference
in meaning between these two verbs in the receipts, but he sought to find the
origin in the Greek concept of loan and repayment rather than in the function
of the formulae of receipt themselves. Preaux, 1954, pp. 139-146, has attempted
to prove that the ostraca v,hich ernploy ëye and (.27:/(,) in receipts do not support
the theory that verbal prefixes endowed verbs in the present tense with an aorist
aspect. Her study is very inforrnative as regards philological details but is not
concerned with defining the juristic function of receipts which employ those verbs.

3 I have exarnined each example that has corne to my attention with a view
toward establishing the funetion of the receipt in each case. There are so many
examples that it would require too much space within the framework of the
present study to set forth the argumentation for determining the function of
each receipt. I believe that the results which 1 have set forth are valid in general
and that the exceptions are so few as not to warrant a wholesale rejection of
the results; and I have been at pains to put forth those exceptional cases which
I regard as most striking.
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to repay, the verb employed to express the receipt is When an

instrument documents the receipt of property or money as the pay-

ment of taxes, rents, debts, or price, the verb employed is

These usages apply strictly to receipts of the forms :

(3,1oitoyET åerva Trapà rofi dciva

bfio2o),(5 zapii uoi5

)(v,1

EXU)

5,110,.0^/E7 (5Ei1'a (:urE:zely 7wpå Tor";; ådva

cipoi.o-;() ("Huixen' irapt croi5

å7r)(8.1

ålif5XCO

During the Roman period the perfect infinitive active of iii. and

UrcE1-tcri: gradually replaced the present infinitives in receipts which

employed infinitive forms of those verbs. The change in tense, for

which I can offer no satisfactory explanation, did not obscure the

distinction in function observed with respect to these verbs. Also during

the Roman period there appear receipts which employ the second aorist

active indicative &rzov. These receipts were employed in the manner of
('27rxerv-receipts and not in the manner of '';<.(;(1,-receipts as might be

anticipated.' Preaux2 sees the change in the ostraca as the result of an

administrative change in the collection of taxes: and in this case, one

may suggest that the practise spread to the formulae of private do-

cuments.

In Gr. P. PCZ 2.59265 (251 B. C.) (.17t£"/E 11' is applied to the receipt
of a loan from the creditor. It is expressly stated, however, that there

was instrument of indebtedness (o-uma(pii åuvdov) which was on
deposit with a syngraphophylax. Although the obligation to repay is

mentioned in this receipt, it is clear from the mention of the instrument

of indebtedness that the receipt was not intended to secure the obli-

gation to repay. The receipt could only prove that the loan had actually

been made and was not a legal fiction; but it could not prove that the

Indeed, in Gr. P. Faytirn 88 (A. D.) iii such an i:uxov-receipt is denoted an

årropj and records a payment of rent in full.

2 Preaux, 1954, pp. 145-146.
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loan had not been repaid. That w as the function of the instrument of

indebtedness. The function of the receipt was only to evidence the

payment of the loan by the creditor.

This text is, therefore, most helpful in indicating the specialized

function of the r'riryEri.-receipt, which was only to evidence payment;

it was the function of an z.eri'-receipt to e‘idence an outstanding

obligation.
There are several other receipts which merit special attention. In

three ostraca of the Ptolemaic period' tax collectors use an k'xciv-

receipt to acknowledge the receipt of taxes. These receipts appear to

contradict the rule that evidences a receipt which imposes an

obligation upon the recipient. It is possible, however, that these were

not receipts issued by the royal bank but receipts issued by local tax

collectors whose duty it was to deliver the taxes to the royal bank.

There exist both demotic and Greek receipts in which such an obli-

gation is acknowledged explicitly by tax collectors.2

In Gr. P. PCZ 2.59258 (252 B.C.) a lessor issues an .")(Eri,-receipt to

an agent of the lessee for the payment of a year's rent in kind. The

rent amounted to forty artabae of wheat; yet as a receipt for such a

sizable quantity of grain we have a simple unwitnessed cheirograph.

I suggest that the receipt was only issued to the agent only as proof of

delivery and that a homological c'c7rxerv-receipt woulcl subsequently

have been issued in the narne of the lessee himself.3 I suggest that the

verb was used because the lessor was receiving the rent in trust

from the agent until such time as a witnessed receipt had been issued.

Lastly, note should be taken of those receipts for rents which em-
ploy the verb  "zav.  In Gr. P. Hibeh 1.99 (270 69 B.C.) we have a

V. Wilcken, 1899, Nos. 343 (255/4 B.C.), 1029 (Ptol.), and 1523 (127/6
B. C.).

2 Mattha, 1945, pp. 10 and 14, cites both Greek and demotic examples. His
remark that wn in these receipts "corresponds to i1c,i and the like in the Greek
tax-collectors' receipts" is imprecise. The Greek equivalent of the demotic
receipts of the form. wn zd r- dyrk st n=y, "there is such and such an amount
of money which you have given to me," is probably the receipt of the form

ixopev 7rapU ro0 åsiva terA., which is attested in Gr. P. PSI 4.370 (250'49
B. C.).

3 As examples of homological årtzetv-receipts for rents I cite Gr. P. Lond.
2.157 (A.D. iii) and Gr. P. Fouad 1.56 (A.D. 79).
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receipt of the form  6,u[o2o]yd — — — Ex8[11)] — — — tå bcyo6pla. I  think

the verb k'zEtv was used because the payment had been made  toward

the rent and that the lessor was under an obligation to credit the sum

paid against the total due.

The difference in meaning between Syiv and  åtcyEtv  obviously lies

in the prefix  årco-.  The root of this prefix had the semantic connotation

of "separation" and "distance"; and this underlying meaning is evi-

denced by the preposition (;i7u5, the adverb  drco,  and the adjective

ärclo;.'  The translation of (..irdyviv as "to have  or  receive in full" which
is given by LSJ9, p. 227, does not seem to do full justice to the force

of the verb; and the general practice of translating both  k'yetv  and

åiulxciv  in receipts as "to have  or  receive" obscures the difference in

meaning that distinguishes them. The difference between them surely

does not lie in the possibility that what was "had" was not had in full

but that what was "had away" was "had away in full".2 We have

åz;(v/v-receipts for the partial return of dowries, for example. I sug-

gest that the best that can be done in English to preserve the distinction

is to translate k'xen, by "to receive" and  åirxriv  by "to have been paid".

One may "receive" things in trust; but one is "paid" the rent or one's

salary and takes it  away.

The Demotic Term iw:

The noun  iw (v. supra  p. 60 § 55) occurs in the Brooklyn papyri. De-

pending upon the context,  iw  may be translated "receipt", "payment",

or "release". It is a common term in the legal papyri and is a standard

element in the contractual clauses governing evidence of payment (v.

Chapter VIII); but the number of documents which call themselves

iw  is small. A listing follows with the formulae of receipt characteristic

of each :

a) dem. Ostr. Louvre 7989 (A. D. 29/30) and Wångstedt, 1954, No.

48 (A. D. 28/29) of the form  r-in NN mn;

1 V. Juret, 1942, pp. 327-328; Boisaq, 1938, p. 69; Ernout and Meillet, 1959,
pp. 1 and 2.

2 Deissmann, 1923, pp. 88-90, has made this point. He rendered årcx..w by
"Ich habe Weg" and interpreted this to mean that the speaker had "absolut
keinen Anspruch mehr".
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dem. Ostr. Berlin 6366(temp. Claudius) of the form tw=y mli n mn;
dem. P. Lille 21 (238 B.C.) of the form dy=1( mty 113.(ry n p3 ijd
n mn, gp=3; p3y ud - - - n dr .1.1( — — h3.1.y mty n-im=w, iw=w
mii (n) iwty sp nb'; and
dem. P. BM 10528/3 (291 B. C.) of the form tw=n wy.1 rfii mn2.

The list is short but will probably be augmented in the future.3 The
formula of examplea is attested in the Ptolemaic period in the variant
form iiiNN mn.4The formula of exampleb is attested in the Ptolemaic
period (e.g. Mattha, 1945, No. 272 [ii-iB. C.], and dem. P.Adler 24 [89
B. C.]); but there are no instances in which it is designated a iw. In all
probability, however, the term iw could be applied to all types of
receipts in the list in both the Ptolemaic and Roman periods.

Examplesa, b, and c are receipts for the payment of taxes; and
exampled occurs in a request for a receipt.

It is noteworthy that texts called iw should include the paragraph
of satisfaction,dple mty It3 .1ry n mn, "you have caused my heart to be
satisfied as to such and such"; for this paragraph is the characteristic
introduction to demotic sales(sh db3 hd). It should be observed, how-
ever, that not all demotic sales include the paragraph of receipt of
Type II (v. suprap. 50 §40) and that in sales where this paragraph occurs
it is commonly separated from the paragraph of satisfaction. The
explanation for this phenomenon appears to lie in the nature of the
paragraph of satisfaction and in the legal construction of Egyptian
sales. The inclusion of the paragraph if satisfaction in sales(sh db3 hd)
seems to have been intended only to evidence the vendor's agreement
to the sale and his acceptance of the sale price and not to evidence
the actual payment of the price (v. supra p. 100 and note 1). The in-
clusion of the paragraph of receipt of Type II in some sales but not

This is Sottas' restoration (1921, p. 46). The space suits and is too large for
a simple dy.k n=y. Cf. dem. P. Lille 30/1.

2 V. Hughes, 1940, pp. 255-256, and Hughes, 1957, p. 58.
3 Greek receipts which employ the formula T-reuerat å åriva are also called

iw in demotic subscripts, e.g. Gr. P. BGU 6.1377 (136 B.C.), 6.1309 (i B.C.),
Wilcken, 1899, No. 356. V. Mattha, 1945, No. 71 (18 B.C.).

4 It may be that dem. Ostr. Med. Habu 7 (ii—i B.C.) is a Ptolemaic example
of the formula r-in NN mn. Miss. Lichtheim's hand copy of Ostr. 8 shows a mark
before In similar to that in Ostr. 7; but the mark in Ostr. 8 is untransliterated.
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in others suggests that it may have given the evidence of payment and
that its omission from a  sh db;hd  may indicate that the price had not
been paid at the time the contract of sale was concluded. This possi-

bility seems to eain some support from an examination of those doc-
uments which include the paragraph of satisfaction but which are not
sales.

In dem. P. Lille 21 (238 B.C.), cited above as example  c,  we have a
receipt for the payment of taxes which includes both the paragraph
of satisfaction and the paragraph of receipt of Type II. There are also
three other receipts (not desienated ity and therefore not included in
the list) which contain the paragraph of satisfaction and also include
the paragraph of receipt of Type II. These are:

I) abn. hier. P. Louvre 7847 (5521  B.  C.)', which records the reccipt
of land which had been jointly farmed and was passing into the
possession of one of the joint holders;

dem. P. Lille 30 (iii B. C.), a receipt for rnoney, apparently made
out by a mason for services and materials2; and
dem. P. Cairo 30614 (89 8  B.  C.). a receipt for rent.2

There are also a number of texts which begin with the paragraph of sat-
isfaction but do not include the paragraph of receipt of Type II. In

these a husband acknowledges the receipt of a sum of money from
his wife as an endowment  (scnh)  or as the price of all his possessions.3
It is improbable that the sums of money receipted in the instruments
of endowment were handed over in every case; and in the case of the
sales in marriage settlements, it is even more unlikelv that the husband
actually received from his wife the price of all his possessions. The
purpose of these documents was clearly to establish the wife's claim

to maintainance and her rights in her husband's property. The ornission

1 This text is written in "abnormar hieratic but employs formulae typical
of demotic legal texts but not otherwise attested in "abnormal" hieratic texts.

2 The text begins  n1)=1; try,  "you have paid me in fulr.
3 Examplcs of endowment documents are dem. P. ORINST 17481; dem. P.

Mich. 4526 Al; dem. P. Cairo 30607, 30608, 30616b; dem. I'. Bibl. Nat. 224;
dem. P. Heidelberg 10; and dem. P. Mich. 347. Examples of sales of husbands'
property are dem. P. Leyden I 381; dem. P. Cairo 30609; and dem. P. Bibl.
Nat. 225.
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of the paragraph of receipt of Type Il can scarcel) be a scribal idio-

syncracy or oversight in so many documents from so many different

parts of Egypt. The paragraph of satisfaction apparently sufficed to

make the agreements binding upon the husband just as it was sufficient

to make an ordinary contract of sale binding upon the vendor.

Some receipts for the full payment of rents in prodomatic leases' also

include the paragraph of satisfaction, but it is always accompanied

by the formula  mly=k 1.y  and the paragraph of receipt of Type II. In

the case of rents it is more likely that the lessor had received the money

than that his declaration of satisfaction was needed for the validity

of the lease. The fact that we also have receipts for the partial payments

indicates that the receipts were only included when a payment had

actually been made. I suspect that the paragraph of satisfaction was

introduced into the receipt for the full payment of rent in advance

because leases of this type had been assimilated to sales. (  V. supra  p.
98 n. 2). The assimilation of such leases to sales seems to based on the

fact that by paying up the lease in advance the lessee in a sense gained

title to the property for the duration of the lease. The paragraph of

satisfaction may, therefore, have been introduced on the analogy of

the instruments of sale. But whatever the reasons for its introduction,

the important point for our discussion is that the paragraph of satis-

faction does not of itself constitute a receipt.

Lastly, the paragraph of satisfaction, without the paragraph of

receipt of Type 11. occurs in dem. P. Cairo 30657 (537 B. C.), which

appears to be a release from responsibility for a deposit.2 Since no
mention is made of the actual receipt of the deposit, it may very well

be that it was not returned. The paragraph of satisfaction was apparent-

ly sufficient to release the depositee from any further liability.

With regard to the paragraph of satisfaction, then, it appears to have

been sufficient to create a binding agreement but not  per se  to have

been evidence of payment without the presence of the paragraph of

receipt of Type II. The only text which contains the paragraph of sa-

V. dem. P. Cairo 30613,11-12, 30615,1 5, and dem. P. Botti.
2 This is the interpretation proposed by M. Malinine, 1958, p. 200. The text

is not without obscure points, but Malinine's interpretation fits the data. The
text does not state what the responsibility for which the release was given was,
but is was probably either to return the deposit or to make good its loss.
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tisfaction and is called a iw also contains the paragraph of receipt of

Type II.
In example  d  a receipt (iw) was requested for money which had been

sent to an oikonomos. The request was expressed as follows:

Intwrin ir n=y iw r-r=f dd 1w=n wy f n p; lid -

"You will make for me a receipt for it, saying, 'We are far from

him you) with regard to the monev - - -

The formula twry  wy r-r=k n mn  is the salient characteristic of the in-

struments of withdrawal (sh n wy m);';paa,n årwarauiou):  and it is of

great interest to discover that these could be classed as receipts.

There are two instruments of withdrawal known to me in which

claims to the fultillment of obligations to pay are renounced.' Although

the fact that the payment had been made in full  (mh)  is recorded in both

instruments, it is the renunciation of claim to the obligation which

is emphasized. Moreover, in the Louvre2 there is a text which combines

the formulae  tw.y wy r-rrk n mn  and  twry mh /7 mn  to acknowledge

the receipt of an inheritance by a legatee. In the Louvre text and in

dem. P. Turin 174,14 the promise not to challenge the payment is

secured by contractual penalties; and in the Louvre text this promise

is reinforced by a mulct to be paid to the "burnt offerings and li-

bations of the king and queen". All three texts are parallel to the

dispositive receipts recognized by A. B. Schwarz  (v. supra  p. 96 n. 2)

in the Greek papyri; for they evidence payment, extinguish the obli-

gation to pay, and employ mulcts to reinforce the promise not to
challenge the payment.3

The fact that a  sh n wy  could be classified as a  iw  is also of importance

for the problem of the Egyptian bipartite doeumentation of sales by

means of a  sh db; hd  and a  sh n wy.  We have already suggested that the le-

These texts are dem. P. Adler 20 (93 B.C.) and dem. P. Turin 174,14 (127 6
B.C.). In both instances the obligations arose out of instruments of loan.

2 V. Revillout, 1880, pp. 303 -307 (125,4 B.C.).
3 In particular the mulct dedicated to the offerings of the king is a detail

common to both the Greek and demotic papyri. For the occurrence of this
mulct in the Greek texts consult A. B. Schwarz, 1920, pp. 100-101. 1t appears
that mulcts of this type were borrou,ed into Egyptian law from Greek 1aw. ( V.
Chapter X infra).
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gal effect of a declaration of satisfaction in the sh db3hd was not to evi-

dence the payment of the price but to establish the purchaser's tide.

The Egyptian sales do not document the sale of fungibles but only

of real property (including cattle and slaves). According to the Hermo-

polis Law Code supra p. 100 n. I ) an unpaid vendor in a sale of real

property was pro\ ided the legal remedy of retention by which he could

obtain the usufruct of the property sold until he had recovered the

price due. 1f. however. a purchaser could produce a sh n wy by which

the vendor renounced any claims against or right in the property sold,

would this document not successfully prevent the vendor from exe-

cuting a retention upon the property sold? 1 suggest that it would and

that there would be a strong impulse for all purchasers who had paid

the sale price to seek to have a sh n wy drawn up at the same time that

the sh 4b3 hd was drawn up even if it sh.ould be stated in the sh db;
that the price had been paid. The sh n wi would certainly be a powerful

protection for the purchaser's right to the unhampered enjoyment of

his purchase. Whether there were other rernedies available to the

unpaid vendor in a sale of real property one cannot say at present,

but it seems clear from the Hermopolis Code that an Egyptian contract

of sale produced an enforceable obligation to pay price.

Presumably a sh n wy could be included in the category of iw be-

cause it could elfectively cancel obligations to pay.

The common denominator among the texts called iw is that they

were drawn up to gi\ e evidenee of payment or to substitute for pay-
ment. It seems, therefore, that those texts which included receipts but

which were drawn up to evidence outstanding obligations would not

have been called iw.

The Greek Term (:uroyn:
The Greek term for receipt.toin, is rare in Ptolemaic' but relatively

common in Roman papyri.21 have collected 39 texts which call them-

1 I have but three examples: Gr. P. Hibeh 1.162 (230 229 B.C.); Gr. P.
Reinach 1.12 (111 110 B.C.) and 1.30 (110 B.C.).

2 I have over 50 examples. For the meaning "receipt- for årt.oxtj see LSJ9
p. 227; Preisigke, 1925, cols. 201-202 and 1915, p. 31 and 1910, p. 230; and Wil-
cken, 1899, p. 58. 1n certain contexts àtrottt nneans "distance" or "abstinence".
The term appears as a loan word in demotic, t pwkh, in Thompson, 1913, Gr.
Ostr. 95 (A.D. ii).
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selves  Uzoyai:  and all these texts - with but one doubtful exceptiont

- were written to evidence payments and not to secure obligations. I n

26 of the 39 texts called (.).7-co/ijthe clause of receipt ernploys the verb

(.1.7u:-/Eiv. This corresponds with the conclusions already reached that

the verb  årcr:xeiv  was restricted to receipts intended only to evidence

payments. The restriction of the term  (iiroxij  to receipts of this type

I take as a further indication of the technical meaning attached to

the verb  (',u(xv.iv.

In conclusion it appears that the technical terms for "receipt- in

both Greek and demotic were properly applied only to documents

drawn up to evidence payrnent and not to those which were intended

to evidence outstandin2 obligations arisin2 out of the receipt.'

The single exception is Gr. P. Oxy. 2.267 (A. D. 36), a contract for ternporary
cohabitation which uses the verb  .-/riv to record the receipt of a sum of money
which was later to be returned. In line 22 the editors restored [Knpia  

[77avraz,7 ir(upEpon/dyn Kai] 77.TaTi [1-1 Lthis receilpt is authoritative
[wherever produced and] for all [who produce it." In lines 3 4, Itowev,2r, the
document is called a cnaynay9n, "a (banker's) draft"; and in line 34 it is said that
the transaction was accomplished "throtwh the bank of Sarapion the son of
Kleander". 1n al I probability ,therefore, the editors should have restored (na),pagnj

in line 22 and not àrropj. The confusion of a for a y should cause no hesitations.
2 li should be noted that the demotic h.If n WC iw r-dy=y s n ky sp, "copy of a

receipt skhich 1 gave on artother occasion,- corresponds exactly to dwri~ov

Kai åzoxii.;. V. Mattha, 1945, No. 82 and the notes thereto.



Chapter VI

SECURITIES IN THE DEMOTEC PAPYR1

The demotic instruments re‘ea1 that creditors had available to them a

variety of forms of security; and it will be instructive to examine these.'

The I'ledge:

Pledges are we11 documented in the demotic papyri.2 In dem. P.

Adler 10 (102/101 B. C.) a debtor made the following declaration:

1)3y Crcr irni p3y sh r-dyry nr--k [n] iwy. i n rtb (n) sw 16 n 173. t-sp 13,

tntw=y dy.t n=1( rth (n) sw 32 n ibd 2 11-nw n 113. t-sp 14. 21w=y Int

dr.t si nrk r hn r p3 sw hrw nty hry [mtw=y wy r-r=1( n p3t* cr]cr

irni p3y sh r-dy=y n=le n iwy. t.

"This Crcrtogether with this instrument which 1 have given to you

are security for 16 artabae of wheat of regnal year 13; and I shall

give you 32 artabae of wheat in the second month of summer of

regnal year 14. If I do not give them to you by the above term,

[then I am far from you with respect to this cr]cr together with

this instrument which I have given to you as security."

I omit from my discussion the institution of antichresis since the demotic
souree material for this is in need of extensive reexamination. Moreover, 1 am
not convinced that all instances included in the category of antichresis ought
strictly to be regarded as a form security. For an introduction to the bibliography
on this institution consult Seidl, 1962, pp. 142-143, and Taubenschlag, 1955, pp.
286-291.

2 See e.g., the examples collected by Pestman, 1968, pp. 108-110.
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Evidently the instrument pledged is none other than the instrument in

which the surrender of the pledges is recorded.1If the debtor defaulted.

the instrument would serve to evidence the creditor's right to retain

the pledge. Presumably the debtor would not need a receipt for the

pledge since its return would be a condition for the repayment of the

debt.

A creditor might, however, demand as security for a debt pledges

whose value exceeded that of the total debt ineurred. Indeed, this

would be desirable from the creditor's viewpoint since. if forced to

dispose of the pledges to recover his debt, he might run the risk that

he could not sell the pledge for a high enough price. I consider it

probable, therefore, that, even though no receipts for pledges are

known to me among the demotic papyri, such were occasionally issued

to protect debtors against their creditors' retaining pledges in lieu of

accepting repayment.

That disputes about pledges did arise is well evidenced by dem. P.

Ryl. 36 (90 B.C.). The situation is not entirely clear, but it is evident

that a creditor was in the possession of some pledges. It seems that

a debt had been partially repaid and that a dispute had arisen over

precisely how rnuch money was secured by each pledge. Apparently

200 deben were owed, and 100 had been repaid. The creditor was in

possession of three pledges and claimed that all three were required

to secure the balance of the debt. The defendant argued that no part

of' the balance was secured by  (lit.,  "on the head of",  r d;(1)  a mirror

which was among the pledges. The defendant was ordered to swear to

her allegation but the creditor proposed as an alternative that if the

defendant would pay 35 deben down and 25 deben later, he would

surrender the contested pledge and regard the entire matter as settled.2
In the Instructions of COnchsheshonqy (dem. P. BM 10500, col.

16 21) the following advice is given:

m-ir dy. t hd  r  ms.t nm iwy.t (n)-dr.t.k.

1 See also Pestman, op. cit. p. 109 and note 62.
2 V• Sethe-Partsch, 1920, pp. 385-409 and pp. 673-679, who provide the

earlier bibliography on p. 385. The interpretation adopted here is that of Seidl.
1962, p. 139. For another interpretation consult Kaplorty-Heekel, 1963, pp,
289-290.
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"Do not loan rnoney at interest when there is no security in your hand."

I take it that the passage refers to the actual possession of the

securities in preference to Glanville's less specific rendering, "without

security")

For the seizure of pledges we have the testimony of the instruments

which established the regulations of Egyptian cult societies. A recurrent

provision in these instruments empowered the societies' representatives

to enter the homes of members delinquent in the payment of their dues

and to bring away pledges for the money owed:

r p3 rd (n) p; . wy r r jyfC .wy t3 iwy.t (n) n hd.w

(n) rn=w,

"and the representative of the House will enter his  (i.e..  the delin-

quent member's) home and will bring the security of the money

in question."2

Instrurnents were also pledged. In dem. P. Berlin 3108 (98 B.C.) a

certain Montuemhet acknowledged to one Nakhtmont a debt which

consisted of several objects.3 He promised to hand over these objects

by a fixed term. He also stipulated that, if the term were reached

(without his having handed over the objects), Nakhtmont would with-

draw the security of the objects  (mtw=k st;.1 iwy.t n n; nkt nty sh Ory,

"you will withdraw the pledge of the things which are written above-)
while the debtor would ha‘e renounced his claim to an instrument

1 li• G1anille, 1955, p. 39, and Stricker, 1958, p. 69: "Leen geen geld Oil

tegen rente, zonder dat Gij een onderpand in Uw hand hebt.-
2 V. dem. P. Cairo 30605,7 (157.:6 B.C.), 30606/7-8 (158/7 B.C.), 31179/8

(148/7 B.C.), dem. P. Hamburg 1/7 (151 B.C.), and dem. P. Prague line 9 (137

B.C.). In corresponding Greek papyri the president of the cult was empowered

to seize (?:vrzypd,;m) the persons of delinquent members and the persons of

their slaves. V. Gr. P. Mich. 2.244;10-12 (A.D. 43) and 2.245/37-42 (A.D. 47).

3 The debt was described as an ckr, a word which is åltor.; ,lsyépevov. Sethe,

1920, p. 494 (followed by Erichsen, 1954, p. 74) suggested that ckr means some-

thing like "deposit-. Scidl, 1962, p. 138 and n. 8, has recently suggested that

ckr was related to an Ararnaic word ;"kr, "loss," "forfeiture," as a source for

which he cited ordy Aram. P. Kracling 7/25. No such word is to be found at

that reference; nor have I been able to discover any such word in Hebrew or in

the indices to Cowley and Kraeling. The passage cited by Seidl does contain

the word ;1(d. Has there been a confusion of d and r?
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of sale  (sh db3 114)  which he had drawn up for Nakhtrnont.' Evidently

here, as in dem. P. Adler ID cited above, the instrument was itself a

pledee which remained in the creditor's possession. By releasing the

instrument of sale the debtor would contirm the conveyance of title

and relinquish all right to the property sold.

In addition to the demotic exarnples we have a reference to the

surrender of instruments as security in Gr. P. BGU 4.1148 (13 B.C.,

from Alexandria). Part of the arrangernents attendant upon the extin-

euishment of a debt was the return of documents relating to the title

to properties which had secured the debt (includine the documents "of

previous owners"  trpotcrign((ci;)).  The extinguishment was based upon

the sequestration (KaToxij) of properties (.1K0).0159(); TOT; TIT; xcr)pa(;)

vd[1toi.-1,  "according to the laws of the country-  (i.e.  according to

native Egyptian law).2

The surrender of documents as security for debts brings us into the

sphere of liens; for, while the instruments were held by the creditor as

pledges, it was the property title to which was embodied in the in-

struments which was the ultimatc security for the debt. By surrendering

the documents the debtor was granting the creditor a claim to the

property or the right to lay a charge upon it. Nor was this practice

limited to the surrender of instruments of sale. 1n dem. Ostr. BM

25487 '9-10 marriage documents were tendered as security.

The surrender of title deeds would also have aided a creditor to

prevent the debtor's disposing of property which secured a debt before

that debt were extinguished.3

1 For st3, "redeem"  (i.e.  withdrawal of securities bv the debtor) consult
Sethe, 1920, p. 312 and ASAE 22 (1922) p. 270: ETTIAH aloywzoyzaTvir
NBENITTE 22.2THK Neoy mrrl6m6om NCOTCI EIC 2.HTTE  irr-
OCTCE MmoyNK, "Whereas 1 deposited an iron hammer with you as a
pledge and have been unable to redeem it, behold I have made it over to you."
In dem. P. Ryl. 31 (119,8 B.C.?) the pay rnent of money NAas acknowledged and
accompanied by the eircumstantialclause iw i(w).k np3y=k C1yy, "you having
redeemed your house".

2 Whether the Egyptian practice of handing over title deeds to properties
put up as security had any influence upon a similar usage in the  67r(i).i.a;71a of
the Roman period is a question which needs further consideration.  V.  Tauben-
schlag, 1955, p. 275, who provides a bibliography.

3 This is probably wh the creditor in Gr. P. BGU 1148 was in possession of
the title deeds which were being returned.

5 Three Dernotie Papvri
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Conditional sales contracts (a form of hen):

Conveyances, conditional upon the debtor's default, were also em-

ployed to secure debts. An instrument of sale was incorporated into

the text of an instrument which recorded the debt. All the instruments

of this type known to me (10 examples) have the following form

I) date

record of acknowledgement

acknowledgement of indebtedness (always using the formula  wn-

mtwrle mn  "you have such and such against me")

promise to repay by a fixed term
a conditional sentence, the protasis of which envisions the debtor's

default, while the apodosis consists of the complete text of an

instrument of sale (sh dh; hd) including a warranty and the consent

of persons possessing rights in the property sold  e.g.,  dem. P.
BM 10525/2  sqq., "ff1 fail to pay you the money — — (then) you

have caused my heart to be satisfied,  etc.")

signature of the notary

names of the witnesses

The drawing up of such a conditional sales-contract necessitated the

payment of a sales-tax, which amounted to 2 % of the sale price.1 The

suspensive nature of the conveyance was recognized by the tax autho-

rities ; and they only charged 2% instead of the normal 5% of the sale

price.2

1f a debtor defaulted, he gave to the creditor an instrument of with-

drawal  (sh n wy),  which protected the creditor against any effort by

the debtor to contest the conveyance. In dem. P. Hauswaldt 18a
(212/211 B.C.) we have a demotic conditional sales contract of

the type under discussion ; and in dem. P. Hauswaldt 18 b, dated

In Gr. P. Lond. 3.1201 the tax v‘iis paid two months after the term set for
the repayment of the loan. Iii Gr. P. Lond. 3.1202 the tax was paid 23 days after
the instrument was drawn up.

2 The amount of the sales tax is given in the Greek dockets cited in the pre-
ceding note. The same two per cent. sales tax is recorded for a ct),ypcupil 1577o91jmi:

"an instrument of security," dated A.D. 79 (Gr. P. Oxy. 2.243/45-49). V.
Schwarz, 1911, pp. 35-36 and 58-61; and 1937, p. 256.
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one year later, we have the debtor's instrument of withdrawal

(sh n wy).1

If the debt were repaid on time, the entire instrument which em-

bodied the conditional sale was crossed out and thereby cancelled.

Apparently it was unnecessary for the creditor to write up a

release  (sh n wy)  frorn the conditional sale since it had not gone

into effect.

The conditional sales-contracts include no provisions for execution

against the debtor or his property in the event of default; and it is

evident that when the sale went into effect, it constituted a forfeiture

which extinguished the debt.

Whether other measures were taken  (e.g.  registration of the lien)

during the course of the transaction is at present unknown.

In dem. P. BM 10425/10-14 (ii B. C.) a debtor acknowledged his

indebtedness and made the following statement:

dyry nk p3yr(y) C.wy - - - n iwy.t n-imrw mh=w r

hn r p3 sw hrw nty hry. iwry tm mh.w nrk, i(w).1( tn-sk n ir nric

sh db3 hd r p3yr(y)C .wy nty hry n p3 ibd m-s3 p3 ibd (n) rn.,f n

htr (n) iwty mn

"I have given to you my house - - - as security for it  (i.e.,  the debt)

until I have paid it to you by the above term. 1f I do not pay it to

you, you have a claim upon me to make for you an instrument of

sale for my house, which is (specified) above, in the rnonth after

the month in question, necessarily (and) without delay."

What the debtor meant by "I have given- is not clear. Was the creditor

in possession of the house? Did the debtor mean only that the house

had been set aside as security? If the creditor was not in possession of

the house, then his debt was secured only by the debtor's obligation

to sell.

V. Sethe-Partsch, 1920, pp. 246-287. In dem. P. Adler 22 (90 B.C.) we
have another such sh n wy. Lines 12-13 should be read as twrn wy r - hrrtn n

hp n P1Y [sh] db3- 13,1r - ir nrtn iNN] fqyr(y) it, "We are far from you with
regard to the right of that [instrument] of sale which my (sic) father [NN]
made for you". Dem. P. Loeb 63 (la. Ptol.) may also be a sh n wy of this
type (c. line 7).

8
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The Trostee (Crht):1

The agreements (ho) made before a trustee (Crbt) occupy a position

somewhere between a lien and a mortgagc. According to such agrec-

ments a debtor surrendered instruments to his creditor on the condition

that, if the clebt were repaid promptly, the instruments would be re-

turned. An instrument t (n) ho) was drawn up in which the parties

acknowledged their agreement before a third person, called a trustee

(crbi); and the instrument of agreement was entrusted to the trustee.

If the debtor paid promptly, then the trustee was obligated to surrender

the instrument of agreement to the debtor; and the creditor relinqui-

shed all claim against the trustee for that instrument.2 If the debtor

defaulted, then the trustee was obligated to surrender the instrument

of agreement to the creditor; and the debtor relinquished all claim

against the trustee for that instrument.3

The instruments which the debtor surrendered to the ereditor clearly

constituted a security for the debt. They evidently made no reference

to the reasons for which they had been drawn up and handed over to the

creditor ; and the instrument of agreement in the possession of the trustee

was apparently the only evidence that the creditor was not entitled

to the immediate exercise of the rights docurnented in the securities.

I t is also evident that the instrument of agreement was the only

evidence of the debtor's indebtedness. No mention was made of a

separate acknowledgernent of' indebtedness; and no provision was

made for the return of any such document to the debtor if he made

prompt repayment. The instrument of agreement passed into the cred-

itor's possession if the debtor defaulted ; and if there had also been a

separate acknowledg.ement of indebtedness in the creditor's possession,

I The explanation of the roll of the crbl and the significanee of the 3'c.t (n)
ho was the achievement of Prof. C. F. Nims, who set forth his discovery in his
doctoral dissertation at the Univ. of Chicago. V. Nims, 1938, pp. 78-82 and
1960, pp. 266-276.

2 V. dem. P. Loeb 62/12: wy r p3] CrM (n) n3 h[n.w] nty iw n iw=w
dy.t n=y n-hnrw (n) p3 hrw (n) rn.J. (n) Ittr (n)iwty mn, "[he (i.e. the creditor) being
far from the] trustee --- with regard to the [agreeme]nts which are in his pos-
session they (i.e. the agreements) being given to me (i.e. the debtor) on the
day in question (i.e. the day on which repayment is made), necessarily (and)
without delay." dem. P. Mich. 4526.13I/x +1-x +2.

3 V. dem. P. Loeb 62/17-18 and dem. P. Mich. 4526.B1/x +10.
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the debtor would have had no way to prove that the forfeiture of his

securities had extinguisheel his debt unless such an acknowledgement

of indebtedness were returned. He would have been in danger of being

pressed for repayment of the debt in addition to having forfeited his

securities.

The trustee occupicd a place in the arranement not unlike that of

the Greek  a,ypaqmq)62a  (keeper of the instrument).1 Like the

the demotic trustee did not actively participate in the

agreement. His duties were set forth in the declarations of the debtor

and the creditor: but no declaration by the trustee was recorded.

lt is possible that in Gr. P. Enteuxis 52 Gr. P. Magd. 30 [219 8

B. C.]) we have a Greck petition which refers to an Egyptian arrange-

ment of this type. The petitioner alleged:

"I am being wronged by Paös — — —. For I placed as a deposit

ith his father Pete[...] an Egyptian contract which Pekhysios

drew up for me for the rent of 74 artabae of wheat which he owed

me for year three. (The deposit was made) on the condition that if

he  (i.e.  Pekhysios) did not repay me. I should recover the in-

strument frorn him  (i. e.  Pa.(5s' father). Now Paös' father, Pete[. .1

has died — — and PaCis, his son, is in possession of the instrument.

Although requested by me he does not hand it over."

Clearly Pekhysios had not repaid the debt. Otherwise, the petitioner

would have no right to petition for the return of the instrument which

was on deposit. I suggest that the "Egyptian instrument" on deposit

may have been a  t (n) 1w  of the type under discussion and that

Paos' father may have been a trustee  (crb1).  That no mention was made

in the petition of any documents in the possession of the creditor does

not invalidate this interpretation since the creditor's petition was con-

cerned only with the recovery of the instrument on deposit. A study

of other Greek texts which use the term  pauf(Stor  and etymologically

related words  (e.g. Reairri.;, ItEctåté(,),  and  11,,:ur-cda) may furnish further

useful information.
1n dem. P. Michigan 4526.B 1 the instruments surrendered by the

I V. Seidl, 1955, p. 430 and Lotter, 1952, pp. 217-222 [v. Seidl, 1962, p. 60].
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debtor to the creditor were an instrument of sale (sh db; lid) and an
instrument of withdrawal (sh n wy). If the debtor did not pay on time,
the creditor gained full control of the instruments, which were made
out in his name. He would thereby become owner of the property
sold. During the term allotted for repayment of the debt who was
owner of the property? The answer is indicated in lines x + 5 and x + 6
of the t (n) hn. The debtor there declares that if she defaults, "1 shall
be far from them (i. e. the creditor and the trustee) with respect to my
part share whose measurements and boundaries are written above (i.e.

the property conveyed by the sh db; lyd and the sh n wy); and he (i.e.

the creditor) shall pay its (i.e. the part share's) one twentieth to the
bank of Pharaoh, 1.p. h., on one day within ten days after the afore-
mentioned term (for repayment of the debt)". The one twentieth is
the five per cent. sales tax which the Ptolemies levied upon all con-
veyances of real property." Thus no sales tax had been paid when the
instruments had been drawn up, and it is most unlikely that any con-
veyance would have been effective without the payment of some tax.
It will be recalled that a two per cent. sales tax was paid on conditional
sales contracts (v. supra p. 114).

Dem. P. Ryl. 19 (118 B. C.) furnishes the text of a demotic instrument
of sale (sh db; lul) and a Greek trapezite docket recording the payment
of a sales tax in 113 B.C. In dem. P. Ryl. 24 (113 B.C.) is recorded
the text of an instrument of withdrawal (sh 11 wy) drawn up in 113
B.C. by the sisters of the vendors in dem. P. Ryl. 19 on behalf of the
purchaser in that same docurnent. Griffith (1909, III pp. 147 and 276)
restored the crucial passage in dem. P. Ryl. 24 as follows:

tw=n wy r-r=k- n p; hp n p3y sh 2 [r-ir.k ii Ur-171-1.7b s3] Nr

s; fir mw.t.14,  T3-F3k-'  n3yrn sn.w etc.,

"We are far from you with respect to the right of those two in-

On the five per cent. sales tax consult Praux, 1939, pp. 331-336. The tax
was known as the 4,n6K).lov, 1",10,; (bink, or eilcoatn. Cf. dem. P. Berlin
3112`7 (175 B.C., Thebes), v.hich contains a subcription to a copy of a (n)
db3-kistating: (r) p3 slm (n) Pr-c3,"its 5% has been paid to the
Royal Bank". Dem. P. Berlin 3111 5-6 (176 B.C., Thebes) contains a demotic
trapezite docket recording a similar payment; and dem. P. Berlin 3098.5507
(147 B.C., Thebes) may record another such payment.
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struments [which you made for Harmahi son of] Hor and Shleh
son of Hor, their mother being Ta-- 	,  etc."

I propose that the passage be restored :

tw..n wy r-rrk fl p3 hp n p3y sh 2 [i-ir nrk 1-1r-m-hb s3] Hr hnc
s3

"We are far from you with regard to the right of those two in-
struments [which Harmahi son of iHor and Shleh son of Hor — — —
[made for vou]."

As I envision the situation, the brothers drew up in 118 B.C. an in-
strument of sale  (sh db3 lid)and an instrument of withdrawal  (sh n wy),
of which we now possess only the instrument of sale. Five years later
in 113 B. C., the sales tax on the property sold was paid ; and the sisters
of the vendors renounced through a  sh n wy (i.e.  dem. P. Ryl. 24)
any claims which they possessed against that property. The five year
interval between the drawing up of the instruments of sale and with-
drawal and the payment of the sales tax and the renunciation of claims
by the vendors' sisters suggests that we have here an agreement similar
to that recorded in dem. P. Mich. 4526.B1. The property sold was
actually put up as security for a debt. Evidently the debtors defaulted,
for five years later the sales tax was paid and the conveyance confirmed.
Thus, I sec in dem. P Ryl. 24 not a release from a sale (so Griffith,
1909, III p. 148) but a confirmation of a sale. Moreover, since the
sales tax was not paid at the time the sale was drawn up. I do not think
it proper to term the arrangement a mortgage.

Mortgages:

Another form of Egyptian security more closely approximates a mort-
gage in that the conveyance of the security was absolute in form but
did not immediately extinguish the debt. In this case the debtor had the
right to redeern the conveyance. The term for redernption may have
corresponded with the term for the repayrnent of the debt which the
mortgage secured.

Such rnortgages were recorded in instruments which had a distinc-
tive format. On the right hand side of the papyrus was a Greek protocol
loan  (i:Myrio-ev ô åeiva).  On the left side and on the upper portion of the
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papyrus were a demotic instrument of sale  (sh db3 hd)  and a demotic
instrument of withdrawal  (sh n wy);  and below these was a Greek
homological sale  (dpo).oy( ne7cpalc&a1).1 The borrower in the loan
was the vendor in the sale.

Greek

Loan

sh n wy sh db3 iid

Greek Sale

Demotic mortgages apparently required a reconveyance or release by
the creditor if the debt were repaid; for the conveyance went into
effect immediately. In dem. P. Philadelphia 20 (237 B.C.) a release
(sh n wy)  of claim to an instrument of sale  (sh db3hd)  and an instrument
of withdrawal  (slz n wy)  is recorded.

In dem. P. Adler 20 (July 5, 93 B.C.) a release  (sh 17 wy)  was issued
for an instrument of sale  (sh db3 luj) which had been drawn up in the
town hall of Pathyris seven years earlier (October 31, 100 B.C.).2 The
sale had secured a debt contracted in the same year (100/99 B.C.) the

Greek (!) instrument of which survives (Gr. P. Adler 15). The precise
date on which the loan was drawn up is lost in lacuna ; but the debt
was to be repaid "in the month of Pakhön of the same 15th year"  (i. C.
between May 15 and June 13 of 99 B.C.). In all probability the loan
and the sale were drawn up on the same day  (i. e.  October 31, 100 B. C.).
Since the release was effected through a demotic  sh n wy,  presumably
the sale was also in demotic. I n this instance the possibility of redemp-
tion continued to exist long after the term set for the repayment of the

On these texts consult Johnson, 1915, pp. 176-179, 403 and p. 424, and
Taubenschlag, 1955, p. 272. All the texts of this form date to the 1st Century. A D.

2 Griffith, 1939, pp. 98-99, translated (n) p3 3rgn (n) by "for (?)
the archon of Phathor" or " in the office of (?) the archon of Phathor". The demotic
3rgn is the Greek àpz8lov, and (n) p3 3rgn (n) Pr-lj.t -lir corresponds to iti oi3
ev Haatipel IlKetoo. The åpyriov was the office of the agoranomos before whom
the sales in Pathyris were drawn up (v. Gr. P. Adler 1,7 and 3/9). For a Greek
release from a mortgage from Pathyris consult Gr. P. Heidelberg 1278'5-7 (111
B. C.) : bre).6o-aro cbviir w,.oü r6TIOU - ôbrd9rso Karit avvypa9iv (;)(77„;

niatei éiti ro6 v 11a9c5pel åpzriou '1111o(5c5pov åyopav6pou, "NN has rede-
emed a sale of vacant ground which he put down as security --- according
to a sale on trust at the town hall in Pathyris in the presence of Heliodöros the
agoranomos ". See also Pierce, 1964, pp. 170-173.
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debt had expired (the release is dated July 5. 93 B.C.). The arrangement

evidenced by these papyri clearly foreshadows the Graeco-demotic

mortgaus of the Roman period and may even correspond exactly with
them.

Problerns connected with Egyptiun mortgages and conditional sales:

The Egyptian mortgages have several notcworthy details. In the
first place, neither the loan nor the sale made any reference to one an-
other or to the fact that the sale was a mortgage; and were it not for the
fact of their disposition on the same papyrus, there would be no com-

pelling reason to regard them as closely related. Moreover, the Greek
loans included a clause which granted the creditor the right of exe-

cution a(2ainst the debtor and his propert Likewise the Greek loan
Gr. P. Adler 15,20-24 discussed above, which was also secured by a

mortgage, granted the creditor the right of execution against the debtor
and his property. It will be remembered that the conditional sales con-

tracts made no such provision ; for, when the sale went into force, the
debt was extinguished.

Among the Greek papyri from the Grapheion of Tebtynis are several
instruments and copies of instruments of the Roman period which

are similar to the Egyptian mortgages.2 On one side of the papyrus

is recorded the receipt of a loan ("y(!) T(‘) MI'Ltol'); on the other is a

homological record of sale  irczpoKL:lyn)  of exactly the same
form as that which occurs below the demotic  sh db3 hd  and  sh n wy
in the mortgages. In other documents frorn the same collection3 we
find demotic instruments of sale  (sh db3 hd)  and withdrawal  (sh n wy)

placed side by side — as in the mortQages — with a Greek homological
record of sale below. The Greek sale is of the same type as that found
in the mortgattes. The Greek homologies which appear below the

demotic texts sometimes refer to the fitct that the sale was effeeted by
demotic documents  (kaTU Ai;wrria.;  Gr. P. Mich. 5.249:1

1 V. Gr. P. Ryl. 2.160d 18-21 and Gr. P. B.G.U. 3.91026 27.
2 These are Gr. P. Mich. 5.328 (A.D. 29), 329-330 (A.D. 40), 332 (A.D. 48),

and 335 (A.D. 56). ej: Gr. P. Ryl 160c (A.D. 32) which is of the same form.
3 V. Gr. P. Mich. 5.308 (A. D. i), 253 (A.D. 30), 249 (A.D. 18), and 250

(A.D. 18).
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and 250/2-3) but not always (Gr. P. Mich. 5.253).' Other Greek ho-

mological sales affirm that the conveyance was effected through the

homology itself (Karix rIjr&T))1' rat")7171.,Gr. P. Mich. 5.254—

255/1 and 295/1; KLurå.TI)1* riu irpåmv Truivp,, Gr. P. Mich. 5.307).

Of the papy ri which contain a Greek sale and loan side by side, three

(Gr. P. Mich. 5.328, 329-330, and 335) make no reference to the

instrument of sale; and one (Gr. P. Mich. 5.332/1-2) records that the

sale was efTected through the hornology itself. Considering the inter-

mingling of demotic and Greek material frorn this archive the possi-

bility cannot be excluded that the three other instruments may have

involved dernotic sales.

That the Michigan combined sales and loans represent a form of

security is proved by dockets on the verso of two of thern (Gr. P.

Mich. 5.332 and 335) in which they are called 157ro9,7Kal, "securities".

They differ from the Graeco-demotic mortgages, however, in that the

acknowledgement of the loan makes no provision for execution against

the debtor's person or property. 1n this respect they are nearer to the

demotic conditional sales contracts than to mortgages.

The editors of the Michigan papyri concluded that they were ex-

amples of c79vai sales on trust.2 This may be so, but it is not

beyond doubt. There is no assurance that the term i-Ezo3/jr,-,/ included

(T)var r rtiCITEI; and there is no Greek text known to me which calls

itself an TriarE.I. A. B. Schwarz, whose studies on Greek secu-

rities must weigh heavily in any discussion of this problem, was inclined

to regard imo3rjx-1 as restricted in application; and he noted a tendency

for it to be applied to securities which did not require a reconveyance

but not to securities open to redemption which did require a recon-

veyance.3 On the other hand, Seidl, in his presentation of securities

in the law of Ptolemaic Egypt. tended to treat the term ).7ro91jKiias if it

applied to any form of security which did not pass into the possession

1 There also separate copies of Greek homologies which occurred below
demotic instrurnents; and these also refer to the fact that the sale was effected
through Egyptian documents. V. Gr. P. Mich. 5.293/2, 294/1, 296/2 et al.

2 A bibliography on the (n'a Takui is given by Taubenschlag, 1955, p.
272. V. also Pringsheim, 1950, index of Greek words s.r. ( vii r 7riarri; Mitteis,
1912, pp. 141-165; and Rostovtzeff, 1931, pp. 14 sqq.

3 V. Schwarz, 1937, pp. 245-272 and especially p. 251.
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of the creditor before default.1 The sources on this problem require

a systematic reworking which is not within the scope of this discussion.
One point may be noted, however. In Gr. P. Heidelberg 1278 (111
B.C.) a release is issued for an cii r  niaret:  and the property mort-
gaged is described as that which the debtor had "put down as securitv"
(61,157u9ero).2 The use  ofimor~al  may indicate that the term  f,rto91jKu

could properly be applied to an v  7rio-Tr.3. But even if an

rciam  could be termed a  /57Cot9iiKil, this does not prove that the Michi-
gan documents record (Tivai tv  itio-ret.3

On the basis of the evidence available to me I see no way to establish
the relationship, if any exist, between the Michigan Greek security

sales and the mixed Graeco-demotic mortgages or between those secu-
rity sales and the  (;)vii v riarr:r.  It is not impossible that the Michian
texts represent a conditional sales contract similar to the Egyptian
one. Both were termed  67ro,9tjKti, and both omitted anv provision for
execution against the debtor's person or property.

As for the appearance of a provision for execution in the loans of
the Graeco-demotic mortgages, it may be that the creditor had a
choice between accepting the conveyance in final payment of the debt

and proceeding against the entire property of the debtor. 1n several

Greek papyri the creditor is presented with just this choice.4 This provi-
sion is a feature ofloans which stipulate that if repayment is not made on
time, the possession and ownership of the property put up as security
remains  (tdvelv)  with the creditor. It is also agreed that instead of

1 V. Seidl, 1962, pp. 140-141.
2 Schwarz, 1937, p. 251 n.1, regarded this and similar examples as indicating

that the distinction between forfeiture securities and conveyance by way of
security was not always carefully maintained in the texts.

3 Two common assurnptions about the (.1)))) v 77iurrarequire reexarnination:
1) that the cbrij r 7riarr.i corresponded to the mainland zp(im; (r.

Taubcnschlag, 1955, pp. 272-273) and 2) that the designation was restricted to a
specific form of security.

4 V. Gr. P. BGU 4.1158;12-15 and the texts cited in the following note. By
way of contrast the Greek loans secured érp 5no9IjKrp either make no provision
for execution against the debtor or only grant this mode of execution if the
value of the property put up as security was in some way reduced (ity dt1 -rt;
Kivdvvo; •,,v,rrol). V. Gr. P. Tebt. 3.1.817 (182 B.C.), Gr. P. Hamburg 28 (ii
B.C.), Gr. P. Strassburg 52/10-12 (A.D. 151), and Gr. P. Flor. 1,110-11 (A. D.
153). V. Johnson, 1915, pp. 178-179.
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accepting the security as repayment of the debt the creditor may, if he

chooses, proceed against the debtor and against all his property.'

The Greek  15Tcd2).aypa security of the Roman period also provided for

specific securities and for a general right of execution.2 The mi-

nimal effect of all the arrangements discussed in this paragraph would

have been to prevent the debtor frorn alienating properties against

which a creditor might desire to proceed if the debtor defaulted. In

contrast to the demotic conditional sales contracts and the Greek

security-sales in the Michigan papyri, the creditor was not restricted

to a particular security.

General liabiliti of debtor's property:

Hitherto the discussion has dealt with agreements which designated

specific properties as security for debts. The most common form of

security in the demotic papyri was, however, an agreement by the debtor

that all his property would be the security for his debt. I have termed

the paragraph which embodied this agreement "the paragraph of ge-

neral security- since the liability v‘as not that of any particular piece

of property but applied to each item equally.

The paragraph of general security occurs in all three of the Brook-

lyn papyri which are the subject of this study, and we shall employ

thern as representative examples:

nty nb nty Intw=y lync 173 nty iw=y dy.t hpr=w t3 iwy.t (n) p3 hp (n)

p3  sh nty lyry

"All that is mine together with that which I shall acquire is the

security for the right of the instrument which is above."3

Other texts proN ide variations in detail. Thus  okt nb,  "everything," is

commonly inserted between  nty nb  and  nty naw.y (e.g.  dem. P. BM

10523/2-3 [295 13.C.] and dem. P. Eleph. 6/28-29 [225 B.C.]); and in

dem. P. BM 10591 rt. VI 21- VII 5 (181 B.C.) the  nty  before  rntwry

Gr. P. Oxy. 3.506 43-49 (r. Schwarz, 1937, p. 260) and Gr. P. Oslo

2.40 A/18-21.
2 V.  Gr. P. Varsovie 10113-15 (A. D. 156) and Gr. P. Lond. 2.311 47-18 (A. D.

149).
3 V.  dern. P. Brooklyn 37.1796E; 24-25, and 37.1803E/21. 1n the last two

texts  sh  is replaced by 3"c.t.
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is omitted. In one papyrus onl  (dem. P. Adler 25/21-23 [89 B.C.])
lync n; nty iw=y dr. . t hpr w,  "together with all that I shall acquire," is

omitted; but this may be a scribal oversight as it is unique among

the 45 examples of this paragraph which 1 have studied. In place of

(n) p; hp (n) pj sh nty hry,  "for the right of the instrument which is

above.- there are a large number of variants; but nothing is gained by

enumerating them since they are simply specific references to the type

of agreement in which they occur. A few texts supplement the paragraph

by the clause  ir r h. (n) iir (n) iwty inn,  "until I have aeted in

accordance therewith, necessarily (and) without delay". (  V.  Chapter VII).

The grammatical construction of the paragraph as it appears in the

Brooklyn papyri and in nurnerous other instruments may be inter-

preted as a nominal sentence with nominal subject and norninal pre-

dicate in direct juxtaposition.' 1n a number of texts, how ever, the pre-

position  n,  the demotic descendant of the old ni of predication, occurs

before /3 iiry.1.2 1n this case the construction is that of a non-verbal

sentence with adverbial predicate. Lastly, in two texts from Siut (dem.

P. BM 10593/6-7 and 10594 [both 172 B.C.]) and one from Tebtynis

(dem. P. Cairo 30604 '9[233 232 B.C.1) the construction is that of a

nominal sentence the subject of which is in front extraposition and is

resumed by the demonstrative pronoun  n3w  which functions as the

grammatical subject. Thus in dem. P. Cairo 30604 9 we have:

nty nb nkt nb nty mtwry hnc n3 nty br=y dy.t hpr=w t; iwy.t n p;

hp n p3 sh nty hry n3w

"(As for) all and everything which is mine together with that

which I shall acquire. they are the security for the right of the

instrument which is above.-

The earliest example of the paragraph known to me occurs in dem. P.

ORINST 17481/2-3 (365 B.C.), and the latest example occurs in dem.

P. Mich. 346/6 (A. D. 21). Both are instruments of endowment  (sh n

scnh).

I V. Spiegelberg, 1925, § 444; Lexa, 1947-1951, VI, p. 879 sqq.; and Sethe
1916, pp. 24-29.

2 )z,, e.t;., dem. P. Adler 4:11-12 (110 B.C.), 11;17-18 (100 99 B,C.), dem.

P. OR1NST 17481,'2-3 (365 B.C.). 1 have a total of 14 examples.
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A different formula for the general liability of property is found in

early demotic texts  (e.g.  dem. P. Berlin 3110,7-8 [498 B.C.]):

m-s3.(y)(n) n3 iwy.(t) nty iw mr.f. s mtw.(y)rnb-1 nb pr. . t

3b.t b3k b3k .t  C3 ltd  /nn. t bbs nbb nkt nb nty nb mtw=(y) n p3 t3

nuw=f t3y.trw n=f (r)-db3.irw inb=w n p3i=f bd nty bry bnc

n3yrw MS .It't 11llt nisy

"He shall have claim against me for the securities desired from me,

each and every one, grain, land, male slave, female slave, cow, ass,

silver, copper, clothing, oil, everything in the world that is mine;

and he shall take them on account of it  (i. e.  the debt) until he has

recovered his money which is (specitied) above together with its

accumulated interest."

Specifie references to the demotic paragraph of general security occur

in the Greek papyri. 1n Gr. P. Tor. 13 12 (147 B.C.) an order for

execution issued by the Greek court of the Khrematistai cited an in-
strument of endowment  (au-,7p(upbv rpo(prriv)  in which the debtors

indicated that "all their property was security for the right of the in-

strument"  (rå  Muip)(011Ta au7v  le7toKera.9a1 7TA 6b«uov o-oyy-

payfj;).'  In Gr. P. BGU 8.1826!27-31 (52/1 B.C.), a petition, the fol-

lowing is recorded:

[o-rhawva6o-ii; 7Tapart9876-9ad c;utO avvypaW-,--

rpayiyido KvIda[v ElYal Jact i;;(81 Kai do-a] i;å1Y EZI-

KT4(711-Cal KT À.,

"[and she indicates that] he [put up (as security)], on the basis of

[an Egyptian] instrument [of endowmentl, which he publicly de-

clared [to be] authoritative, [whatever he has and whatever] he

should acquire thereafter  ete."3

Again, in Gr. P. Tebt. 3.1.776 10-11 (ea. ii B. C.), a woman petitioned

an oikonomos on the basis of an Egyptian instrument of endowment

A similar provision occurs in the Ararnaic papyri from Elephantine. V.
Aram. P. Cowley 10/7-11 (456 B.C.).

2 The Greek text is given by Mitteis, 1912, p. 25 no. 29. V. Sethe-Partsch,
1920, p. 577, and Taubenschlag, 1937, p. 250.

3 V. Taubenschlag, op. p. 251; and Pestman, 1961, pp. 134-135.
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(a-nyypagn?v Aiyultriav r[po(pfiriv)  drawn up according to native law

(Kar(..i rolk r17,-; voLuo])  and alleged that the agreernent was
secured by all her husband 's property  (uai rcpa,; ta ra Kai rii[v rpo]çonv

,1100 1;770KE1pVv('4yr(7;r farapyavrwv offt-Fn  On the basis of the
paragraph of general security the petitioner sought to prevent her
husband from putting up as security to the crown a house which be-

longed to hirn.

It is clear from these citations that the paragraph was not taken
lightly. That the Greek tax-court of the Khrernatistai should have
cited it when issuing a decision is striking evidence of its efficacy at
law. Moreover, it is most instructive that petition should have been

made on the basis of this paragraph to prevent a debtor from aliena-
ting specific property. I t was also pointed out in the same petition that
several persons had refused to buy the property because the petitioner

had refused to give her consent to the sale. It should be observed, how-
ever, that all the citations were frorn documents of endowment arising
out of marriage settlements. It may be that a wife's claim against her
husband's property was more easily defended than the claims of

other creditors; and some caution should be exercised in drawing
general conclusions from this material as to the broad effect of the

paragraph.'
ln dem. P. BM 105232-3 (295 B. C.), an acknowledgement of a debt

of money, the paragraph of general security included specific mention

of a house, the boundaries and condition of which were recorded; and
in this respect the text is unique. It runs as follows:

nty nb nkt nb nty 0110:1 bnc n3 nty dy .1 bpr.w 11 (n) n3 y..k

bd. w nty bry (n) sw nb nty bry. p3y.-w wn: p3y.(y)  c. — — — {nic

nb nty nitw.y linc n3 nty iw=y dy. t

"All and everything that is mine together with that which I shall

acquire is security for your money which is mentioned above on
every day which is above. Their list: my house together with
all that is mine together with that which I shall acquire."

Sethe-Partsch, 1920, pp. 572-590, discussed at some length the problems
involvcd in this paragraph. V. Segre, 1928, pp. 37-41. On the paragraph in
marriage documents see LUddeckens, 1960, pp. 321-323, and Pestman, 1961,
p. 38 .sqq.
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Perhaps it is on the basis of some such specific provision as this that the

petitioner in Gr. P. Tebt. 3.1.776 sought by referring to a paragraph

of general security — to prevent her husband from disposing of specific

property.

Parallel clauses in the Greek papyri, which render all the debtor's
property liable for debts, are well attested'; and they also occur in

Coptic documents.2

Personal
The problem of personal I iability and enslavement for debts in nati‘ e

Egyptian law is one not easily solved. The oft-cited passage in Diodo-

ros (1.79.3) according to which king Bokkhoris forbade personal

liability for debts led Revillout to far-reaching conclusions about the

progressk e nature of the Egyptian law of obligations.3

Whatever may have been the case in Pharaonic times, however, there

can be no doubt that the Ptolemies permitted execution against the

persons of debtors at least in the case of debts to the crown.4 Moreover,

there is frequent mention in the Greek private instruments of the right

of execution against the persons of debtors.5 But while the Greek exe-

cutive clauses frequently made provision for execution against a debt-

or's person, it was not invariably the case that this was done.6

There occurs in the demotic papyri of the Persian and Ptolemaic

periods7 a paragraph which I think should be taken as expressing a

personal liability. As a representative example I cite dem. P. Berlin

31 lO9 (498 B. C.):

1 For a bibliography consult Wenger, 1953, p. 797, and Praux, 1958, p.
103 n. 2. V. Seidl, 1962, p. 141. Examples of Greek clauses granting execution
against all a debtor's property are quoted in chapter VII infra.

2 V. Steinwenter, 1955, p. sqq., and Sottas, 1921, p. 21 (16).
3 V. Sethe-Partsch, 1920, p. 565 and n. 1, and Griffith, 1909, III, p. 51 and

n. I. Sethe-Partsch provide the earlier bibliography. Diodoros complicated
matters bv alleging that Bokkhoris' legislation had influenced the Solonian
cruo-fix9ria.

4 V. Seidl, 1962, p. 11 and 14.
5 V. Wenger, 1953, p. 797 n. 677; Lewald, 1910; Woess, 1931, p. 426 s'qq,;

and Liebesm, 1936, pp. 275-288.
6 V. Wenger, 1953, p. 797 n. 677.
7 I have two examples frorn the Persian period and eleven from the Ptolemaic.
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i-ir try ic1 nty hry in nvw ms.wt iw=w msy Itpr i-d343.(y) hnc
11.y.()) hrd .w

"This money which is (specified) above together with its accumu-

lated interest will be on my head together with (those of) my

children."

Revillout, 1903, p. 1240, regarded it as the primary function of this

paragraph to assure that the debt would survive the debtor's death.

Sethe, 1920, p. 242, saw in it a general affirmation of the answerability

of the debtor, of his legal successors, and in some cases of his suret  :.
Seidl, 1956, p. 69, regarded it as recording the liability of heirs for debts.

It should be noted that all the clauses affirm that the debt shall be to

on the debtor's head. 1n dem. P. Cairo 30604/9 (233/232 B. C.), a nursing

contract, the female debtor declared only that the debt should be upon

her head. Moreover, in two documents (dem. P. Loeb 485-7 [498

B.C.) and dem. P. Chrest. dem., pp. 300-302 [218 B. C.]) the debt is

said to be not only upon the heads of the debtor and of his children

but also upon his entire property. 1n dem. P. Leyden 376/28-29 (127

B. C.) the debt is said to be on the heads of the debtor, of his surety, and

of all his children. Thus it is clear that the paragraph was not primarily

concerned with assuring the persistence of the debt beyond the lifetinne

of the debtor.

Eight of the eleven Ptolemaic occurrenccs of this paragraph imme-

diately precede the paragraph of general security, which established

the liability of the debtor's property. M oreover, in dem. P. Loeb

48/5-7 (498 B. C.) the early demotic paragraph of general security is

actually incorporated into the paragraph under discussion.

1 suggest therefore that the paragraph under discussion be termed

"the paragraph of personal liability". Sinee it is well attested in the

Ptolemaic period, I further suggest that it be regarded as the demotic

analogue of the Greek phrase within the praxis-clause which established

the liability of the debtor and of his sureties. The omission of any
mention of' the debtor's children in the Greek praxis-clause is note-

worthy and may represent a substantial difference between Egyptian
and Greek legal practice.2 It is also possible, however, that the prac-

1 For a philological analysis of this sentence consult Sethe, 1920, pp. 240-242.
2 V. Taubenschlag, 1955, pp. 218-219 for a bibliography on the Greek usage.

9 Three Dernotic Papyri
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tical effect at law was essentially the same for both the Greek and

dernotie provisions.'

The demotic term iwy.t:
In hier. P. Mayer A 3/7-9, of the New Kingdom there occurs a

word which Gardiner (1952, p. 111) proposed to translate

as "substitute" and linked to the demotic term iwr i. "pledge",

"security". The passage in question may be translated as follows:

"Fourth month of summer, day 17. Taking the testimony of the

rest of the tomb-robbers. Amiln-khaw, son of Sopedrmose, an

ergastulum slaye, was brought. He was brought as a iw3 for Pawer(5,

son of Kaka. He was examined by beating. Making a twisting

of his feet and hands. The oath-by-the-king, 1. p. h., was admin-

istered to him, not to speak falsehood. His statement was heard.

The magistrates said, 'As for the brother of his wife, don't bring

him for him.' He was dismissed and set at liberty."

It seems that since the authorities were unable to apprehend Pawero,

they seized Amun-khaw, a near relative, as a replacernent. Apparently

the magistrates decided that his relationship to the fugitive was not

close enough to warrant his being detained in the fugitive's stead. It

would not be going too far in this context to translate iti as -hostage"

since the prisoner had been seized by the state in lieu of a suspected

criminal.2

Gardiner also noted the occurrence of a word iw;y.t in sorne Middle

Kingdom papyri from Illahun and in the New Kingdorn papyrus

Anastasi VI.3 Unfortunately not all the Middle kingdom papyri have

V. Seidl, 1962, p. 103. The law of Ptolernaic Egypt, while recognizing
personal liability for debt, made nurnerous exceptions to protect the revenues
of the state; and it must have been rather unusual for the personal liability of a
debtor to have resulted in the complete loss of his freedom.

2 Compare the instruments of surety from the Ptolemaic period in which a
person not himself liable for a debt assumes that liability in order to obtain the
temporary release of an imprisoned debtor. If the surety did not produce the
prisoner on demand, he was liable in the prisoner's stead.

3 V. Scharff, 1924, p. 27; Wb. 1.49.17; and Caminos, 1954, pp. 285, 288, and
292.
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been published; and of those which are published almost all appear
only in transcription. In hier. P. Berlin 10016  (u.  Willer 1909-1912,
I, pl. 5, No 2 for a photo) there is a letter between the lines of which
the recipient made a preliminary draft of his reply. I-le referred to

information previously received

"You caused iw3iv to be brought, but they have not been received.

Behold, ' take away half thereof' [ from Hetepl-Sesostris, justi-
fied. Please cause three inn thereof to be brouaht."

As I am unable to interpret the second sentence, I can offer no satis-
factory explanation for the passage. I t may be noted, however, that
the verb  nbm,  "take away," implies forcible seizure (v.  Wb.  2.295.12

sqq.).

In hier. P. Berlin 10021 4a,5a instructions were sent for certain

persons to be fetched, and two of these persons were in prison  (in Imrt)

at the time. A reply sketched between the lines of the letter includes
the following: "1f the woman  (sic)is  not found, let their iw3tv be brought ;
and have the iiv3y  t  of the embalmer brought." The other
texts are completely unpublished. According to Scharff, hier. P. Berlin
10067 gives instructions for the imprisonment (?) of the mother of a
woman who was probably referred to previously in the same text as the
iw3y .1  of a phyle-priest. 1n hier. P. Berlin 10091/1 instructions were

issued for the release  (.sf lzy)  of a  iw; y . 1.

Lastly, in P. Anastasi VI of the New Kimidom mention is made of
ilv3i;  .1  in a particularly obscure letter of complaints. In col. 2,1ines 9-10,
the writer declared, "It was frorn Pernebethotep that he seized the

weavers; and (then) he seized another two iwi. t  from me." In col.
3, lines 2-3, we learn that two military scribes were sent "and they seized
another two  t  from Pasekhem." In col. 3, lines 7-8, the writer

complained that his persecutor "did not bring me a  t  for the man
in his possession."

The contexts in which the words discussed occur indicate that per-

sons so designated were no mere replacements or substitutes. They
were to be found in prisons, they Weresubject to seizure, they under-
went judicial interrogation. Moreover, if Scharif's readinQ is correct,
the verb Pcii was used to express the release of such persons; and this
verb meant essentially to loosen (bonds). I suggest, therefore, that

<,
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these people were human "pledges- seized as hostages for persons

subject to some liability.

Scharff linked the Middle Kingdorn iw3y.  t  to the verb  iw; (Wb.

1.49.16) which apparently means "to take away". 1 regard all the

words discussed as related to one another and to the dernotic  iwy. t,

"pledge,- Scharff's etyrnology is well suited to the underlying idea of

the Egyptian pledge, and I am inclined to accept it.

According to Crum's citations the Coptic eyw most often trans-

lated or was translated by the Greek which was the technical

term for a "pledge" which passed into the possession of a creditor.

Thus even into the Coptic period the Egyptian notion of a security

was basically that of something held by a creditor.

The nleanings of both the Coptic and dernotic words were, however,

extended to cover securities not actually in the possession ofa creditor

but liable to seizure.

Sumniation:

The demotic texts have revealed that there was available to creditors

under Egyptian law a wide spectrum of securities, ranging from a

general liability of the debtor's property and:or person to the absolute

but redeernable conveyance of specific properties. A progression from

promises to convey in the event of default through conditional con-

veyances to absolute conveyances has been traced. This progression

was refiected in the structurc of the sales tax. Promises to convey were

not of course subject to the sales tax; but conditional sales werc subject

to a two per cent. sales tax and mortgages to a full five per cent.'

If the taxes les ied against Greek mortgages reflect a general policy of taxa-
tion, then the recon\ eyance of properties mortgaged under Egyptian law would
also have been subject to the five per cent. sales tax. In Gr. P. Heidelberg Inv.
23 we have a release Wrii.vat,_:) from a mortgage; and in Gr. P. BGU 3.995 we
have a complete instrument of sale by which the mortgagee conveyed to the
mortgagor the same property mentioned in Gr. P. Heidelberg Inv. 23. Vor this
reconveyance the full five per cent. tax was charged.



Chapter VII

TH E EXECUTIVE CLAUSE

The phrase n htr (n) iwty mo:

The phrase  n htr (n) iwty mn  was rendered in the Greek translations

of demotic instruments by r"irc'o,a-yKov, "necessarilv,"  7C7nCiva:,tiov

"necessarily (and) without consideration," and drurrtud:

Kai  "without consideration and without dispute".'

The demotic phrase is sometimes followed by the phrase  (n) iwty

sh nb,  "without any blow"2 or by  (n) iwty dd nb.i nb mdt nb n p3

t3 irm=k,  "without citing any title or anything in the world against

you".3 In still other instruments  n htr  stands alone in paragraphs

where normally the phrase  n htr (n) iwty om  occurs.4 Lastly,  (n) iwtv

nb  sometimes stands alone in paragraphs where  n htr (n) iwty mn

usually stands.5 It seems, therefore, that all these phrases and their

various combinations signified essentially the same thing. It may be

that the accumulation was the result of a process which saw the creation

of new phrases to cover the same meaning as phrases already existing

while at the same time the earlier phrases continued to be used. The

phrase  (n) iwty dd 1.(nb.t nb mdt nb n p3 t3 irmrk  and its variants were

already common in the pre-Ptolemaic papyri,6 and I know of one

V. Griffith, 1909, 111 pp. 121-122; Sethe, 1920, p. 32; and Pestman, 1961,
p. 72 n. I.

2 v• dem. P. Adler 11/20, 25/20; dem. P. BM 10523 4; dem. P. Elephantine

6.34; and dem. P. Ry1. 21/30.
3 V. dem. P. Ryl. 10 3-4 (315 B.C.).

V. dem. P. Lille 1 16, 2 10, 8 7, and 9,26 (all iii B.C.).
5 V. Pestman, 1961, p. 72 n. 1.

V. abn. hier. P. BM 10113/7; dem. P. Louvre E7833, 11, E7839 11, and
dem. P. Berlin 3078,'6.
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example of  (n) iwty sb nb  frorn the period of Persian domination.'
On the other hand,  n htr (n) iwty mn  does not occur before the Ptole-
maic Period.

The meaning of  n htr (n) iwty mn  and in particular of  n btr  has been
a matter for discussion. Revillout and Spiegelberg had translated  n
btr  by "compulsorily," "forcibly,-  (de force, zwangsweise);  and more
recently Erichsen, 1954, p. 343, has accepted the meaning "compulsion"
for  /.itr  and "by necessity and without delay" for  n btr (n) iwty mn.
Sethe, on the other hand, held that  btr  originally meant "obligation"
or "liability" but that it would not bear the weight of the translation
"compulsorily", which he described as misleading. He interpreted
the phrase  n btr (n) iwty mn  as meaning only that the debtor's perfor-
mance would be unconditional, prompt, and  of his own free will (aus
freien Stikken);  and he declared that the whole phrase would best be
translated "unconditionally and immediately". He further observed
that although two different instruments of surety contained the same
paragraph of penalty and the same paragraph establishing the liability
of joint debtors,  n btr (n) iwty mn  occured in one (dem. P. Cairo
30647/13, 19) but not in the other (dem. P. Cairo 30697+30780/10-11,
14-15). He therefore concluded that the phrase was "purely formulaic"
and had "hardly any practical significance".2

In view of the importance of the meaning of this phrase for the
juristic assessment of its function it is worth while to consider Sethe's
arguments. Two objections may be raised against his conclusions. In
the first place, it does not follow necessarily that if one debtor agrees
to something in a particular paragraph but another debtor does not
then the first debtor's agreement was without practical significance.

Secondly, Sethe seems to have gone too far in denying that the
notions of constraint or force were latent in htr. He saw in the demotic
substantive  lar  the ancestor of Coptic zwt'' (Crum, 1939, p. 722),
"necessity"; and he regarded another Coptic zarrF(Crum, 1939, p.
722), "tax," "tribute," as a secondary derivative from the same root.
He derived both these words and the word Trcip "2 (Crum, 1939,
p. 726a), "necessity," from the root  btr,  "to join together,"  (Wb.

1 V. dem. P. Louvre 2430 (year 2 of Darius III) in a clause of consent (Sethe-
Partsch, 1920, pp. 686-693).

2 V. Sethe, 1920, pp. 32-35.
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3.202.2-3) from which derives the Coptic 2wTp, "to join together",
"to double," 2aTpc, "twins,- and 2TO, "horse". The noun lur (>
zwt), "tax," and the verb lltr, "to tax," are already well attested in
Middle Eg.yptian ( Wb. 3.200-201) and are much more common than
is htr, "to join toether". If these words all derive frorn a common root

litr, then its semantic connotation ought to involve the idea of neces-
sity. If. however. the original sense of the root which gave rise to htr
(2wTp) should prove to be that of "doubling- rather than of "joining
together" ((:/: 2aTpc, "twins"), then it would be necessary to postulate
two distinct roots: lur from which derive 2wt, "necessity," 2wt,
"tax." 2T0 p, "necessity.- and the l,lr of our phrase and lur from
which derive 2 wTp, "to join together," "to double," 2aTre, "twins,-
and zTo, "horse".

Moreover, if the oriinal meaning of the demotic htr be "obligation"
(Verbindlichkeit, obligatio) as Sethe proposed, 1920, p. 33, then htr
can scareely have indicated free will on the part of the person obligated.
As obligation is the bond of law (iuris rineulum) which compeIls a
man to act in a prescribed manner and renders him liable for failure
to do so. It is in effect "legal necessity", and it might not be too wide
of the mark to translate n htr in legal contexts by "obligatorily".

The Coptie zwt, "neccessity," to which Sethe linked the demotic
lltr certainly does not imply free will. The passages cited by Crum,
1939, p. 722, 2,Wt NTE(.1.XEM trri MMoy , "it is necessary that he
discover the taste of death." and zwt cro wremoy. "you (fern.)
must die," involve not free will but its opposite, i.e. necessity. More-
over, the Greek translations of n htr as imivo./Kov, "necessarily,- accord
with a translation "compulsorily"; for a man who acts 7-(civr,c;.tcov does
so whether he wants to or not.

Thus when a debtor promises to perform n htr,  - necessarily,- "co m-
pulsorily," he does not mean that he iii do so of his own free will but
that he will have no other choice than to do so.

The Innction oj 11 htr (n) iwty mn:
ln the preceeding discussion we have seen that a Greek, when called

upon to translate n htr (n) iwty mn, chose Greek terrns which he felt most
closely approximated the meaning of the demotie. The fact that a
Greek translator understood the demotie phrase to mean "necessarily"
does not, however, tell us what the legal function of the clause was.
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J. Partsch. in a discussion based upon Sethe's translation and com-
mentary, argued that  n btr (n) iwty mn  represented the clause of imme-
diate execution  (die Klausel (ler sofortigen Vollstreckbarkeit),  which
granted the creditor the right of execution without intervening proce-

dure.1 In so doing he rejected Sethe's conclusion that the clause was of
no practical significance. Partsch also sought for parallels to this clause

in the Greek papyri. He observed that in the Greek instruments of surety
of the 3rd Centurv B.C. the granting of immediate execution was ac-

complished by the phrase  itp?).; 13out).wd,  "for the fiscus,- or by adding
dvavri2ricro;,  "undisputable".2 Partsch concluded that  n 1.1tr (n) iwty

mn  could not be a rendering of either Greek expression, but he regar-
ded it and  åvavri2f:tcro;  as indicating essentially the same thing.

Partsch further suggested that the Egyptian phrase was imitated in
the Hellenistic phrases  åreu (nrEpWo-sw:: Kai e()prjul "without
postponement and excuse." and ETCCil'Cryl: - - - åvInrep3t"-cm,-,-, "neces-

sarily - - - without postponement" ; and he pronounced the Greek
clauses "mere flowery phrases" and "worthy predecessors to the tur-
gidity of the Byzantines".3

In the year following the publication of the Bürgschaftsurkunden
(1921) Sottas' publication of the Lille demotic papyri appeared, and
he too noted the correspondence of (n) iwty  tnn  with  c't.vorrep3tirm:,- and
åvev 7uiati; 15rcep,9to-c.c);.4

In 1932 L. Wenger took note of Sethe's discussion of  n btr (n) iwty
mn,  but he made no mention of either Partsch's or Sottas' comrnents.5

He too noted the correspondence of  (n) iwty mn and  livev

and further held that the phrase (ivEt) (5[1,-17; Kai KpiaEco;  should not by
excluded from consideration.6

V. Partsch, 1920, pp. 544- 547.
2 V. op. cit. p. 545 n. 1.
3 San Nicolô, 1931, p. 170 n. 2, took exception to Partsch's evaluation of the

Greek clauses and hcld that it was no longer possible to regard them as empty
words.  cf.  Pringsheim, 1924, pp. 502-513.

4 V. Sottas, 1921, p. 21 (5).
5 Wenger, 1932, p. 345. Wenger even went so far as to declare that Sethe's

reference to the Greek "parallel" v,as to the point. Indeed it was; for
ETrdva;;KOI' was a Greek translation of n Ittr (n) iwty tno!

6 For  dvsu Oitcp.; Kai Kpio-eco; consult San Nicolà, 1931, pp. 170-171; Kut-
scher, 1954, p. 239 sqq.; and Seidl, 1962, p. 102.
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In the second edition of his  Ptolemäisclw Rechtsgeschichte  Seidl

returned to the problem of  n htr (n) iwty mn  and carne to conclusions
not overly far removed from those of Partsch. He too decided that

it was a clause of execution' ; but he concluded that it corresponded to
the Greek  Ka[kzep  "as if on the basis of a lawsuit".2 To the

Greek execution Jtpàç  flao-1.1.1k(i he paralleled the demotic  r h mdt (n)

Pr-c3,  "in accordance with an affair of Pharaoh".3 Finally he observed
that the clauses  flao-11.11,-6, Ka9ci7rEp  and  n lltr (n)

iwty M11 probably all had roughly the same purport and declared "wir
finden Darlehen einschliesslich Kreditkaufes. daneben Eheurkunden,

aber auch andere."'

Since the data available to me tend to support Seidl's conclusions,
I think it would not be superfluous to offer it for consideration. Before

presenting this material, however, I suggest that the clause  rcpci.;

/3aut2th-å  be included among the parallels to  n htr (n) iwty mn.  When

Partsch first discussed the demotic clause, he confined himself to a
consideration of the instruments which documented obligations to the
state. He observed that in these texts  n htr (n) iwty tnn  paralleled the
Greek clauses by which the debtor subjected himself to administrative

execution: and he correctly stated that the debtor's liability was ex-
pressed either by  c'travrii:eKro;  or by  npå; flaari.thyi.  That he chose to
establish a correspondence only between  n 1.nr (n) iwty mn  and

àvarri)..ex-co.;  may have been the result of linguistic considerations; but
the fact is that the paraflel clause in all the demotic instruments in-
volving obligations to the state, with the exception of the single

Scidl expresses himself with perceptive caution on the problem of thc prac-
tical effects of the executive clauses.

2 In its most developed form (Gr. P. Eleph. 1/12-13, 311/310 B.C.) the clause
reads Ka9circp (5‘ficry,-; Katà vbitor "as if on the basis of a lawsuit
completed in conformity with the law". Cf. Dem. 35.12,Ka9cim:pddh-1/y dnp)ditc6ra»,

Kni i.)-rcEpm14-,m),Jvreir, and I.G. 12.7 No. 67/47-48 (Amorgos, li B.C.) KotWÅJTEp

;.(otio71; xatit rè mifillo:tov "C(5 NaWmv 'Apicemv&)v.

3 The only example he cites of the expression r h mdt Pr-c3 as a clause of
execution occurs in dem. P. Lille 7/6-9 (Ghoran, iii B.C.): nty nb nty intw=y

1.10C fl nty iw.=y dy.t hpr=w 13 iwyd (n) n hd.w hry r h mdt As Seidl
correctly notes, 1962, p. 101 n. 2, r h mdt is not clearly legible on the photo
reproduced by Sottas, 1921, pl. 3; but there is no reason to doubt his reading.

4  V. Seidl, 1962, p. 102.
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example, dem. P. Lille 7:18-9 (in which  r h tndt Pr-C3  was used for  zpå;

flual;mai),  is  n htr (n) iwty mn.' I  think, therefore, that  n lltr (n) iwty mn

must also be regarded as the functional parallel to  trpac; floo-121K.å.

The employment of n htr (n) iwty mn:

Of the 35 demotic instruments known to me, which record loans,

debts, or sales with deferred delivery and which are well enough

preserved to warrant consideration, 27 employ the clause  n htr (n) iwty

mn  (with or without  (n) iwty sli nb).2  This clause is never employed in

any of the 27 texts in the paragraphs governing the initial repayment.

Twenty-six texts contain paragraphs of penalty3; and 24 of these em-

ploy  n hir (n) iwty mn  (always without  (n) iwty sli nb).4  Fifteen of the

27 texts contain the paragraph of credibility (v. Chapter IX  infra);  and

of the 15 all but one (dem. P. Field Mus. Acc. No. 126) contain  n htr

(n) iwty nin  (with or without  (n) iwty sh nh).5  Also among the 27 texts

there are 19 examples of the paragraph of general security (v.  supra

p. 124); and of these only 4 employ  n htr (n) iwty mn  (with or without

(n) iwty sly nb).6  Other paraQraphs which contain these clauses are

those which stipulate the payment of mulcts to the state (dem. P.

Brooklyn 37.1803E and dem. P. Vat. 22), those promising not to

necessitate the creditor to lodge a complaint against the debtor (dem.

P. Louvre 2436 b and dem. P. Field Mus. Acc. No. 126), those con-

taining the clause  in-s3=y (n) mn7,  and one (dem. P. Zenon 1)

containing a royal oath.

V., e.g. dem. P. Cairo 30647 13,19 (a ro al lease), 30781;7 (a royal lease),
and dem. P. Lille 1 26 (a surety for a prisoner).

2 Of the 8 texts which do not employ this clause, 2 are pre-Ptolemaic (dem.
P. Loeb 48 and dem. Louvre E9293); and 5 are of the form A p3 nty dd n B

(dem. P. Cairo 50119, 50120, 50122, 50123, and dem. P. Adler 3). The remaining
text is dem. P. Cairo 50128. There is an evident tendency to avoid the use of
this clause instruments of the form A p3 nty dd n B. Of the 35 instruments
mentioned, 6 are of this form; and only dem. P. Adler 12 employs the clause.

3 Only dem. P. Adler 12 contains no paragraph of penalty.
4 The exceptions are dem. P. Adler 6 and 25.
5 Seven add (n) iwty sh nb.

6 Dem. P. Adler 6 omits (n) iwty sh nb; while dem. P. Adler 25, dem. P.
Louvre 2436a and 2436b include it.

7 These are dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796E, 37.1803 E, dem. P. Vat. 22, dem. P.
BM 10425, and dem. P. Adler 12.
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It is significant that the original obliaation involved in the aareements
was not reinforced by  n htr (n) iwty mn.  That clause became operative
only after the debtor had defaulted and a penalty was levied against
him. This does not mean, however, that original obligations were never
reinforeed by  n htr (n) iwty mn.  In dem. P. Cairo 30698 (ca. 202 B.C.),

a surety to the state for prisoners promised to produce the prisoners
when called upon to do so; and his performance was reinforced b  
n htr (n) iwty nm.  Since the obligation was to the state, it is under-
standable that it was to be fulfilled "necessarily (and) without delay"
without the stipulation of an extended term and penalty. In contracts

between private persons, however, the clause n  htr (n) iwty mn  did not
become operative until the term allotted for the original performance
had passed. Normally — 26 of 27 examples — the instruments stipulated
the extended term for the repayment of the debt and a fixed penalty
and the paragraphs recording this stipulation w ere reinforced by the
clause  n htr (n) iwty tnn.

It is most probable, therefore, that any paragraph  in a private in-

strument  that contains  n htr (n)iwty mn  did not becorne operative until
the expiration of the original term.

As was noted above, the paragraph of credibility was regularly rein-
forced by  n htr (n) iwty mn  (with or without  (n) iwty si, nb).  In all I
have collected 31 examples of this paraaraph; and all but one (dem.
P. Field Mus. Acc. No. 126) contain the clause under consideration.
By way of contrast only 6 of 46 examples of the paragraph of general
security include the clause.' All these six occurrences of the clause are

introduced by  ir r h . trw , "until I have acted in accordance with
them (i. e. the conditions of the agreement)," which was added at the
end of the paragraph. Seven other paraaraphs contain  S"c-twry ir r
h . ,t.rw but not our clause, and it is therefore unlikely that the presence
or absence of our clause was influenced by the presence or absence of

ir r h.jrw.  In five of the six texts containing this paragraph re-
inforced by  n (n)iwty mn  there occurs no paragraph of credibility;
and in the other text (dem. P. Cairo 30781) the paragraph of general

security follows the paragraph of credibility contrary to the normal or-

The six examples are dem. P. Adler 4 and 25, dem. P. Cairo 30782 and
30781, and dem. P. Louvre 2436 a and b.
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der in texts containing both paragraphs.' That these two paragraphs are

closely connected is further indicated by dem. P. BM 10320 9 (1776

B. C.), a lease in which the paragraph of credibility immediately fol-

lows the paragraph of general security and is linked to it by the cir-

cumstantial iw.

It appears, then. that both the paragraphs of general security and

the paragraph of credibility were somehow related and that — because

they contained the clause  n htr (n) iwty inn —  they did not become

operative until the expiration of the period allotted for the performance

of the obligations recorded in the instruments which contain them.

The Greek parallels:

If we turn now to the Greek papyri in search of parallels, the para-

graph governing execution  (trpt-iJI;)  immediately stands out. I quote

several examples of this paragraph taken from texts which come either

from Egypt or from the Greek mainland and islands.

A. Dem. 35.14, a maritime loan:

(51:  ()7r0(5()(71V 1i T(7) owyKaun51'p Xp6Ikp, 57701Cal'illCva ror.;

åavdo-aan, Lkre) 17Z019CTIVI Kai å7un5do-,9a1 i7çUrcap/o6a1i; rutt7;-.

Kai tav 4);wpiov ô ejar ;,avktal ror; (javaivaal Karå

rnv o-vyypaqnjr, irapå 'Aprt":putvo; Kai kre) trpåe:-.1;

roi; 6avaiaam Kolbt- r(?)), roi:..re)v åtravre)v Kai Kai IY-21)T1K(V

travrayof3 (.51rol) iv C-Om Ka[tårap åuKtp., c;ffli.tperw), Kai inzapuldpcov

(51,1-my Kai 1:Kart"pcp U.7jV SavatuaYretv Kai àpfporpot,;-.

"1f they  (scil.  the debtors) do not repay in the agreed time, let

the creditors be empowered to dispose of the pledges and to be

paid the current price; and if anv of the money owed to the cre-
ditors in accordance with the instrument be lacking, let the cre-

ditors — each of the creditors individually and both jointly — have
the right of execution against ArtemOn and Apollod5ros and from

all their property both on land and at sea wheresoever it may be in

accordance with a lawsuit involving overdue debts."

In I I loans, acknowledgements of indebtedness, or sales with deferred
delivery hich contain both paragraphs, the paragraph of general security
always precedes; and in 9 of these examples the paragraph of credibility follows
directly after the paragraph of general security.
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I.G. 7.3172/104-112, loan of Nikarëta. Boeotia, 222/220 B.C.:

(',J7roC‘Wiu[1], 7tp6r/91j0-01-Cal KaTà T(')1 wipor. `11 rcpCL:1;

"(3-roiK T ar'ir(91. -z-c)r åart:im-ud.rwr Kai bk" T(5)1' Kai ti;IY)11

Kai 7C;i1;16110)1, KUi K zcivron, Kal EK T(7)1,' 1577apX61)TM

zpaTrotky (51, iv Tpciirov Ilo6217ral.

"If they (seil. the debtors) do not repay, let them be subject to
execution in accordance with the law. Let her (scil. NikarL'Ia) have
the right of execution - proceding howsoever she wishes - against
both the debtors themselves and against their sureties, both
singly, and in combination. and en masse, and a2ainst their
property.-

Gr. P. Eleph. 1/10-13, marriage, 311/310 B.C.:
.1-17Z0(1' TO7T(91' paK2ciår1; Kai f7ru5EdZill A wup-pi(z

1:ravrior (.1.r()p()1. (50K11100-11' algocircpol, ci.rcoC567.-c)

ziwinrpia.1 (19q)v, i. ijr rrpoctm:;waro KUi

7ip00WrOttlMiTo) (ipyt)piov ',12c5/ar5pciou 1- . H r)c irpaL;:i.; w-Tcy)

Ka,9å7tcp y(1'1(17"; iLZZÏL vé,1101) TE20'; AWII/Tpial Kai Tok perU

Trpriccoua \ th TE 0.1:frOr, HpaK i.eie5or)

71.7.-(Ur Kai f01(91. Kai

"If Herakleias is caught doing any of these things and Dirlëtria
proves it before three men acceptable to both, let Herakleias
return to Dëmëtria the dowry of 1000 drachmae of silver which
she brought and pay an additional sum of 1000 drachmae of

Alexandrian silver. Let the right of execution lie with I.Xmëtria
and those proceding with Dën-itria as if on the basis of a lawsuit
completed in conformity with the law both against Herakleias
himself and against all Herakleias" property both on land and at

sea.

Gr. P. PCZ 3.59340/5 sq., a lease, 247 B.C.:
[;) )] zr[på_ki[,;] i.'u[7-]0)16.aor[1] Kai f.i>1).(.91 r6"..n npaucorrl znpi

afT)Toi;: liK "U; [arfl-65v Kai T(;)1. 1;,;71;(91, Kai  -•;h" tÔ3v t.J7rapzbrre)v] a4z-1-

oi[ç] 7tCh)7(.01, Karå ià Cjid[T]pamua.

"Let the right of execution lie with Jason and anyone else pro-
ceding on his behalf both from them (seil. the debtors) and
their suretics and from all their property in accordance with
the decree.
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E. Gr. P. Reinach 28/1 4-18, loan, late ii B.C. :
rij; [trptica..; oiian]; crof re Kai rot.; kapit uoi5 re Kai

r] Vntapxtivratv tlito[i] trcivr()v Ka,947tep Ly ålK17,-;]

"the right of execution resting with you and those with you both

against me and against all my property as if on the basis of a law-

suit."

It is evident from these examples that the Greek paragraph of execution

contains several elements which were the subjects of separate paragraphs

in demotic instruments. Thus the paragraph of general security corre-

sponds to the Greek TC7)1: ro6rwv åFavre.tv Kai Kai raurlK(7tv

7rayrazof357EOU Cr)(71 and its variants; and the paragraph of credibility

corresponds to the Greek  np(ktc; k'o-ro.)1-Q-) ikiva  KO àÅÅcp r(7) 7tpda-

a-orri trepi ain-or).  It will be noted that in the Greek paragraph of exe-

cution the executive clauses  (Ka9ci7tep 6/Kw., etc.)  are so articulated

as to apply to all the constituent elements of that paragraph; and it is

therefore noteworthy that the clause n  Ifir (n) iwty mn  (with or without

(n) iwty sli nb)  occurs in the dernotie paragraphs which correspond to

the separate elements of the Greek paragraph of execution. Finally.

it should be noted that the Greek executive clause did not become

operative in contracts between private persons until the initial term

for performance had passed and a subsequent term and penalty had

become operative.

If we turn now to the paragraphs which stipulate the payment of

rnulcts to the state, we find that the Greek paragraphs regularly con-

tain a so-called  clausula safratoria,  which stipulated that the payment

of the mulct in no way lessened the debtor's obligation to fulfill his

agreement  (e.g. Kai IttWv nactov i:trciva;)Kov troleirca KUT(Å rà Irpo'e;p-

aludva,  "and let it be no less necessary that he act in accordance with

the afore-written," Gr. P. Tor. 4/27-28).' The corresponding demotic

clause is of the form  i(w).1c In-s;=y n mocn n btr (n) iwty tno,  "while you
still have a claim against me for such and such, necessarily (and)

without delay -.2 Here we find a parallelism in function of  n btr (n)

iwty mn  and  travayKov  that was suggested by the Greek translations

I On the clausula salratoria consult Taubenschlag, 1955, p. 300.
2 v• dem. P. Adler 22,23, 27 15, dem. P. Berlin 3105/18, and dem. P. Lille

29/28.
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of  n btr (n) iwty mn  by Other Greek texts (e.g., Gr. P.
Leyden 0 28 and Gr. P. BGU 8.1733,22) append the paragraph of
execution to the parauaph which stipulates the payment of the mulct
and thereby secure the enforcement of all outstanding obligations by
an execution  KOWurcp  In this case  n blr (n)iwtymn  corresponds
to  KaWA7IF:p (5iK11;.

In conclusion, then, we ha‘e furnished a nurnber of exarnples in
which  n btr (n) iwty inn  (with or without  (n) iwty sly nb)  is parallel to
Greek executi‘e clauses. It seems, therefore. that the demotic clause
is also an executive clause. While the Greek notaries had at their
disposal a number of expressions for compulsory performance, it
appears that their Egyptian counterparts confined themselves to a
single clause when it was desired to indicate compulsory performance.1
The precise effect of the executive clauses in an instrument is still not
elear; but they probably accelerated the process by which one obtained
execution.

The use of r h mdt Pr-C3 for 7rpM; flam;dmi is a Jira .18y6psvov. Very rarely
the older expression (n) iwty ard kirb.t and its variartts were used in place of n
hir (n) iwty inn.
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PARAGRAPHS GOVERNING EVIDENCE
OF PAYMENT AND OF PERFORMANCE

The earliest example of a paragraph governing evidence of payment

reads as follows:

bn inv rh dd dy.(y) n.k inn iw p3y sh n-dr. frk

"1 shall not be able to say, 'I have given to you such and such',

while this instrument is in your hand."'

I know of only two examples of paragraphs of this form which date

to the Ptolemaic period.2 The most common form of paragraph gover-

ning evidence of payment (I have 22 examples) is restricted to the

Ptolernaic period and reads as follows:

bo iwry dd dy.y n=le ton (n) iwty iw  (7 examples) or

bo rh dd dyry n.k ton (n) iwty iw iw=f Chc rj  (15 examples).

"1 shall not be able to say, have given to you such and such',

without a receipt." or

"1 shall not be able to say, E have given you such and such',

without a valid receipt."

V. dem. P. Loeb 48/8-9 (Gebelen, 498 B. C.), dem. P. Berlin 3110/9 (Thebes,
498 B. C.), and dem. P. Louvre E9293/8-9 (Thebes, 499 B.C.). The same par-
agraph is found nearly rertabim in an Aramaie papyrus from Elephantine (Aram.
P. Cowley 10/11-12 [456 B.C.]: w- P 3- kl mr b- ksp - k w- mrbyt - h
w- spr-3 b- yd - k, "1 shall not be able to say to you that 1 have paid you your
money and its interest  N,hi1e this instrument is in your hand-.

2 These are dem. P. Leyden 373 a,'6 (Memphis, 130 B. C.) and dem. P. Louvre
2429/3-4 (Thebes, 232 B.C. ?).
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Beginning in the Ptolernaic period we also find the following paragraph:

bn ilvry rb dd ir=y nrk. Inn iw p3 sh nty hry
"1 shall not be able to say, '1 have performed for you such and
such', while the above instrument is in your hand." (I have 19
examples).

We also find the following combinations of paragraphs:

dem. P. Louvre 2429/3-4 (Thebes, 232 B.C.  ?):
bn iwry rb dd dyry nrt hd nty nb (n) p3 t3 n-imrw (n) iwty
[iwrf Chc rt] irry nrt p 3hp (n) p 3sh nty hry iw p 3sh nty lyry n-dr
"I shall not be able to say, 'I have given to you money, penalty,
(or) anything in the world of them,' without a [valid] receipt (or),
‘I have performed for you the right of the above instrument,'
while the above instrument is in your hand."

dem. P. BM 10607/5-6 and 10609/4 (Fayilm, 190-186 B.C.):
bn iwry rb dd nrt dyry nrt hd.w nty hry nty nb (n) p; t; n rn (n) p;
sh nty hry dv st n't rmt nb (n) p; t; n rnry irry nrt p; hp (n) p; sh
nty hry (iw) p3 sh [nty hry] n-dr.
"I shall not be able to say to you, `I have given to you the moneys
which are (specified) above (or) anything in the world in the name
of the above instrument,' (or), 'any man in the world gave them
to you in my name,' (or), '1 have performed for you the right of the
above instrument,' (while) the [above] instrument is in your hand."

dem. P. Reinach 3/16-17 (Tehne, ii B.C.):
bn d.d dyrn nrk n; sw nty hry irrn nrk p3 hp n p; sh nty lyry
[r p3 sh nty hry] n-dr.frk,
"We shall not be able to say, 'We have given to you the wheat
which is (specified) above,' (or), 'we have performed for you the
right of the above instrument,' [while the above instrument] is in
your hand."

Originally it appears that to pro‘e payment it was required that the
instrument which embodied the debt be no longer in the possession
of the creditor. Later, apparently near the beginning of the Ptolemaic

10 Three Demotic Papyri
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period, new requirements were formulated according to which proof
of payment necessitated the production of a valid receipt while proof
of performance necessitated that the instrument of indebtedness be
no longer in the possession of the creditor. There is implicit in this
formulation a legal distinction between payment (dare) and perfor-
rnance (facere) which is of considerable interest.

Partsch1 discussed the paragraphs governing evidence of payment
and of performance (Beweisklauseln) in his commentary to the demotic
instruments of surety. He stressed the importance of the creditor's
possession of the instrument as evidence for the existence of debt in
ancient law in general and made particular reference to 4th Century
Attic law.2 He was unaware of any exact parallels to the demotic
paragraphs in the Greek sources but cited Greek clauses which per-
formed similar functions. In t‘‘ o receipts for dowries, Gr. P. BGU
1.251/8 (Fayilm, A.D. 81) and Gr. P. BGU 1.183'9-10 (Fayrim, A. D.
85), the recipient subjected himself to a penalty for failure to return the
dowry on demand and to execution against himself and his property
Ka,kurep å7 (5[Kg;-;and he agreed that "so long as the instrument
remains in circulation (?) it is valid" (1evo6att.; åtri zdffla; -1-17; avy;paw7.-,-

årepi2urov efrat). In Gr. P. Oxy. 3.506/15-16 (A. D. 143), a loan, it was
stipulated that the debtors shall pay interest at fixed intervals and that
"the creditor is to be trusted concerning everything for which the
debtors do not produce his written receipt" (1-17; idureax; nepi Tbv

åe-cjavelK6-ca of57t7.; trepi (7-.)v ååv bzig4,coo-1 aiyror) ai 68åavetaap&al

7paltpara). Lastly, according to Partsch's interpretation, the following
Greek clauses in the Alexandrian papyri should be understood as
"Beweisklauseln":

åK6pcov obadiv Kai ååv E7C81,yIewaly 7CiaTECOv TU10-651",

"all (documents of) immunity which they (scil. the debtors) may
produce being unauthoritative" (e.g. Gr. P. BGU 4.1155/38-39),
and
Kai årtgaåpelv trfaret; åKåpoug- eivat,

"and not to produce (documents of) immunity, or that (if the
debtor does) they are unauthoritative."

1 V. Partsch, 1920, pp. 557-561.
2 Dem. 25.69 was of particular importance for his discussion.
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Recently Seid11 has reconsidered the evidence for rules for proof in the
Greek and Egyptian papyri of the Ptolemaic period and has detected
in both a greater emphasis upon the establishment of criteria for proof
of indebtedness in lawsuits than upon actual discharge of obligations.
He concluded that "as far as its structure is concerned Ptolemaic law
recognizes no 'extinction of obligations'".2 It should be noted, how-
ever, that Seidl had much more material available for Egyptian usage
than for Greek. Moreover, much of his data is derived from legal
instrurnents; and while the parties to agreements were no doubt much
concerned with the establishment of rules for proof of payrnent and
performance, we cannot be certain to what degree the courts
were bound to abide by these rules. It is quite certain that the
Greek courts had much greater freedom to weigh evidence than did
the native courts.

Of particular interest is the emergence during the Roman period of
clauses in the Greek papyri from Egypt whose relationship to the
demotic paragraphs under discussion is apparent not only in their sense
but also in their very wording. The earliest example, Gr. P. Oxy.
8.1130, is dated A.D. 484 and documents a loan of money. The debtor
acknowledged his indebtedness and then promised (lines 15-20):

årto&;)[a]co o-m---åvurcepW-cco; ai dveu rcdang-

àvrtiwyl2g-.. Kai iri Tot5zot; ofx EC:ECT<E0->k9a1 1101 iiyElv ågåco[K].vai

T1 E1C TOEY npoyEypapp&ov xp-ov; xcopi;- '&ypayoori.; èvrayrov i oi5v

duroxij<;› i Tcpå åvaKo)pn-,7; Kai 2nrpcba4cogl roG(W yoo ypappar-

iov---

"- - - I shall repay you necessarily - - - without postponement
and without any dispute; and on these terms, (viz.) that it shall
not be possible for me to say that I have given any part of the
aforementioned loan, without a written document or receipt or
before the recovery and annulment of this my instrument - - -".

The other example occurs in another acknowledgement of indebted-
ness, Gr. P. Stud. Pal. 20.139, dated A. D. 531:3

V.  Seidl, 1948, pp. 197-202.
2 op. cit. p. 200.•

3 V.  Wenger, 1923, pp. 34-35.

10
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---[K]ai pt) eTvaipot (Sedancivat Mot 1-1 xco[plei; ryypâçoov
aoi; åno&keco ifyouv åvatc-opt(517; rofiåe iip(7)1, ;papp(ardou)---
"— — — and that it shall not be possible for me to say that I have
given to you anything, without evidence in writing from you or
(without) the recovery of this our instrument — —

The question at once arises as to the influence of Roman law on these
arrangements. Strictly interpreted, these formulae require that even
if the debtor has actually paid his debt and can prove it on other grounds
he will not be freed from debt unless he can produce a receipt or the
original instrument of indebtedness. In effect, extinguishment did not
depend upon performance. Such a conception was alien to Classical
Roman law. "Under classical law due performance extinguished any
obligation  tpso iure,  no formal or informal release or acquital being
required." Reliance on rules  gov  erning proof and upon written ev-
idence was, however, deeply ingrained in the legal thought of the
inhabitants of the Eastern Provinces of the Empire; and several  res-
ponsa  in the name of the emperors were issued specifically to reaffirm
the classical conception of extinguishment. Thus in A.D. 205 it was
declared that  "Si exsoluta est pecunia, nihil obest reritati, quod cautio
integra maneat apud creditorem,"  "If the money has been repaid, it is
in no way prejudicial to the truth that the instrument of indebtedness
remain uncancelled in the possession of the creditor." Again, in A.D
262 the emperors Valerianus and Gallenius informed a certain Metro-
doros:  "Si potes probare omnem pecuniam exsolutam creditori tuo, cautio
tua quae apud heredem eius remansit inanis est,"  "If you are able to
prove that all the money has been paid, your acknowledgement of
indebtedness which remains in the possession of his heir is void." By
the time of Justinian's codification (A.D. 528), however, strict rules
for proof of extinguishment had been introduced. If a debt had been
acknowledged in writing, proof of payment required a written receipt
(securitas)  or five witnesses.2 The influence of peregrine legal concepts
on post-classical Roman law is well known, and it is most probable
that the formulae we have cited above are a manifestation of the re-
surgence of peregrine usage which was later recognized as valid in

1 V. F. Schulz, 1951, p. 629 § 1073.
2 V. Kaser, 1959, pp. 319-120, and Cod. iust. 4.20.18.
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the Codex Iustinianus. Indeed, it is possible that the citation in the
Codex for the year A. D. 528 was only the restatement of an earlier
regulation.

If, as seems likely, the formulae are not of Roman origin, where do
they come from? Although no such formulae are attested in earlier
Greek papyri, a Greek source cannot be excluded. Rules for proof as
opposed to the free evaluation of evidence were not unknown to the
Greeks,1 and the mode of expression employed in the formulae con-
forms to good Greek usage.2 In a Greek papyrus from Alexandria (!)
dated 18 B.C. (Gr. P. BGU 4.1127/20) we find a prohibition against
making a specific statement:

Kai fu71 Tvw -c(o't 'Arco.)),cov[cp 1yetv, "o131dri itapaxcop[651",
"and that Apollönios is not able to say, 'I am no longer making
a transfer of title."

Yet in view of the existence of formulae in the demotic and Aramaic
papyri which correspond almost verbatim to those which appear in
the Greek papyri of the Roman period, the possibility of a non-Greek
source cannot be excluded; and we cannot affirm with E. Weiss that
the formulae of the Roman papyri are certainly "an echo of an early
Hellenic concept".3

It will be recalled (v. supra p. 144 n. 1) that the earliest type of
demotic paragraph governing evidence of payment occurs almost ver-
batim in an Aramaic papyrus dating to 456 B.C., i.e. 43 years later
than the earliest demotic example.J. Rabinowitz4 has contended that
"there is a strong probability that the Aramaic version is the original".
He claimed that the sense of "I shall not be able" (dem. bn iwry rh;
aram. P  )-kl) is "I shall not be allowed". He endeavored to show that
the Hebrew ykl when coupled with the negative P was a technical
legal idiom and that "the sense of not being allowed, not having autho-

V. Seidl, 1962, p. 96.
2 Statements to the effect that something shall or shall not be possible (eivai)

for a contracting party are well attested in the Greek papyri and in I.G. 12.7.59
we find iéorw 7rp1ao-,9al 11panc)..er (the inscription is variously dated between
iv and ii B.C.).

3 V. Weiss, 1923, p. 367 n. 34.
4 V. Rabinowitz, 1956, pp. 104-106.
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rity  is a Hebraism".1 He then proceeded to argue that although the
formula governing proof of performance does not occur in the Aramaic
papyri, "it, too, was apparently copied from an Aramaic model".2
Finally, he alleged to have discovered yet "another Aramaism" in the
clause which refers to a receipt "which stands on its feet"  (iw.fcbc r1).
He informed us that in the terminology of the Talmud the word  qywm,
"which literally means a  causing to stand",  was used in Aramaic and
Talrnudic sources in the sense of  confirmation  (of documents). He
noted the expression  sfr inqwym,  "a document which has been made
to stand", in Talmudic terminology and says "This is probably meaning
of the word (sic!) which has puzzled Egyptologists and which Sethe-
Partsch render as  bestätigt."3  It too is an Aramaism we are assured.

The facility with which "Aramaisrns- rolled from Rabinowitz's pen
has already drawn criticism from other scholars, and there is no need
to elaborate upon the great risks involved in attempting to draw broad
conclusions from the limited material available.4 A restrained exa-
mination of some of the problems involved in comparing the Aramaic
and demotic documents found in Egypt has been presented by R.
Yaron.5

In one case Rabinowitz postulated an "Aramaic" source for a
common Egyptian formula and yet could not even cite parallels in the
Aramaic texts. As for the possibility that "not being able" is a Hebraism,
I cannot make pronouncements on Hebrew legal terminology. It is at
least as likely - if not more so, given the place of origin of the Aramaic
texts - that the Aramaic forrnula was modeled on the demotic as  vice
versa.

V. op. cit. p. 105.
2 V• op. cit. p. 105.
3 V. op. cit. p. 105.
4 For references to criticisms of Rabinowitz's work consult Yaron, 1961, p.

98 note 1; and note in particular Yaron's critique, 1959, 308-331. See also Nörr,
1961, p. 97 note 24.

5 V. Yaron, 1961, pp. 99-113.
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THE PARAGRAPH OF CREDIBILITY

Perhaps the most perplexing paragraph in the Brooklyn papyri is the
following:

p3y=k rd p3 nty n1.4 (r) mdt nb nty iwrf (r) dd.%rw irmry (n) rn (n)
mdt nb nty bry mtwry irrw r lirwrf n (n) iwty mn
"Your representative is the one who is to be believed with regard
to everything which he will discuss with me in the name of every-
thing which is (specified) above; and I shall perform them at his
bidding, necessarily (and) without delay."

Before analyzing the paragraph it is necessary to introduce several
major variants which must be taken into consideration:

iw p3yrk rmt nl.tt r-rrw mtwry dy . t st nrk  (dem. P. Ryl. 8/7-8,
562 B. C.), "and your man is to be believed with regard to them;
and I shall give them to you."

mtwric p3y=le rd gr p3 nty n1.4[r mdt] nb nty c1d[4..w irm]rn
[n] rn (n)[m]dt [nb] nty lyry mtwrn irrw (r) brwrf (n)[1:nr] (n) iwty mn
(n) iwty [s]P nb2
"You or your representative is the one that is to be believed [with
regard to] every[thing] which he will dis[cuss with] us [in] the name
of [everyth]ing which is (specified) above; and we shall perform

1 V. dem. P. Brooklyn 37.1796E/25-27, 37.1802E/25-26, and 37.1803E/21-22,
2 v• dem. P. Eleph. 6/32-34 (225 B.C.), dem. P. Cairo 30781/5-7 (203 B. C.).

and 30780/6-8 (203 B. C.).
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them at his bidding, [necessarily] (and) without delay (and) without
any [bl]ow."

p3y.t rd p3 nty nly; r t3 wd3.t [n] p3y.t cl.e hbs nty i(w).s r hpr r
C wy.y rntw.y dy.t st n=t hr rnp .1 nb n htr (n) iwty nm (n) iwty dd

nb mdt nb 11 p3 t3
"Your representative is the one that is to be believed with regard
to the arrears [of] your maintenance which will be my respon-
sibility ; and I shall give it to you every year, necessarily (and)
without delay (and) without disputing any title or anything in
the world with you."

rntw=t t3 nty nlyr:.w (r) t3 wd3.t (n) p3y=t c ybs nty i(w)rs hpr (r)
C.wy=y nitwy dr.t st nrt,2
"You are the one who is to be believed with regard to the arrears
of your maintenance which will be my responsibility; and I shall
give it to you."

mtwrt (t3) nty nirt r-hrry n-hn=w (n) iwty dd Ijib. i nb mdt nb n p3
13 irm=t,3
"You are the one who is to be believed against me with regard to
them,without disputing any title or anything in the world with you."

It will have been observed that one element remains constant in all
examples quoted ; namely, the assertion that someone is to be be-
lieved. For this reason I propose to designate these paragraphs "para-
graphs of credibility".

Of the marriage documents collected by Liiddeckens, 1960, 42
contain paragraphs of the types illustrated ; and of the 42 only 2
(dem. P. Ryl. 10/3-4 [315 B. C.] and dem. P. Louvre 2429 '4-5 [232
B.C.]) are concerned with representatives. All the others are concerned
with a ife's (i.e. a creditor's) credibility. Moreover, the two exceptio-
nal paragraphs are only concerned with the credibility of the wife's
representative and make no reference to the wife's credibility. On the

1 V. dem. P. Ryl. 10/3-4 (315 B.C.).
2 V., e.g., dem. P. BM 10607/5 (ca. 186 B.C.). I have 25 examples.
3 V.  e.g.. dem. P. Ryl. 20/9 (116 B.C.). I have 14 examples.
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other hand. in documents not concerned with marriage settlements there

is not one example of a paragraph of credibility which is not concerned
with a representative; and only three examples make any reference to
the creditor's credibility (v. p. 151 n. 2).

In the lieht of these facts it seems desireable to divide the paraeraphs
of credibility into two main categories :

those concerned with establishing the credibility of wi es in mar-
riage settlements, and

those concerned with establishing the crediability of represen-
tatives (with or without creditors).

The credibility of witfes:

Let us first consider those paragraphs which establish the credibility
of wives. These fall into two distinet groups:

those in which a wife is to be believed with regard to arrears of
maintenance (example D above), and

those in which a wife is to be believed with reeard to her "feminine

articles"  (okt n s-bm.t)  (example E).

These groups differ in several details. Those of group  a  inelude a
promise of performance which is never reinforced by the executive
clause  n Inr mn  (with or without  (n) iwty si nb).  Those of group

b,  all of which come from Hermonthis or Gebelên, omit any promise
of performance by the debtor and reinforce the wife's credibility with
the clause  (n) iwty dd lynb.t nb Indt nb n p t3irmr , "without disputing

any title or anything in the world with you".
Lastly, there is one example of a paragraph establishing the credi-

bility of a wife which fits into neither eroup (dem. P. Cairo 50129111
[86 B. C.]):

Intw=t t; nty nbr (r) mdt nb nty 1w int dd irm=y (n) ro (n) mdt nb

Itry intw=y irrw r Itrw=t (n) htr

"You are the one that is to be believed with regard to everything
which you will discuss with me in the name of everything that is

(specified) above; and I will perform them at you biddine, necessarily."
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The credibility of representatives:
Let us now consider those paragraphs which establish the credibility

of representatives. These fall into two categories:

I) those which establish the credibility of representatives and of

creditors (examples A and B supra), and

2) those which establish the credibility of representatives only.

With the exception of example A, which because of its very early

date (562 B.C.) may be treated apart, and example C, the following

details are constant in the paragraphs of both categories:

the employment of r mdt nb nty iwrf r dd. f=w irn1.3; n rn n mdt nb
nty hry, "with regard to everything which he willdiscuss with me in

the name of everything which is (specified) above," to describe

the matters with regard to which credibility was to be established,

a promise by the debtor to perform r rw, "at the bidding of," the

representative, and

the reinforcement of the debtor's promise to perform by n htr (n)
huty mn, "necessarily (and) without delay".

Example C occurs in a marriage document and established the repre-

sentative's credibility with regard to possible arrears of maintenance.

It will be noted, however. that, unlike the similar paragraphs which

established a wife's credibility (example D), this paragraph reinforced

the debtor's promise to perform by means of the executive clause,

"necessarily (and) without delay".

If the paragraphs of type (a) which concern wives be compared with

those which concern representatives in the light of the preceding
analysis, it emerges that in the latter the debtor's promise to perform

is always reinforced by the executive clause. In the former, however,

only one example of this paragraph reinforced the debtor's promise

by means of the executive clause. Does the difference with regard to

the employment of the executive clause result from the nature of the

agreements or does it depend upon the fact that in one case represen-

tatives were involved and in the other wives?

In all the examples of paragraphs concerned with representatives —

save one — the words which follow the verb nhl are invariable: r mdt nb
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nty iwrf r dd.w irm.y n rn n mdt nb nty hry mtwry irrw r hrwrf n htr

(n) iwty mn,  "with regard to everything which he will discuss with me
in the narne of everything which is (specified) above; and I shall
perform them at his bidding, necessarily (and) without delay". More-
over, in all these paragraphs the executive clanse is employed.

In dem. P. Cairo 50129/11 (quoted on p. 153), which concerns a wife,
the only detail in which it differs from the paragraph concerned with

representatives is the initial phrase  mtw=t t3nty nhf,  "you are the one
that is to be believed". Further, it is  only  this detail which puts it into

the class of texts concerned with wives. It is possible, I su2gest, that
the notary of this document inadvertently slipped into the phrase  r

mdt nb  after writing the verb  nhl  and thereafter wrote out the par-
agraph as if it were that concerned with representatives. The executive
clause, would then, have appeared only because it was a fixed element
in the paragraph involvin2 representatives. That the presence of the ex-
ecutive clause may have been connected with the fact that as representa-
tive was involved may also be supported by the fact that in dem. P. Ryl.

10 (example C  supra),  which concerns a representative, the executive
clause was employed even though the standard forrnulae of the para-

graph concerned with representatives had been replaced by formulae
typical of the paragraph concerned with wives of type  a  (p. 153  supra)

in which the executive clause never appears.
It should be observed, however, that the two exceptional examples

just discussed may be the sole surviving examples of two distinct
paragraphs. It should not, however, be held that it is too mechanical
a solution to assert that the presence or absence of certain provisions

in a 2iven paragraph may have been the result of a notary's having un-
consciously slipped into a different formulae. The legal texts clearly

reveal that the notaries operated within a framework of standardized
paragraphs and clauses in which fixed elements predorninated. Given

such a system, lapses of the type postulated could hardly have failed
to occur frorn time to time.

Possible parallel clauses in the Greek papyri:

Spiegelberg, 1905, p. 214, raised the question as to whether this

 paragraph might correspond to the Greek which estab-

lished the creditor's right to accelerated execution. Griffith, 1909, III,

p. 59 n. 6 and p. 51 n. 3, adopted the view that the Greek and demotic
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provisions did correspond; and Sethe, 1920, p. 56, subsequently took

the same position. These interpretations were, however, based upon

the mistaken reading of the verb ahl, "to trust," "to believe," as

htr, which was taken to mean "to take compulsion," or the like. When

Spiegelberg. 1925; 2, pp. 24-29, succeeded in establishing nht as the

correct reading of the verb, the earlier interpretations of the paragraph

were to a large degree invalidated. Spiegelberg undertook to reevaluate

it and concluded that its effect was to assure that any action taken by

a creditor or his representative with regard to any aspect of the transac-

tion would be legally effective (reehtswirksam). Recently Seidl, 1962,
p. 144 and n. 4, has suggested a comparison of the demotic paragraphs

with the Greek pia-clause by which the debtor agreed that the in-

strument recording his indebtedness should be authoritative wherever

produced and for whomsoever should produce it.

There are in the Greek Kupia-clause certain variable elements. Thus

in one text it rnay be stipulated that an instrument be authoritative

everywhere produced by the contracting parties or their agents "as

if the agreement had been made in that place".1 Other texts provide

that the instrument be authoritative wherever produced and for whom-

soever should produce it.2 In many documents the clause is reduced to
the sirnple assertion that the instrument was authoritative. Finally,

it should be noted that the Kyia-c1ause was not employed in every

instrument. When dealing with formulae of this sort not too much em-

phasis should be laid upon the abbreviated form since it is quite likely

that the abbreviated forms were understood as having the same purport

as some of the fuller forms. It does seem, however, that the constant

element of the Knpia-clause was precisely the assertion that the in-

strument was to be authoritative.3

In its simplest form, then, the Kupia-clause regarded the instrument

and only secondarily and in expanded form the bearer of that in-
strument. By contrast the central concern of the Egyptian paragraphs

V. Gr. P. Eleph. 1 /13-15 (3111110 B.C.).
2 V. Gr. P. Eleph. 2 15-16 (285,284 B.C.).
3 On the Greek K1)pia-clause see the study by Flässler, 1960. My study of the

demotic material was completed before I had access to Hässler's book. If I
understand him correctly, our views of the Greek material correspond; and
accordingly I cite his study in support of my argumentation, which rernains
u naltered.
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of credibility was the assertion that the creditor or his representative

was to be believed. Hence I reject an equation of these formulae al-

though I admit that there appears to be sorne correspondence between

the Greek conception of authoritativeness and the Egyptian notion of

credibility.
I have, however, suggested above (v. p. 142) that several elements

of the Greek corresponded to separate paragraphs in

the demotic instruments and that the paragraph of credibility when

concerned with representatives may have corresponded to the phrases

in the rcp(a':1;-clause which granted the right of execution to persons

proceeding on behalf of a creditor  urn zinio-o-ovu 7rpi (d)rof:;

torg- iwpå Tof 6eiva).  There are several reasons for prefering a corres-

pondence wit11 the nprik-clause in preference to a correspondence

with the Kmia-clause. Most important is the presence of the executive

clause  n itr (n) iwty wi  as a fixed element in the paragraphs concerned

with the credibility of representatives. It has been shown above that

the Egyptian executive clause corresponded to the Greek phrases

ica&iirep y e5/ieij;, etc.;  and the Greek phrases are typical of the rtinjZt;;-

clause and never, to the best of my knowledge, appear in the Kupia-

clause.

Moreover, the paragraph of general security is closel  • related to the

paragraph establishing the credibility of representatives. In twelve in-

stances, it immediately precedes the paragraph of credibility and in

four other cases only a single paragraph intervenes. Lastly, as was

pointed out above (v. p. 140) the presence or absence of the demotic

executive clause in the paragraph of general security seems to be a

function of the presence or absence of the paragraph of credibility of

representatives in the same instrument.

It should also be noted that the demotic word for representative

(rd)  has an early history of use as a technical term for "representative

in a lawsuit" and that the idiom  dd  discuss with," was used as a

technical expression for discussion in a legal context. The paragraph

would be affirming that the representative was to be believed in pro-

ceedings aimed at obtaining the enforeement of the conditions of the
agreement.

If our suggestion prove well-founded, we have a set of demotic

paragraphs each of which corresponds to one of the possible elements

of the Greek zp-61,;(,;-c1ause:
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the paragraph of general security would correspond to the Greek

right of execution against all the debtor's property (i3v.1-(7ir l'nrap-

zévto)v nåvrwv)

the paragraph of personal liability would correspond to the Greek

right of execution against the debtor  (åte tof5 åerva),

the paragraph of the credibility of representatives would corres-

pond to the Greek right of execution for those proceeding on

behalf of the creditor, and

the executive clause would correspond to the Greek  Ka,Vutep åj'

e5iKt7; et sitn.



Chapter X

THE PARAGRAPH OF MULCT

Of all the paragraphs which occur in the Brooklyn papyri none is

of greater interest for the history of the reception of Greek institutions
into nati‘e Eayptian law than that which prescribes a mulct to be paid
to the burnt offerings and libations of the kings (u. dem. P. Brooklyn

37.1803E/19-21).

Ever since Lumbroso noted the existence of rnulcts to the crown in
private legal instruments from Egypt and included them arnong the
sources of Ptolemaic revenue, there has been general agreement as to

their function.' They were evidently designed to involve the state in
the execution of pri‘ate debts and therebv, on the one hand, to acce-
lerate that process for the creditors and. on the other, to provide yet

another means for enriching the crown.

That the demotic and Greek mulcts were related to one another is a

conclusion latent in the discussions of several scholars and explicit
in those of others. Thus E. Revillout expressed the opinion that the
mulcts in the demotic instruments were not Egyptian and that they
had been introduced in the reign of Eueractes II Philometor2 in order
to subject debtors to the jurisdiction of the officials who superin-
tended the revenues of the crown?

By 1897, however, Revillout had formulated his fantastic theory of

V. Lumbroso, 1870, pp. 313-314. ( j. Revillout, 1886, pp. 205-206; Bouche-
Leelercq, 1906, p. 160; and Preaux, 1939, p. 408.

2 V. Re‘illout, 1881-1882:2, p. 254.
3 Revillout, 1886, p. 206. Cf. ib., 1903, p. 1301.
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the Chaldaean origin of the mulct to the crown and had ceased to

contribute to the study of the problem.8

In the meantine L. Mitteis had produced a discussion of the mulcts

to the crown, which to this day merits the attention of serious students.

He concluded that the rnulct found in the papyri from Egypt was

"among the EQyptians ancient national law, which already appears

in the demotic and Greek documents of the Ptolemaic period".' In

1905 Th. Reinach independently proposed the equation of the Greek
and demotic mulcts.2

Then, in 1911, A. Berer building on the foundations laid by Mit-

teis, undertook an extensive study of penalty clauses in the Greek papyri.

In this study he devoted considerable space to the mulcts and also took

into account the demotic papyri, with regard to which he had the

advice of W. Spiegelberg.3 While Berger's collections of examples sub-

stantially increased the sources available for the study of rnulcts, his

conclusions advanced little beyond those of his predecessors. In parti-

cular, he regarded his researches as having fully confirmed Mitteis'

findings; for he rearded it as certain that the mulct was an institution

of ancient Egypt.4 Berger was decisively influenced by the occurrence

of rnulcts in demotic texts ; but he did add the qualification that the

rnulcts were only attested  during ilie Ptolernaie  and  Roman  periods.5

K. Latte, in his study of sacral legal forms arnong the Greeks (1920),

brought the mulcts in the Greek papyri into connexion with the sacral

fines recorded in inscriptions frorn the Greek horneland, and therefore

held them to be a Greek institution.6 In 1927, in the course of a dis-

cussion of the jurisdiction of associations in Hellenistic Egypt, M. San

NicoR) returned to the mulct in a lengthy footnote, which by virtue

of its precision, documentation, and economy I regard as the best

statement yet made on the mulcts in the Graeco-Egyptian papyri.7 He

Mitteis, 1891, p. 59 cf. pp. 528, 529, 531 and 532.
2 V. Reinach, 1905, p. 209 n. 4.
3 Berger, 1911, p. 37 n. 2, and cf. pp. 36-38, 93 sqq. and passim.
4 Berger, 1911, pp. 96 and 100.
5 Berger evidently reasoned that whatever appeared in dernotic texts could

only be of Egyptian origin; and in this approach he was and has not been alone.
6 V. Latte, 1920, p. 60.
7 V. San Nicolå, 1927, p. 284 n. 127.
8 V. Revillout, 1897, pp. 116-117.
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fully appreciated the relationship of the Greek and Egyptian mulcts
and concluded that they were probably a Graeco-Hellenistic institution.
Unfortunately the fact that San Nicol6 buried his remarks in an out-
of-the-way footnote has resulted in their having been overlooked.
Subsequently R. Taubenschlag declared that the mulcts were elements
of both Greek and native Egyptian law. He added them to a list of
other clauses which secured contracts and were — so he held — also
nati‘e to both Greek and Egyptian law ; and he concluded that the
co-existence of such parallel but independent clauses left no room for
mutual influences between the two systems.1

The purpose of the present discussion is to demonstrate the Greek
origin of the demotic rnulcts to the crown in private legal instruments,
to study the special forms taken by both the Greek and demotic mulcts,
and to examine some aspects of the mulct as a legal institution.

The Greek mulets in the Papyri from Egypt:

The mulcts to the crown fall into two main groups :

those which specify the payment of a specific sum to the contracting
party whose interests have been harmed and an equivalent sum
to the state, and
those which provide for the payment of a specific sum (generally
reckoned in copper money) to the injured party and another sum
(generally reckoned in silver money) to the state.

As arule the sum paid to the state in case b was in the ratio of 20 drach-
mae of silver to the state for every talent of copper paid to the injured
party.2 There are also examples of texts which only provide for the
payment of a mulct to the crown.

The sums paid to the crown were described as:

1) being "consecrated" to the kings (kpai flao-i).cUut; kpai torg-

I V. Taubenschlag, 1936, as reproduced in ib., 1959, pp. 590-591. This is
part of his general thesis that it was the Egyptian law of obligations that was
least affected by Greek influences.

2 V. Berger, 1911, p. 33.

11 Three Demotic Papyri
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being "consecrated to the royal treasury" (iepai dç TO flao-1)3A-&),

being consecrated to the king and queen, and
being paid to the royal treasury (ek rè flautÅtKdv).

After the Roman conquest the "royal treasury" (rå 13a71211:dy)was
replaced by the "public treasury" (TO jrip6o-lov). The earliest mulct
known to me in the papyri refers simply to the money as being "conse-
crated" (iepai) without specifying to whom. Evidently the consecration
of money to the kings and payment of money to their private treasury
amounted to the same thing.'

The demotic rnulcts:

The mulcts to the crown in the demotic texts were said to be given:

"for the burnt offerings and libations of the kings" (r n3 gll. w
n3 wtn.w n n3 Pr-9.w),

"for the burnt offerings of the king" (r n3 gll.w n Pr-c3),
"for the burnt offerings of the kings" (r n3 gll.w n n3 Pr-C3.w),

"to the king" (n Pr-9),

"to the kings" (n n3 Pr-9. w).

The demotic papyri provide both for the payment of specific sums to
injured parties and an equal sum to the crown and for the payment of
specific sums to the injured parties and different sums to the crown.
In dem. P. Vienna 26 the injured party was to be paid 5 talents (krkr)

of copper and the state 5 deben of silver. Thus the ratio was one deben
of silver for every talent of copper ; and since one deben equalled 20
drachmae, we have the same ratio in the demotic text as appeared in
the Greek papyri (viz. 20 drachmae of silver for every talent of copper).2

The identity of the Greek and demotic mulcts:

It will have been observed that both the Greek and demotic mulcts
exhibit the same variations with respect to the sums of money to be
paid and that in particular the same ratio of 20 drachmae of silver

On the flacn1nc6v as the royal treasury consult Welles, 1934, p. 321. On the
equivalence of the two expressions see Grenfell, 1896, p. 116.

2 The same ratio appears in dem. P. Wiss. Ges. 16/11=Gr. P. Giss. 1.36/27-8,
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to the state for every talent of copper to the injured party is attested
in both. A further detail common to both is the so-called clausula
salvatoria (v. supra p. 142), which stipulated that the payment of the
mulct in no way lessened the debtor's obligation to fulfill the con-
ditions of his agreement. In the Greek texts the usual wording of this
clause was "and let him no less necessarily act in accordance with the
afore-written" (Kai p#1,9b, Tio-o-ov èlrdvayKov notEirwicarizta Tcpo)Eypap-

p&a): while in the demotic texts the debtor acknowledged to the credi-
tor that "you shall still have a claim against me to cause that
I act in accordance with everything which is (specified) above,
without any blow," (i(w).k m-s3ry r dy.t iry r h mdt nb nty hry

cn (n) iwty sli nb).

Moreover, if any further evidence of the identity of these rnulcts
is required, this is furnished by two Greek papyri. In Gr. P. Giss.
1.36 27-28 we have a Greek translation of a demotic agreement which
includes the following provision :

4å1v c5 1519-z*ov årrv[yxd]v[co]uev K(b.9- 15,ttc7iv [årcarekropev (),ttiv

TO

	 1. .TC01' 	 [. .K]ai flao-(1;.ucåv) Upyv(pfov)

(6PaZIK:IS)(7.11fa;),
"If ever hereafter we make petition against you, [we shall pay to
you . .1 [a]nd to the royal treasury one thousand drachmae
of silver."

The demotic text, dem. P. Wiss. Ges. 16/11, reads :

iw=fhpr [iw s]my r[-hrrtn Ehn n; sw.w nty iwrn r dy.t
hd 50 r n; gll .w n n; Pr-9.w iw=n r [dy t n=tn] krkr 50 	

"If it happens [that we make com]plaint a[gainst you Pin the days
which are comingl, we shall give 50 (deben) of silver for the
burnt offerings of the kings; and we shall [give to you] 50 talents
fl

Here "for the burnt offerings of the kings" (r n; gll. w n n; Pr-9.w)

was translated into Greek as "to the royal treasury" (i;t fictu(i21Kciv)).

In Gr. P. Ryl. 65/5-7 (65 B. C. ?) we have a plea made before the Greek

11 *
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court of the Khrematistai in which some members of an embalmers'

guild accused others of their company of having violated the terms

of the Egyptian instrument (Ai-/vz-ciav avyypcmjy, col. i, line 3) which

regulated the guild. One of the provisions of that instrument was cited

in the plea (11. 5-7):

(51` 7tCil'aj'KE; T(')V 7Ulpufillo-édIWIV1 ii io,z-trcon1a6,uvitolv -rdiv

årzoåtvazai.pL:vwv Ekcia-rwi å7rorekai "1-(7)19vell:7*11101,' xaixor1 vop-

fapar[o,-,-. .1. .tecti rå flam).nci)v Taa.

"through which (it was established) that the one who should violate

or oppose the arrangements established for each necessarily pay

to the society a penalty of of coined copper (money)

and to the royal treasury an equal sum."

A number of demotic instruments which establish the regulations of

Egyptian societies survive; and the stipulation of a penalty to the

society and a mulct to the crown is a recurrent detail. Thus in dem. P.
Berlin 3115 col. 3/13-15 (end ii B.C. ) we read :

p3 rmt nb mtw.f fn, p3 bnr n3y hn.w iwf dv. t krkr 2 r Pr-C3 iwrf

dy.t krkr 2 m-b3h Dm3 iwrw dy.t m-s3 r dy.t irf r h mdt nb nty

sh Ijry

"As for any man who shall go outside these agreements, he shall

give two talents to Pharaoh; and he shall give two talents to

Djeme, there also being a claim to cause him to act in accordance

with everything that is written above."

Other texts provide for the payment of mulcts "for the burnt offerings
and libations of the kings" (v. dem. P. Cairo 30619 a+13/10-11 (1387

B.C.]) and dem. P. Prague, lines 27-28 (138/7 B.C.]) or -for the burnt

offerings and libations of king Ptolemaios, may he live [eternally, son

of] Ptolernaios toether with Berenike, the Quecn, together with Ar-

sinoe, the Brother and Sister gods, etc." (v. dcm. P. Lille 29'26-28

[223 B.C.]). Although there survive no Greek instruments of the Ptole-

maic period which preserve the mulct to the crown, there are several

Greek instruments of the early Roman period which provide for the

payment of a mulct "to the public treasury" (Ek 1-6 ånp6o-lov, v.

Gr. P. Mich. 2.245/24-26).
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In the light of this evidence there can be no other reasonable con-

clusion than that the demotic and Greek rnulcts represcnt one and the

same institution and that they should be studied conjointly.

The age of the mulcts in the Graeco-Egyptian papyri:

There has been general agreement, based upon the available sources,

that the mulcts to the crown first appeared in private legal instruments

from Egypt during thc middle of the 2nd Century B. C.1 Actually the

earliest Greek text known to me which records such a mulct is a release

for a house sold for debts dated 192 B.C. (Gr. P, Tebt. 3.1.816/31),

the next earliest example being dated 162 B. C. (Gr. P. Leyden C19-14).

The earliest demotic provision in an instrument for a mulct to the

crown is dated 223 B.C. (dem. P. Lille 29/26-28), the next earliest

example which is securely dated being dem. P. Loeb 62/18-20 of 175/4

B.C. Thus, while it may well be that the use of mulcts in private in-

struments became more common durinrI, the 2nd. Century B.C., its

origins certainly reach back into the 3rd Century B. C.

The burnt offerings and libations:

An examination of the expression "the burnt offerings and libations"

of the kings in other contexts indicates that thcse mulcts may have

been developed rather early in the 3rd. Century B.C.

The demotic "burnt offerings and libations"  (n3 gll.w n3 wtn.w)

plainly correspond to the Greek "sacrifices and libations"  (0t)o-iat Kai

crzork.i);  and this correspondence is assured by the Rosetta Decree of

196 B.C. (dem. lines 29 and 30 Greek lines 48 and 50) where  gll wtn

renders  ,9volat Kai anovSaf.  According to this decree the Egyptian

temples were oblig,ated to make sacrifices and pour libations on behalf

of the royal house, and there survive several texts which refer to this

obligation.2 Thus the Greek inscription  OGIS  139/12 (mid ii B.C.)

This was already stated to be the case with the demotic papyri by E. Revil-
lout (v. supra p. 159). V. Berger, 1911, p. 36, and Preaux, 1939, p. 408.

2 This obligation dates to 265 4 B. C. when Ptolemy II had decreed that the
apomoira tax, which originally had been paid to the temples, should be collected
by the state and expended upon the new cult of Arsinoe Philadelphos. Cf. Gr.
P. Revenue Laws 36 19 and Kortenbeutel, 1940, cols. 43-44, s.v. Apornoira. On
the religious significance of sacritices and burnt offerings in Egyptian cults of
the Late Period see Junker, 1910, pp. 69-77.
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from the temple of Isis at Philae preserves a petition to the king in
which the priests alleged that the wrongs they suffered had resulted in
the diminution of the temple's resources and that they "were in danger
of not having the usual funds for the sacrifices and libations which
take place on behalf of you  (i. e.  the king) and your children"; and
sacrifices and libations are mentioned in Gr. P. Gurob 10 5 ff. (iii B. C.),
a petition which refers to thefts from temples and probably plays
on the same theme. In dem. P. BM 10591 vo ii 3-6, (1st halfii B.C.)
the priests of Isis of Syene petitioned the strategos of the Theban
nome for the registration of a small vineyard which, they alleged, was
the source of income for the burnt offerings and libations of the king
and his sister and his brother. Again in Gr. P. BGU 4.1200 10-13 a
petition declared that a certain property y ielded a sum of money "for
the sacrifices and libations [due] to the god and master Cae[sar] Augu-
stus". Evidently the petitioners hoped that their requests would receive
a favourable hearing if they could convince the authorities that a
decision favourable to them would benefit the crown ;1 and this is
precisely the reason for the employment in private instruments of
promises to pay sums for the burnt offerings and libations of the kings.

The use of the expression "sacrifice and libation" as a euphemism
for the payment of taxes to the royal treasury by temples and other
land owners is already attested in Gr. P. Revenue laws 36/3-19 (264 '3
B.C.).2 Moreover, its appearance in the Revenue Laws strongly sug-
gests that the provision is of Greek origin.

The differentiation of the rnulcts:
As was stated previously, the mulcts in the Greek papyri fall into

several groups; but to the best of my knowledge no one has yet been
able to account for these groups. There is, however, some indication
that their differentiation was neither a matter of local variations nor
entirely fortuitous. Thus all those texts known to me (21 examples)
which prescribe the consecration of 20 drachmae of silver to the kings

For the topos in petitions concerning injuries done to the cultic interests of
the king see Collomp, 1926, pp. 119 ff., 123, and 207.

2 v• Grenfell, 1896, p. 116. Cf. Gr. P. Hal. 1/245 (Alexandria, iii B.C.) for
the "consecration" of a 5 per cent. sales tax on conveyances to the deified Alex-
ander. Cf S. Eitrem, 1937, pp. 26-48.
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(iepai tok flautÅerki Spaxpai)  for every talent of copper paid to the
injured party document executed contracts, i.  e.  they record completed
transactions such as sales and repayments of debts. The mulcts were
introduced into the instruments to guard against any atternpt to over-
turn the agreement  (k"gooåo; 7.re29eiv).  These paragraphs are often
worded so as to apply to anyone who made such an attempt, but it
seems from other texts that the provision was really directed against
whichever of the contracting parties might take such actions. Consider
the following texts:

Gr. P. S.B. 1.5865 (109 B.C.):
ij(.;  å7i&191,1 å'Kupo; Eara) Kai npoaazaretacirco 7rirt,tiov 7rapaX-

pilpa za,1Kori -cciflavra nå/re Kai iepå flamileijat åpyvpiov åramj,uov
åpaxpå; `eKar6v KT;t, . ,

"As for whoever may take action, let it  (scil.  the action) be without
effect ; and let him pay forthwith a penalty of five talents of copper
and one hundred drachmae of coined silver consecrated to the
kings,  etc."

Gr. P. Leyden C/9-14 (162 B.C.):

'Eciv T T1; Eni CIE .7"CE/1,9fi. Q7L00-1-1jOY.0 cit'yrèv êircivayicov Kai ell1E7LIE1Kk
Kai i '4oö6k- duov dKvpo; Ea9ca Kai npoo-ano-ciaw uot TE
ov k'xco napå Grof5 aùv iiptoÅia Kai iepa; T(:)) flacni.ei Kai flao-1).ekni;
åpyvpion (5paxpå;- TK001,

"If anyone takes action against you, I shall remove him necessarily
and without consideration; and let my  (sic)  action be without
effect ; and I shall pay to you in addition the price of what I have
from you increased by one half and twenty drachmae of silver
consecrated to the king and queen."

Gr. P. BGU 6.1249/9-13 (148/7 B.C.):
v  (5E iiu1Å,9,:i åÅll..»;.rik]rnr[k]p al)z-fig[li]f ffy9o5[o;]a15-coik åKop[o];

ki:Tra) Kai npoo-anoreloyitw Eaapoljpei Kai Tay Wyrt åldirl,u]ov
[xa).Kor) T]l..1.(zy[ra nYv[re Kai i]ep,k flaatilefiatv [åpyvp[oo årclarip]ov

ôp[aX/1àç Ep'

"If she takes action [or any]one els[e] on her be[half], let [the]
acti[on] be without effect for them; and let Isias pay in addition
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[to EsaroUris and Tagl(5tis a pen[alt]y of f[iv]e [t]alent[s of copper
and r 100 drachm]ae of [coine]d [silver con]secrated to the kings,
etc."

D. Gr. P. Strassb. 2.85/26-28 (113 B. C.):
ei (Y.Kupo- &ITO) Kai lrpoo-arroTelorarca 6 TC7n Ev-

p&orrt hzeri(pov) zapazpil(pa) za(2,1cofj)  (rci1avra) KE Kai Tok

flaut2eGat àpyv(piov) 7rt(o-1jpov) (åpayfiå) q), KT

"If not, let it (scil. the action) be without effect; and let the one
who does not abide (by the agreement) pay in addition to the
one who does a penalty forthwith of 25 talents of copper and to
the kings 500 drachmae of coined silver, etc."

In the texts which prescribe the payment of a sum of money to the in-
jured party and an equal sum to the royal treasury  (ei; tå flaul).1K6v)

there is no such consistency; and we find both executed and executive
(i.e. agreements involving outstanding promises) contracts employing
mulcts. Thus while four' of the five texts of this type available to me
protect executed contracts against lawsuits (k'rpoSo;); the other text2,
a loan, provides for the payment of a mulct for failure to make prompt
repayment. It should be noted that none of these texts can date much
before the beginning of the I st Century B. C.

In three Reinach papyri (Gr. P. Reinach 14, 13, and 15) there occurs
a mulct of the form ei; rô JiaaiÅucôv iepai . . . åpaxpai, "drachmae
consecrated to the royal treasury," which is a mixture of the formula
lepai rot; flaut1erk1 Spaxpai, "drachmae consecrated to the kings," and
the formula rå flautilticåv Spaxpai, "drachmae to the royal treasury".
Two of these mulcts secure debts and were to be paid if the debtor
failed to make prompt repayment; whereas the other appears in a
receipt for the repayment of a debt of grain and was to be paid if a lawsuit
(N9o(5o.;-)were instituted. All these texts date to the years 111-109 B. C.

Finally there are four other texts which prescribe the payment of a
mulct to the crown (el; rå flaa-1).11:61).Two of these Gr. P. Tebt. 156
[91 B.C.] and Gr. P. BGU 6.1282/16-18 [iiji B. C.]) provide only for a

V. Gr. P. BGU 8.1732/13-16, 8.1733,22, 8.1734/18-23 (all la. Ptol.), and
Gr. P. Oxy. 1644/21-27 (6312 B.C.).

2 v Gr. P. Tebt. 1.110 (92 or 59 B.C.).
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mulct without any penalty for the injured party; and both secure exe-

cutive contracts. The other two texts Gr. P. Leyden 0/18-28 and Gr. P.
Lond. 2.220 col. ii14 sqq. [133 B.C.]) provide both for a penalty to
the injured party and for a rnulct; and one of these secured a loan and
was to be paid if the debt were not repaid on time. All these texts date
later than the mid 2nd century B.C.

It seems likely that the oldest form of mulct in the Greek papyri was

that consecrated to the kings and that it was originally designed to
prevent law suits aimed at overturning executed contracts.' Subsequent-

ly an effort seems to have been made to adapt the mulct so as to have
it apply to executive contracts though it should be noted that only
six examples of such mulcts are attested among the 34 examples of
Greek mulcts which I have collected. Moreover, all the Ptolemaic
mulcts which appear in executive contracts date to the last years of
the 2nd century or later.

If one turns to the various forms of mulcts in the demotic texts, no

trace whatever of any system underlying them can be discerned. They
are, however, more common in executed contracts (25 examples) than
in executive contracts (11 examples); but in contrast to the Greek

rnulcts they appear in executive contracts from the beginning (r. Dem.
P. Lille 29 [223 B.C.]).

The existence of mulcts to the crown outside Egypt:

Although there survive very few ancient Greek legal instruments
which do not come from Egypt, there are two such documents which
preserve provisions for mulcts to the crown.2 One of these is a Greek

conveyance from Avroman in Persian Kurdistan (i.e. from the ancient
Parthian kingdom), which the editor dated to 23/2 B. C. (lines 18-25):

Kai 1-(;) BUfX:UNTLI 101(5i: 1-(7)(:(.(k),0(7.) (Lt.71-011 im& roi;

at;r6.51, ju7di ä2.ç inPevi t")7rip cdF1-6)1 TOv Fa,9(ih-qv

717;  cip:'1)poo_nijz-or &.p7r&or injzr pi/&; -1-(21W;,,b,o[qa (.1[1'froll

1 V. Taubenschlag, 1947, pp.
2 Grenfell and Hunt, 1901, p. 62, observed that the clause in 3rd century

B. C. testaments which appointed the King, the Queen, and their descendants
executors was later replaced by a clause which prescribed for those who attemp-
ted to upset the will a mulct consecrated to the kings.
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å22ou &.13122oldvou Karacrac; (Jm(Wly Kai

Ka9apå rconjaw [fiarai iii.cvpoç Kai irpoo-anouia[ed  k).afiev

dur417v] Kai bureipov(SpaxpåL-; [c; Ka]i TYP flaai:ter tàç

"and let it not be possible for Baraks or his brother or their

descendants or anyone else on their behalf to evict Gathakë's from

the vineyard purchased, neither him nor h[is heir]s. As for whoso-

ever evicts or — when another evicts — fails to stand forth, conduct

[the] lawsuit, and make discharge, it  (scil.  the eviction) [will] be

without effect; and he  (scil.  the evictor or the one who fails to

make defence) shall pay in addi[tion] twofold the price he received

and another penalty of [200] drachmae [ari]d a like sum to the

king."

The other text is a Greek parchrnent from Dura Europas which is

dated A. D. 121 (Pg. Dura 10/20-21):

à[v]avE(1)(71.1-Cal beteia.61, ZY;31 (Ppacirel btivitov åpyvpiou

öpaX[1.1(k Ter]paKo[o-ia ti]; èTb flao-12.1Kby ràç To-oc[;]

"[I]f he does [not] make a renewal, he will pay to Phraates a penalty

of four hund[red drac]hmae of silver and [t]o the royal treasury

an equal [sum]."

Furthermore, among the corpus of Byzantine Greek legal instruments

from southern Italy and Sicily are a number of texts which provide

for the payment of mulcts to the state or to the royal vestry,  (ei;

r,?)13ao-1).1Kåv t5lo-råplov),  which are similar to those from

Egypt. Other such mulcts are found in texts from Athos which date

to the early 14th Century A. D.2

In view of the wide distribution of these mulcts in time and space,

it is most unlikely that they were received into Greek law from native

Egyptian law.
There is also some evidence that the mulcts in the Greek papyri

may be related to mulcts which appear in inscriptions from the Greek

mainland, the islands, and the western littoral of Asia Minor. In a

number of Athenian decrees from the end of the fifth century and from

V. JHS 35 (1915) p. 22 sqq. For the date consult Rostovtzeff, 1931, p. 41.
2 Ferrari, 1910, pp. 36-38, 54, and 98 n. 1,
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the fourth century B.C. it was stipulated that whoever failed to obey

the decree or proposed or put to a vote any motion rescinding the

decree should owe a specified sum of money "consecrated to Athena"

(åpaxpai -c?7 'A,911v().  For example, an Athenian decree concerning

the equipment and dispatch of a naval force included the following

provision (SIG3 1.104, prob. 428 B.C.):

TIL; 7toujuy] Katà TUfTO. 6yei).[En 71).1a; (5p0/Ita;

lEpa; 2-11

"[If anyone does not act] in accordance with this, (it is decreed)

that he ow[e one thousand drachmae] consecrated to [Athenal."

In another Athenian decree which uanted a lease one reads:1

TI: ij åer &.(pE2Yo-,9a1 (iyoci4civ o.t'Frai

apa/pal ri7

"[I]f anyone says [or puts to a vote that one must with]draw (the

lease), (it is decreed) that [he] ow[e one thousand drachmae] to
Athena."

In an Elean decree from Olympia it is declared (Schwyzer, 1923, No.

413 5-7. c. 500 B.C.):

ai (5i; jla Tai.arrbv ic ap-,ipo: a7rorivolar: roi 1i '0;.I.A.Trior:

wi K(L1(5)(5aucvoi: ).arpe16,Vot'.

"If they do not come together, those who broke the treaty shall

pay a talent of silver to Zeus of Olympia as an oftering."2

A treaty inseription from Eretria 1877-1915, III 5307) which

dates to the end of the fourth century B.C. provided:

^07taupol 4,11 7rapaflaireyny rå; avv:IjKa; anerrirtly  (5;1Ka

TC( ;XA 2.07)V (5i; (V:Ka TO;111'T()1.'  I7rII5E5,KaTor ror)

'Az62),(ovo..;,

"that whichever (of the contracting states) transgresses the treaty

shall pay the ten talents and that of the ten talents one tenth be

the sacred (property) of Apollo."

1 V. Roberts and Gardner, 1905, p. 123. The text dates ca. 330 B.C.
2 For an up to date text, translation and comrnentary consult Bengtson, 1962,

pp. 8-9.
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In a sacral law from Chios, forbidding the pasturing of animals in a

sacred grove, it was stipulated: (SIG3 3.986, v/iv B. C.)
(5e nolduaivm [17il(popfit7117floKo4 iki(;)v Kamtecitco 7(p[6;]

flao-12ec; åy[vuk] npèc; T6 9E6. t(7i 6e[nolipaivom rgoopNovtI

lioKo).E'ovri iffifeKtov T9VVO "er.ro) Katå Kr17var,- EKaertov. ijv

Konpedwv (:(i,[i]uKrjral7rftTE  rar/7pa NO£12)ST(') (:(;)1'65:; irpô. 2-(5 .9J).

(5i; (") il5(?)V 111) Kard7rE1 TUVTE etrat4pa; (5981),w [i]epU,.; tc7il

,9e(751---

"If  anyone pastures sheep or cattle, let the one who sees denounce

(him) to the kings in piety to the god. For the one who pastures

sheep or swine or cattle let the penalty be 2/10 of a stater for each

beast. If he be caught leaving dung, let hirn owe five staters in

piety to the god. 1f the one who sees does not denounce, let him

owe five staters consecrated to the god — —

Lastly in a decree from Thasos we read :1

6; lrupà  ratka ':1-cepuytrjelq1 te  66Javra

dKupa e'ut(p) Kui urati7pa; (;(pelitc.9 iepoi); 'AIT625..69v1 -1-651

111),9i0E xl:tiov;

"Whoever, in breach of these (provisions), speaks or questions

or puts to a vote, let the decisions be without effect; and let him

owe one thousand staters consecrated to Pythian Apollo and one

thousand to the city — —

Similar provisions appear in inscriptions which set forth the regulations

for cult societies. Consider the following examples:
J.G. 2.610/36 (2nd half iv B. C.):

6v  i:tu(ijduc)v ' A31jvq[c-11 Kai irivaivcov dulj uovficiiiiitrw (5y)e1).te..):

I-: iepa; rj11 ,9ec)t,

"Whoever is resident in Athens and is in good health and does not

attend the meetings, let him owe 2 drachmae consecrated to the
goddess."

Michel, 1900, 978 21-24 (281 280 B.C.):

(5i; ci  iepel"); arE(.0(11'(6aEl 1") &I'd7rEl Ka9aïtep ./yparcral

ånotIvi'tco [ àp(L/1àç rcapaxpiDm iepik trell MiTrpi tcrtiv 9e65v,

I  V.  Larfeldt, 1914, pp. 532-533 (iii B.C.).
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"If the priest does not perform the crowning or does not
make proclamation in accordance with what has been written,
let hirn pay [50] drachmae forthwith, consecrated to the Mother
of the Gods."

Since, then, it was a widespread practice among the Greeks to secure
their international treaties by the introduction of a mulct to be paid
to a divinity, it would not be at all surprisina that in agreements (as
it were treaties) between private persons the same divine sanctions
should have been introduced. In the Athenian decree cited above (pp.
171), which records an agreement between a private person and the
state, just such a mulct was employed.

Morcover, at Athens the agreements by which the members of soci-
eties were obligated to abide by the societies' rules stipulated the pay-
ment of mulcts which were to be "consecrated" to the patron deity
of the society. ln Egypt the members of societies were subjected to
mulcts which were payable to the "burnt otTerings and libations of the
king". I t should be noted, however, that in Egypt the Ptolemaic kings
were officially gods and that one of the duties of the societies was to
perform rites on behalf of the king!'

Particular attention should be paid to the phraseology of the Greek
mulcts. In the inscriptions the transgressor shall "owe" (c')wii.w) or
"pay"  (r'inoriv(9)  a sum which is to be consccrated  (ig,o6;)  to a divinity.
In the papyri the transgressor shall "pay" (årtoriv) or "pay in addition
(zpoacurorivw)  a sum of money "consecrated"  (46;)  to the divine kina.
Moreover, it will be recalled that it is precisely the mulcts of this form
that are the most common in the papyri and appear to be the oldest.
Lastly, whereas in the papyri the mulct is regularly introduced to auard
against legal steps aimed at overturning the agreement, in the in-
scriptions the mulct is commonly directed against those who might take
legal stcps to invalidate decrees or treaties; and there is an evident
parallelisrn between taking legal steps to overturn public decrees and
suing for the purpose of undoing private transactions.

I Compare the rules of an Attic cult society of the early 2nd century A.D.
which provided for making Ovaiaz Kai anovc5ai for Dionysos, all the other gods,
and for Tor; Kolvor; el)epyeraK,- `Pofflaioug. V. SIG3 705/45 (A.D. 112).
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The Tenths:

In a number of inscriptions it was decreed that the rn ulct consecrated

to the god be one tenth  (rå rclåéKarov)  of the total paid. In addition

to the example cited above (p. 171) one may note the decree cited by

Andocides,  de Mysteriis  96, which was supposed to have been pro-

mulgated in Athens in 411/410 B.C.:'

'Eåv åripoKpariav Karai.l5y rijv ',43nvnolv i åpxnv rtva dpxfj

KaTa,ÂV/iV/ T#7 årjpok-paria 7r02,4110C; EO-TO)'AOlivaicov Kai

wprolvei rer9vcirca Kai -rå xprjpar' al'Yrof5 ånpoola &rtw tcai T17C; 9E01-5

rb 7-rt5Karov,

"If anyone overthrows the democracy at Athens or governs if the

dernocracy has been overthrown, let him be an enemy of the

Athenians, let him die unavenged, and let his property be forfeit

to the state, one tenth belonging to the goddess."

Particular attention should also be paid to the following text, which

indicates that an  brlå&arov  was deposited by litigating parties before
the trial of their case  (I . G.  5(2).357 '58-60, iii B.C.):

d å pk]v 7rapKaraM6.ily ra] 7rlàéKarov å napicaraficilly rå

[rriy5bcar]ov 157ralco5cov [5] irapicarafia.1.1.6pev[o rå ]rriå&arov

vutrjrco råv åficav.

"Of on[e perslon depo[sits the] tenth, but the other fails to comply

and to deposit the t[ent]h, let [the one] who depos[its the te]nth

win the suit."

In the Greek papyri there are several texts which refer to the payment

of an 7tti5i/icarovin connection with lawsuits. In Gr. P. Leyden F

(12615 B.C.) a certain Alexander and his associates who collected the

lawyer's tax and the tenth issued a receipt for the tenth of a judgement.2

Prof. M. W. Edwards first called my attention to this passage. Compare the
decree of banishment from Amphipolis (S1G3 194/11, 357/356 B.C.): Kai ljp

770 UECIKCOVT(11 nd(7/EIV rdyrå; tr.o.lEpiK Kai wproirei te3veivai tå åk xplipat'

ain-65v 6ripocria elval tc) i:rtiåéKarov ipåv Tå An6).).covo; Kai rô Itpopvo;, "1f
ever they are captured, (it is decreed) that they be treated as enemies, that they
die unavenged, and that their property be forfeit to the state, one tenth being the
sacred property of Apollo and of Strymon".

2 For the lawyer's tax and the tenth consult Wilcken, 1899, No. 1537 (ii
B.C.). V. also Gr. P. Hibeh 1.32/9 (246 B.C.).
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In Gr. P. Hibeh 1.92 17-20 (263 B. C.), a contract of surety, it was
stipulated :

år à  pij zapaåc)vral Kara tà p:-/paRldra Uzarelo-arcoaav rri;te
rpi[a]Koc[i]a; cSpa7paz rå E72:1(511.q.2Ta 1.1611 ylv6pEva,
"1f they do not surrender (the prisoner) in accordance with what
has been written, let them pay the three hundred drachrnae and
the tenths (!) and the costs."

Further, Gr. P. Lille 1.29/76-12 (iii B.C.) records the text of a law con-
cerning lawsuits involving slaves; and it reads in part :

Kai iv Kara()1K(w,91j1 åixrj, r6re (;zijr:wirwv irilrEvrwal&h-ciraJr
arcorlyÆtTo 0 K6p1o, Kai UVVT8)L£1.0-9C0 Kara roi),; v6,ww;
roi); nepi T631" oiKerc-av ra 6Kiypappa åraiyopEtiEl.
"If the suit is lost, then let the owner (of the slave) pay the tenths
or the fifteenths; and let the execution be effected according
to the laws concerning slaves, excepting those means forbidden by
the edict."1

Of especial interest is Gr. P. Amherst 33 (157 B.C.), a petition to the
king  (vrev"K,-)  in which it was alleged that the petitioner's opponents
in a lawsuit before the tax-court of the K h rernatistai availed themselves
of the services of professional lawyers. The petitioner cited a law which
rendered lawyers who participated in proceedings concerning revenues
(npoo-oå1Ka; Kpiael;,  1. 18) to the detriment of the state's inconne
flÅtifl rZn npoo-66wp,  1. 19) liable for a twofold  'iric-WKarov. The law
also provided that such1aw  „ers be barred from further practice  (rot5rol;
1111h*IE‘c;eiva[do-vvilyopCzo-ai, 1. 20).2The same papyrus contains instruc-
tions, issued in the king's name, for the enforcement of the law ; and
it was ordered that if the accused lawyers ever again entered into
practice, they should be arrested and their property confiscated.

It will be recalled that the most common form of mulct which appears
in the Ptolemaic papyri provided for the payment of 20 drachmae of
silver to the state for every talent of copper paid to the injured party.

For the tenths and fifteenths consult Gr. P. Hal. 1/63.
2 The law, as cited, is rather interesting. It does not forbid the participation

of lawyers in cases involving revenues; but it is directed only against lawyers
who participated in such cases to the detriment the revenues.
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This formula occurs over a long period and is well attested during the

period of the Ptolemaic copper inflation when the ratio of value be-

twcen the drachma of silver and the drachma of copper rose sharply.

The ratio of the formula did not alter, however; and the real value of

the sum paid to the state rose sharply in comparison to that paid to

the injured party. For example. one drachma of silver was worth

sixty drachmae of copper at the end of the third century B.C.; and at

the ratio of 20 drachmae of silver per talent of copper, the state would

have received twenty per cent. of the sum paid to the injured party. By

the second half of the second century B.C. one drachma of silver was

worth up to 500 drachrnae of copper; and at that time the state would

have received the equivalent of 10,000 drachmae of copper for each

talent 6000 drachrnae) of copper paid to the injured party,  i.e.  the

state would receive 4000 drachmac more than the injured party.

It stands to reason that if one seeks to establish the percentage of

the sum paid to the injured party which was also paid to the state,

the formula must be interpreted in the light of its earliest occurrence;

for since it remained invariable, it must have reflected the relative value

of the silver and copper drachma at the time of its introduction. Until
c.215 B.C. the rate of exchange was one to onc; and the state would

have received only .33 per cent, of the penalty paid to the injured party.

After c. 215 B.C. the rate of exchange between the silver and copper

drachma was one to sixty, and the state would have received 20 per

cent. of the penalty. Once the inflation set in, the percentage would no

longer have been an even figure since the inflation did not progress

evenly.' Now 20 per cent. is two tenths ; and as we have seen (p. 175)

tenths are sums which were commonly involved in lawsuits and penal-

ties throuchout the Greek world.
I suggest, therefore, that the mulct which amounted to 20 drachmae

of silver for every talent of copper was introduced during the period

when one drachma of silver was worth sixty drachmae of copper and

that the mulct was intended to be two tenths  (åur).o(v tå i;7ruVKarov)

of the penalty paid to the injured party.

To date the earliest example of the ratio of 20 drachmae of silver

to one talent of copper in the Greek papyri is Gr. P. Tor. 4/22-28 of

Data on the Ptolemaic copper inflation is conveniently collected by Reek-
mans, 1951, pp. 61-119.
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126 B.C.; but the ratio appears in dem. P. Wiss. Ges. 16 11-12 and in

the Greek transiation of that document (Gr. P. Giss. 1.36/27-28)

which date to 135 B.C. If my theory be correct, then papyri with this

ratio may one day be uncovered which date to the end of the 3rd

century B. C. or to the early years of the second century B. C. ; but the ratio

ought not to appear in texts which antedate the beginning of the period

during which one drachma of silver was worth sixty drachmae ofcopper.

It must be kept in mind that the entire theory is based on the working

hypothesis that the ratio of 20 drachmae of silver for every talent of

copper was intended to fix the rnulct to the state as a detinite percentage

of the penalty paid to the injured party. 1f this can be shown to be

unreasonable or untrue, the theory collapses entirely.

The Mulet a Greek Institution:

When all the data introduced above are taken into consideration,

the conclusion that the rnulct to the crown in the Greek and demotic

papyri from Egypt is of Greek origin is virtually assured. The identity

of the Greek and demotic mulcts is established by the similarity of

their construction and function, by the appearance in both of the

provision for the payment of twenty draehrnae of silver to the state

for every talent of copper paid to the injured party, and by the Greek

translations of demotie rnulcts. Even the employment in the demotic

texts of the phrase "the burnt offerings and libations of the king"

appears to be derived from the Greek expression  9no-iw kai aworåai,

"sacrifices and libations," which is already attested in the revenue laws

of Philadelphos.
As for the Greek mulcts, their extensive temporal and geographical

distribution (from the beginning of the second century B. C. until the

14th century A.D. and from Persian Kurdistan to Sicily) make it all

but certain that they are a Greek institution. Moreo‘ er, mulcts sim-

ilar in form to those in the private instrurnents are attested in inserip-

tions frorn the Greek mainland from as early as the sixth century B. C.1

1 Outside Greek 1aw the use of rnulcts to a king or a temple to secure private
agreements is attested in cuneiform tablets from Alalakh and in Late Assyrian
texts. They were not ernployed in Sumerian or Babylonian tablets. V. San NicolO,
1931, pp. 190-191; KOhler and Ungnad, 1911, Nos. 552,554, and 557; and A. L.
Oppenheim, 1955, p. 199.

12 Three Demotie Papyri
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By contrast, there is nothing in the Egyptian sources before the

Ptolernaic period which can be connected with the mulcts in the

dernotic papyri; and those rnulcts are not attested until long after the

establishment of Greek rule in Egypt.

If it be true that the mulct in the demotic papyri is of Greek origin,

then it may have been introduced in order to maintain the corres-

pondence between the effeetive provisions in the Greek and demotic

instruments which we outlined above (r. p. 157). 1f such a correspon-

dence did exist, it would go a long way toward explaining how two sys-

tems of law (i.e. Greek and Egyptian) could continue to exist side by side

for several centuries without the one being supplanted by the other.'

If the same variety of effective contractual provisions was available

to contracting parties in both Greek and Egyptian instruments, then

their ehoice of an instrument would be based on other grounds such

as linguistic preference.

For a clear statement of the problem consult 1-1. J. Wolff, 1960, pp. 191-223.



Chapter XI

GREEK ARCHIVAL DOCKETS ON DEMOTIC
INSTRUMENTS

Greeks docket are found appended to demotic instruments beginning
with the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphos.' These dockets can be
divided into two major classes

"trapezite" dockets ernanating from the royal banks, which attes-
ted the payment of the tax on conveyances(ylcinc..11,9v),and
"archival" dockets emanating from public archives, which record
the deposition or registration of the instrument.3

Since the Brooklyn papyri exhibit only archival dockets, I confine my
discussion to dockets of this type.

The archival dockets:

The archival dockets have been divided by Wilcken, 1927, p. 603

1 Reich, 1938, p. 23, Doc. 14 (264 B.C.), p. 24, Doc. 16 (251 B.C.), and Wil-
cken, 1927, p. 616 no. 126 (256 B. C.). I know of no examples earlier than these.

2 I omit from consideration those dockets which give an abstract of the de-
motic text to which they are appended.

3 The distinction is based on that proposed by Peyron, 1826, pp. 144-160,
who, however, misunderstood the "trapezite" dockets and believed that they
recorded an act of registration through the royal banks rather than the payment
of a tax. V. Wilcken, 1894, p. 725, and 1927, p. 596 and n. 1. I have chosen the
term "archival" docket in preference to the designation "grapheion" docket
(which originated with Peyron and was adopted by Wilcken) inasmuch as the
ypawrov, as it existed in Egypt, was a special archive developed under the later
Ptolemies and perpetuated by the Romans whereas there existed another archiNie,
the KIficor6; - , (whose existence is evidenced by a group of dockets unknown to
Peyron) which cannot be identified with the ypayetov.

12 *
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sqq., into two groups: those dating before 146 B.C., and those dating
from 146 B.C. on. 1

The earlier archival dockets:

The documents of the earlier group are characterized by the formula
rctuccoKev aiç Klficotåv TI?) uovci).Åaypa or more briefly 7.c7c-c-colcav vic;

ktfloyuiv.2 Since the first examples of these dockets to come to light
were of the abbreviated form, they were interpreted by Revillout3 as
recording payments to the royal bank associated with the registration
of the instrument. The discovery of the full form of the formula by
Grenfell and Hunt4 made it clear that the subject of ir-ccoKevwas -c6

auvcillaypa, "the agreement," rather than a sum of money and that
the formula should be rendered "the agreement has been deposited in
the (official) chest," i.e. in the appropriate public archive.5 The exten-
sion of the meaning of te1/3ayr6;-,"box," "chest," (and incidentally of
its diminutive taflo'yclov) to denote an archive is not restricted to
Ptolemaic Egypt but occurred throughout the Hellenistic world.6 The

Grenfell and Hunt, 1907, p. 35, state that dockets of the earlier group are
found only during the third century B.C.; and I have found no evidence to the
contrary. There is, then, roughly a fifty year hiatus between the latest dockets
of the earlier group and the earliest dockets of the later group. Demotic docu-
ments are not wanting from this 50 year span, and the absence of dockets cannot
be readily explained as being due to lack evidence. It should be recalled, how-
ever, that the fifty years of the hiatus (ca. 200-146 B.C.) were a period of foreign
invasion and domestic upheaval; and the practice of submitting instruments for
registration may have been curtailed or discontinued under the pressure of
events. The bulk of our documentation comes from Upper Egypt which was
particularly affected by these events.

2 Wilcken, 1927, p. 604.
3 Revillout, 1881-1882, pp. 114-115. Wilcken, 1899, p. 19, at first accepted

Revillout's explanation and interpreted nnz-coicev cic; Kificorrivas being the same
as lté7LTCOKEI, rpcineav.

4 V. Grenfell and Hunt, 1907, pp. 35-36.
5 Ilinniv is treated as the passive of Karafici2.1eivwhich was a technical term

for the deposition of documents. V. Wilcken, 1927, p. 605, and LSJ9 p. 884,
who cite examples from outside of Egypt. On the absence of an article before
laficoz-6.;see Ziebarth, 1900, p. 508.

6 V. Keil, 1902, p. 305 n. 1; Ziebarth, 1900, pp. 506-509 (a Delian inscription,
late ii B. C.); Wilhelm, 1909, p. 291; Partsch, 1921, p. 152 notes 1 and 2; von
Woess, 1924, pp. 16-17 and p. 17 n. 1; and Plaumann, 1913, pp. 308-313.
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name of the official "through" whom the agreernent was deposited

was introduced by the preposition  åtci.`  The dockets make no direct

reference to the contracting parties.

Although the dockets make no direct reference to the payment of

any fee, the docket on dem. P. Cairo 10262  ((f.  dem. P. Lille 21) indi-

cates that tax collectors (ra265vat) sometimes participated in the proce-

dure of deposition; and it is therefore probable that the deposition

was accompanied by the payment of a fee.2

Unfortunately the procedure of deposition and its purpose are not

directly referred to in sources other than the dockets themselves; and

the more closely scrutinizes the dockets the less informative they be-

corne. The technical phrase 7r7r.z-cok-sl. "it has fallen into

the box,- does not  per se  indicate whether the deposition was tempo-

rary or permanent; nor is it clear whether  rii refers to the

original instrument drawn up by the contracting parties or to a copy

or abstract retained 19,), the archive.3

Wilcken4 has theorized that  two  documents were involved in the

deposition. One, a copy of the instrument, he supposed to have been

retained by the archive; the other, the original instrument, he supposed

to have been returned to the contracting parties with the docket ap-

pended to it. If this be so, then 71*rT(OKEI' Ei; h-tflorc6v  may refer either

to the initial submission of both documents (subsumed under the term

rô o-vr(i/Lloypo)  or â  uovå )lay,tta  may refer to the copy.

It is by no means certain, however, that therc were two documents.

Wilcken's opinion appears to be based on the analogy of his interpre-

tation of Gr. P. Paris 65 according to which two documents were used

in the registrations after 146 B. C.5 His interpretation rests upon his

understanding of the verb  ehcovKetv  in line 12 of that text; and as we

1 In one instance this official is said to be a tax collector (dem. P. Lille 21)
and in another an agent of an oikonomos (Reich, 1938, p. 24 doc. 16).

2 This was first suggested by Grenfell and Hunt, 1907, p. 36, and was adopted
by Wilcken, 1927, p. 605, who sought confirmation in his interpretation of P.
Lille 1 (3), 54-57 [pp. 606-607]. Preaux, 1939, p. 320. also opts for a fee.

3 Wilcken, 1927, p. 606, was of the opinion that if a translation or an abstract
of the dcmotic instrument were meant this would have been made clear.

4 V. Wilcken, 1927, p. 606.
5 V. I.c. Wilcken nowhere produced an contemporary evidence for the use

of copies in the third century B.C. deposition.
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shall see below his findings are not conclusi‘e. Moreover, even if Gr.
P. Paris 65 can be shown to prove the submission of copies to archives,
this information is only relevant for the period from 146 B. C. onwards.'
It cannot be used to prove that copies of instruments were deposited in
archives before that date.

It is just as likely — and at present equally unprovable — that there
was but one document, the original instrument. This might have been
stored in the archive for safe-keeping; or it might only have been retain-
ed long enough to record the desired data and to collect any fees
charged and then have been returned with the docket appended.2 In
either case -rå auviaypu would refer to the original instrument to
which the docket was appended ; and the article might be taken to have
a demonstrative force, viz. "this agreement".

At present, however, there is not sufficient data for drawing any
conclusions as to the procedures involved in the deposition recorded
by the earlier group of dockets.

As for the reason why the deposition was instituted, there is no
evidence; but in all likelihood the advantage of the state was served.
Wilcken3 thought that it was motivated chiefly by the state's desire
to keep the economic activities of the natives under surveillance, and
he relegated financial considerations to second place. Praux4 regarded
the deposition as primarily a means for preserving the instruments.
But the evidence for deposition is restricted to demotic texts ; and
why should the same care not have been taken to preserve Greek
instruments? 1 am inclined to think that the deposition was just
another means of enriching the state by charging a deposition
fee and that financial considerations were paramount.5 In favor of

Gr. P. Paris 65 is concerned with innorations introduced in that year.
2 If there v, as really only one document submitted, it was probably returned

since it is stipulated in a number of demotic instruments that the debtor cannot
claim performance of his obligations so long as the instrument is in the possession
of the creditor. V. Chapter VIII supra.

3 V. Wilcken, 1927, p. 609.
4 V. Preaux, 1939, p. 320.
5 Keil, 1902, p. 305 n. 1, discussed the development of a system of compulsory

registration of private contracts by the financially distressed Hellenistic Greek
cities as a source of revenue. Cf. also E. Weiss, 1923, p. 392.
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Wilcken's view, however, is the fact that the evidence is confined to
demotic instruments.

One last unsolved problem may be noted in connection with the
earlier group of dockets ; namely, why dockets do not appear on all
the demotic instruments which were drawn up during the period when
the dockets were in use. There is no observable difference (e.g. the
lack of the names of witnesses) between those demotic instruments
which have dockets and those which do not. Wilcken suggested that
this was the result of some persons having omitted to make deposition
in order to avoid the payment of the fee, which he regarded as obliga-
tory.1 Prhux, on the other hand, regarded the existence of instruments
without dockets as indicating that deposition was optional.2

The Later Dockets:

The dockets which date from 146 B. C. onwards are more varied in
their forrnulae, which show local divergences as well as variant forms
within the same locality.3 A recurrent feature in all localities is, how-
ever, the reference to the "registration" (àvaypågoetv, lit. "writing up")
of the instruments or to their reception into the "register" (ditvaypagnj).4

These dockets have longs been identified with the subscripts (157roy-

pay9ai) which are referred to in Gr. P. Paris 65 as having been appended
to demotic instruments. This papyrus (dated February 8, 145 B. C.)
provides the text of a reply sent by the official Paniskos to a reques1
by a subordinate for information about the procedure recently adopted

V. Wilcken, 1927, p. 609. According to his reconstruction, the contracting
parties derived no advantage from the deposition. He reasoned that the deposi-
tion must therefore have been obligatory; otherwise no one would have bothered
to make deposit.

2 V. Praux, 1939, p. 321.
3 Consult the schematic presentation of the variants given by Wilcken, 1927,

pp. 609-610.
4 On the "registration" of decrees "in the public archives" in Athens consult

the recent discussion by G. Klaffenbach, 1960. I owe this reference to Prof.
A. L. Boegehold. Consult the comments on Klaffenbach's study made by J. and
L. Robert, 1961, pp. 140-141. For the fourth century B.C. references to "regi-
stration" (åvaypc'weiv) of private contracts see Aristotle, Polit. VI, 5, 8, 4 (p.
1321 b) and Theophrastos apud Stobaeus, Florilegium 44, 22.

5 Peyron, 1826, p. 151.
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for the deposition of Egyptian instruments in the district of Perithebas.'
The procedure is given as follows (11. 11-18):

Tb brevexOrlo-6pEvov 1?piv yeypamtdvov avvci1aypa t5irå tori povoyp-

å(oov elKovlZelv rolk rt; avvrj22ax6ra; Kai ijv ite7Z611Vral oiKovopiav

Kai Tå åv61aTs al'xrci)v 7taTp6aev vrciao-Eiv Kai (nroypdy9eiv illiä;

åvreraz&al eiç xpvaTto-påv (511/1o50-avrec; T611 TE xp61)01)

t57royeyp[å]q)apav 3iravaOairng tij; o-vyypag9/7; Kai Tbv (51' cdrik tik

avyypay917; zpévov.

"To make an abstract of the agreement which has been written
by the notary and is to be submitted to us, and to register the
parties to the agreement and the arrangement they have made and
their patronymics, and to subscribe that we have registered in the
public records, setting forth both the date on which we subscribed
- the contract having been submitted - and the date given in the
contract itself."

The translation of this passage presents serious difficulties. One is the
meaning of eiKovKelv, which may be taken to mean "to make a copy"2
or "to make an abstract".3EiKovKalv was also the verb used to denote
the description of individuals for official purposes.4 Such descriptions
set forth the distinguishing characteristics of the persons described but
did not go into more detail than was necessary for identification. Per-
haps the same sort of description was to be made of the demotic con-
tracts which were to be registered. It is known that Greek abstracts
(eip6peva) of Greek and demotic instruments were kept in the gra-

V. Gr. P. Paris 65/3-5: riiv ylvopévnv oinovapiav inrhp zo)[v] iv 7j Hepi

Nfla; Th9enévcov illynnri[cov] avva2aypcircov. I take this to mean "the Egyptian
agreements deposited in Perithebas," (so Preaux, 1939, p. 321) and not, as did
Hunt and Edgar, 1936, p. 565, "Egyptian agreements drawn ap in Perithebas".
The root meaning of ri9ercti is "to put" or "to place" (physically); and it is
attested with the meaning "to deposit" (of documents) in inscriptions from
Delphi (v. BCH 22 [1898] p. 95, no. 90/18, p. 107/12, and Collitz, 1877-1915,
2322/17. The compound verbs narari9ea9a1 and anonarari9ea9ca, were also
used with the meaning "to deposit"; v. Keil, 1902, p. 305 n.l.

2 This is the view supported by Wilcken, 1927, pp. 597-8, and adopted by
Preaux, 1939, p. 322 and n.l. The earlier bibliography is given by Wilcken.

3 This is the meaning adopted by Hunt and Edgar, 1936, p. 565, and by Prei-
sigke, 1915, p. 66.

LSJ9, p. 484 b and Preisigke, 1915, p. 66.
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pheion at Tebtynis in the early first century A. D.1; and perhaps

refers to a similar practice in the Ptolemaic period.

Another problem is who was thought to perform the  Eitcovkatv.  All

the authorities are agreed that ,57r(') roi). itovoypåtpov,  "by the notary,"

expresses the agent of the perf. pass. part.  7e;papp1ivv,  "written".2

But why, asked Wilcken, should Paniskos ha‘e bothered to state the

self-evident fact that the instrument had been drawn up by the notary?

According to his interpretation, Paniskos ished to express  ("aus-

driicken wollte")  that the ahotien was to be done by the same notary

ho had drawn up the instrument; and he suggested that one under-

stand an ai'yr6v, "he,"  (i. e.  the notary) before  EiKovKatv.  He pointed

out that the fut. pass. part. "which is to be submitted."

indicates that the took place before submission.

The argument based on the fut. pass. part, is quite strong and is

reinforced by the presence in line  17  of the genitive absolute  7rcycy-

Or;i6/7,-; ri7; av-,pcupi7;-,  "the instrument having been submitted". It is

possible, however, that the use of the future passive participle may

only indicate that as far as the registry was concerned the submission

did not take place until the preliminary had been accom-
plished.

I prefer to follow Praux in regarding the subject of  EiKovKm,  and

of  &ilirro-e1v and  inroypc"upetv as well,3 as indeterminite and in regarding

these three verbs as direct quotations from the orders to which Paniskos

was referring. To construe the notary as the subject of  aih-ovi;fav  seems

to me to overcomplicate the syntax and meaning of the sentence.

At all events there can be little doubt that the subscriptions menti-

oned in Gr. P. Paris 65 are none other than the archival dockets found

on demotic instruments after 146 B. C.4

I V. Husselman, 1944, p. 5.
2  V. Wilcken, op. eit. p. 597; Preaux, op. cit. p. 322 n.1.; and Hunt and Edgar,

1936, p. 565.
3 Wilcken, op. cit. p. 598, took the notary to be the subject of ivrdrn,v and

construed the ittid; of line 15 as the subject of  iJrro;..pri(pcn..
4 It should be noted that the wording of Gr. P. Paris 65 envisions the possi-

bility that the date of registration and the date appearing on the instrument might
differ. To the best of my knowledge all the dockets of this period are of the same
data as the instruments on s.shich they appear.
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Another text which merits attention in connection with the later
dockets is Gr. P. Tor. 1 col. 4/13-15 (117 B.C.) which cites a royal

decree:
d)(7at5Tto (ji; Kai npoo-Tåyparo.,.; åvilypa(poy npi Tot; (:(vayy-

pappfta uuvoi.):(iypara LKvpa dval

"and likewise (he read) also a copy of a decree to the effect that
unregistered Egyptian agreements are without (legal) effect."

According to Wilcken the decree cited was only a single paragraph
from a larger decree which reorganized the processing of demotic
instruments and from which the regulations in Paniskos' letter deri‘ed.

Wilcken theorized that the registration was optional rather than
oblieatory. He reasoned that since the law decreed that unregistered
instruments were ineffectual, there would have been no need to make

registration compulsory. Anyone who went to the trouble and expense
of havine an agreement drawn up in the first place would not want
to run the risk of its being ineffectual through lack of registration.

On the other hand, Gr. P. Paris 65 envisions the possibility that the
instrument would not have been registered on the same day it was
drawn up. Wilcken suggested that those who felt that there would be

no need to produce their instrurnents in court would have omitted the
registration and have avoided the payrnent of the fee. Unless there

was a statute of limitations (for which there is no evidence) the in-
struments could have been reeistered whenever it was thought needful.

On this basis, one may account for the large number of demotic in-
struments from this period which have no archival dockets.

In effect, the reform as Wilcken imagined it was partly a matter of

proced ure and partly a more subtle way of stimulating the registration
of demotic instruments. Whereas the earlier registration was obligatory
but of no benefit to the contracting parties, the new registration was
essential to the validity of the instruments and therefore did not need
to be obligatory.Wilcken2 also pointed out that beginning in the late sec-
ond century B.C. the same forms of docket as appear on demotic instru-
ments also appear on Greek instruments; and he concluded that both

I V. Wileken,  op. cit.  pp. 600-601.

2 V. op. cit.  p. 614.
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Greek and demotic instruments then underwent the same kind of
registration. Since his examination of the evidence indicated that this
special form of registration was not used for Greek instruments before
146 B.C., he concluded that the &va.;.payij-registration of both Greek
and demotic instruments was established in 146 B.C. by the same royal
decree.

Wilcken sought to characterize the earlier and later periods of
dockets on demotic instruments by contrasting an earlier "deposition"
with a later "registration"; and insofar as these terms are restricted to
the dockets themselves, this distinction Works well enough. Wilcken
did not, however, exclude the possibility that the procedure attendant
upon the earlier "deposition" might be termed a  registration;  but he
preferred to avoid the use of this term lest it lead to the equation of
the procedures underlying the earlier and later dockets.1

It appears, however, that Wilcken's terminology has led to a mis-
understanding. In Preaux's2 discussion of Wilcken's assertion that an
årayp(t(p-registration of Greek instruments did not exist prior to 146
B.C. in Egypt she says, "Il fond son opinion sur une donnee qu'il a
etablie en etudiant les souscriptions d'enregistrement que l'on trouve sur
les contrats demotiques, à savoir qu'iln'y a pas d'enregistrement avant
l'an 146. Cette methode deductive est dangereuse en principe ...". This
is not a fair statement of Wilcken's position. He did not deny the
existence of any sort of registration even for demotic contracts prior
to 146 B. C. hat he did deny was the existence of the special form of
c'tra;payij-registration, which he had reconstructed. before that date.3
Nor were Wilcken's conclusions regarding the evidence for the regi-
stration of Greek contracts prior to 146 B.C. based on deductions
from the demotic evidence. Indeed he said explicitly that there was
no  a priori  reason to expect that the (hytyp(mj-registration had not
been employed for Greek instruments prior to 146 B. C.4 His conclu-

op. cit. p. 608: "Wir konnen also von einer archivalischen Bilchfithrung
sprechen — vielleicht auch von einer Registrierung, wiewohl ich den Ausdruck
lieber vermeiden möchte, da er leicht irrefithren konnte".

2 V. Praux, 1939, pp. 318-319.
3 His position was correctly appreciated by l'ringsheim, 1950, p. 515. Whether

an (bytymuptj-registration of Greek instruments really did exist prior to 146 need
not concern us here.

4 V. Wilcken op. cit.  p. 614.
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sions were based upon his assessment of the Greek texts; and he ex-



pressed himself as follows: "Wir haben jedenfalls kein sicheres Zeugnis

ffir die Anagraphierung der Sechszeugenurkunden vor dem Jahre 146

gefunden."
It is clear that the depositions and registrations evidenced by the

Greek dockets on demotic instruments were Greek institutions. The

dockets are alwavs in Greek. and the terminology was that common to

archives throughout the Hellenistic world. The registration of private

agreements and transactions is already attested in the Greek mainland

in the fourth century B. C. and was extensively developed during the

third and second centuries B.C. by the impoverished Greek cities as a

source of revenue.'

I know of no dockets on Egyptian instruments in demotic which

can be linked to an act of registration. Malinine2 has termed the ends

of three li nes of abnormal hieratic on the right hand margin of abn. hier.

P. Louvre E 3228c "la formule d'enregistrement". He did not elaborate

upon this statement, and it is just as likely that the lines were only a

summary of the contents of the papyrus.4

The use of registers was by no means unknown to the Egyptians

of pre-Ptolemaic times, however; and they resorted to them when dis-

putes over property rights arose.3 Indeed, it has even been suggested

that paucity of private instruments before the 25th Dynasty was due

to an extensive reliance upon official registers to document private

transactions in preference to private documentation.5

A preli minary collection of data for the use of archives and registers

in Pharaonic Egypt indicates that a detailed study of this subject

would amply reward the labor expended.

I V. Busolt, 1920, pp. 489-490. The e‘idence for the introduction by the
Ptolemies of Greek methods of registration has been abundantly and convin-
cingly presented by J. Partsch, 1921, p. 77 sqq. See also H. J. Wolff, 1948, pp.
17-96.

2 V. Malinine, 1951, pp. 158-159.
3 A useful introduction to the pre-Ptolemaic evidence for the registration of

deeds has been furnished by W. Edgerton, 1934, pp. 298-301.
4 This is the opinion of Scidl, 1968, p. 24.
5 V. W. Spiegelberg, 1925:2, pp. 34-35. This view was cited approvingly by

Edgerton, op. cit. p. 301. Sethe's theory (1918, p. 377) that the itypaqw; yåfia; was
a marriage recorded in a public register is no longer tenable. V. Wolff, 1939, p. 48.
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97-98, 153.
45n. 2.
49.
49, 53.
44-50, 92-93.
62.
36, 37, 63.
34n. 2, 144-145, 149-150.
44 46, 53.
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62, 112, 151-152, 154-155, 157.
24.

hp
hn

r hn r

31,

55.

45,115,118,119,124,125,145.

hn, chest, 37, 40.

hn, agreement,
hrw

116-118, 164.
34, 44, 58.

173.t
n 1.6.t 44, 95n. 4.

113.t-sp 18.




hwn 30, 31, 33.

htr 58-59,115-116,125,133-140,142-

hrw
r hrw

s3
tn-s3

scnIJ
sw, day of month,
sw, grain
swn

143, 151-154, 157.

151, 153, 154.

82, 115,126, 138,142, 163,164.
44, 105, 125
19.

72-76.
43, 45, 82, 99n. 1.

Swtr 24, 26-28.
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sn-nw
s/yn

53,
41,

72.
61.

sh 133, 134, 138, 151, 163, 163.

sh 43, 45, 47, 60-61, 104-107, 114-115,

513
s3c

120-121, 124-125, 144-145.
112, 113n. 1.
55.




t 116-117, 124n. 3.





37-40, 63.
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hn 31.
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gll 162, 163, 165.





gst 53-54.





tny 29-30.
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M.X1 21-24.




ME(.92,K 34n. 2.




moyz 51.
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NZTE 63.




OEITIC 52.




TTC.2(e- 35n. 1.




pa- 49n. 5.




pcumc 36.




FMN 36.




CCUTC 113n.1.




coyo 72, 74.




coycN 43.




oy 42.




oycDT 72.




oyco? 113n.1.




oycyan 45n. 2, 48, 48n. 6.
C9COT 40.




gal- 33.




ZHMC 76.




zurt, mecessity. 134-135.




tax. 134-135.




ZTO 135.
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2T0r 134-135.
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52.
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188n. 5.
46n. 2.
52.
146, 167, 168, 170, 186.
183, 187.
183, 183n. 4, 186.
76.
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136.
109n. 2, 186.
147.
133, 167.
136, 147.
50n. 4.
88, 96, 99-103, 109.
103.
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37, 37n. 1.
43, 57, 88, 89, 147.
184.
107.
57, 88, 163, 164, 171-173, 175.
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SaveKco

101n. 1,
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119.
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åcivelov  45, 48, 48n. 5, 50, 50n. 1, 98n. 2, 101,
121.

öéxopaz  50n. 4.
(51w6cno,;  162, 164, 170.
özå 181.
åtaypawj  109n. 1.

(51a-ciprio-u;  97n. 2.
diScopi  43.
Sixawativg  31.
Sircti  136, 137, 140-143, 146, 157, 158, 174.

(515varo; 35.
179.

eiOVjW 181, 184, 185.

eip6peva  184.
exåiåwpi  109n. 2.

55.

1,ezvpci('.:co  112n. 2.
i)exopol,  132.
1,-/-acrao.)  185, 185n. 3.

175.

Zearl  148, 149, I49n. 2, 169, 175.
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7-riripov  164, 165, 168, 170.

63n. 1.
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Epavo;  48.
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ebluircop  29, 30.
ebpriabloyia  136.
49060;  167, 168.
&co 49n. 8, 59, 89, 90, 95-98, 99n. 1,

100-103, 109n. 1, 121.

ewç  55.
56, 57, 57n. 2, 167.

,9vaia  165, 173, 177.
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iep6;  32, 161, 167, 168, 171-173, 174n. 1.

TTI  52.
za9amig  52, 75.
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.xarafici;11.(o  180n. 5.
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"1.),co
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flealTeia

11E011-11;-

flraflo)eÔç

peraflo)4

perdflo1o;

PriroP
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véoç

vixigo6po;

vöpo;

oixovåpo;

5,1vpa

Opo,loyia

åpo,lo^/co

Ooei).co

napaxara94xli

zapa9ifixii

napcimva
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ItiTCTCO
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rcpôåoila

npoåoparlx.
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73-75.
136, 175.
123n. 4.
156, 156n. 3, 157.
33, 35.
65, 66n. 1, 184, 185.
32.
117.
117.
117.
117.
39.
39n. 1.
39n. 1.
32.
96n. 1.
30, 31, 52, 72-76.
32.
127, 137n. 2, 175.
41.
73-75.
122.
35, 35n. 3, 43, 89, 90, 98,
172, 173.
48.
48.
97.
121.
180, 180n. 3.5, 181.
120n. 2, 122, 123, 146.
88, 140-142, 155, 157, 175.
122, 123.
45, 95, 95n. 4, 96, 96n. 5.
96n. 1.
113.
167, 168, 170, 173.
49n. 8.
50, 50n. 1.
72-76.
32.
72-74.
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axorciÅri 54, 54n. 1.2.
mcvsai; 54n. 1.
a7rovå4 165, 173, 177.
arepeb; 72, 74-76.
ate(oav,/çoôpoç 31, 33.
avyypa(oj 89,101,107,114n. 2,120n. 2,




126, 127, 146, 164, 184, 185.
uvvåLlaypa 180-182, 184, 184n. 1, 186.
croireipa 31.
acovip 24, 25.
TåTTCO 104n. 3.




zeÅcbvw 181.




ti9ript 184.




ripcio.) 43.




43, 50n. 4, 88-90, 167
Tpcin*£ 180n. 3.




rpN9izi; avyypay4 126, 127.




-cf.5fli 





41.




tind),Åaylia 113n. 2, 124.




ôirép&öiç 59, 136.




tinoypawi 183.




f)7wyp6(aco 184, 185, 185n. 3.




brco,94;o7 114n. 2, 122, 123.




t)ncizezpal 127.




inr6,loyo; 50n. 4.




inrozi9ruit 120n. 2, 123.




wpvij 97.




Sorhui 35n. 2.






qn,liz381çoo5. 20, 21.




20.




qn).olujrcop 20, 21, 23, 31.




(oblorticz-cop 20, 21, 30.




çowop6poç 31, 33.




xeipbypaymv 89.




xpiien; 48, 48n. 5, 50, 50n. 1.
cbvti 120n. 2, 122, 123.
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Abbott, Henry 11.
acknowledgement 89, 95-97, 99n. 1, 105, 114, 116, 122,

140n. 1, 163.
of indebtedness, abstract 47.
of indebtedness 47-48, 51, 56, 59, 147.

agent 102.
agreement 48, 56, 83, 84, 87, 99, 100n. 1, 104, 106,

116, 117, 124, 142, 147, 157, 167,
168, 173, 177n. 1, 182, 188.

antichresis 110n. 1.
approval 50, 51.
Aramaic sources 42, 112n. 3, 126n. 1, 144n. 1, 149-150.
authority, of instruments 156.
bailment 47, 99, 100.
bank 91, 102, 179, 180.
cheirograph 89, 90, 102.
clausula salvatoria  56, 82, 142, 163.
claim 47, 49, 87, 92, 93, 105, 107, 113, 116,

119, 127.
conditions 56, 116, 157.
contract 83, 87, 88, 90, 92, 99, 100, 105, 106,

114, 139, 161, 167-169.
distinguished from instrument 83.

courts 147, 186.
of Khrematistai 164, 175.

credibility 62, 138-140, 142, 150-158.
credit 50, 85, 93, 95n. 3, 103.
date, formula 13n. 1, 18-33, 89.
datio in solutum  91-92.
debt 47, 49, 55-59, 85, 86, 90, 99, 101, 102,

111, 113-121, 123, 124, 128, 138,
139, 159, 165, 167.
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deposit 48, 49, 106, 117, 174.
depcsition, of instruments 179-188.
docket 18, 81, 84, 91, 118, 179-188.
dowry 98, 146.
earnest-money 48.
effective, at law 156.
endowment 105, 126.
execution 115, 121-124, 128, 146, 153-155, 157.

clause of 133-143, 155, 157, 158.
fiction, legal 91. 101.
fine 56n. 2.
forfeiture 115, 117, 123n. 1.
grain, forrnulae govern ng quality of 52, 72-76.
grains, relative value of 73n. 3, 76.
auarantor 64.
home-sty les 37n. 1.
homology 88-90, 122.
hostage 130, 132.
interest 47, 48, 85, 146.
lease 51, 55, 56, 59, 95, 96, 98, 99, 102, 103,

106.
liability 87, 106, 137.

general, of debtor's property 124-128, 132, 138, 140, 142.
personal 128-130. 132, 158.

lien 114, 115.
loan 42, 45n. 2, 48, 50, 51, 56n. 3, 73, 83,

85, 88-92, 98, 100-102, 120-123,
138, 140n. 1, 147, 169.

market 85.
measures 52-53.
Memphis 12, 30, 33, 40-41.
merchant 39-40, 84-85.
mortgage 119-124, 132.
mulct 56, 82, 90, 107, 138, 142, 143, 158-178.
Nectanebo 11, cult of 82.
nomen actionis 49, 93.
notary 65, 66, 76, 84, 88, 155, 185.
obligation 54-57, 88-90, 92, 94, 98-103, 107-109,

115, 116, 134, 135, 137, 139, 140,
142, 143, 163, 165n. 2.

discharge of 55, 56, 147.
extinguishment of 94, 107, 113, 147.

participium conjunctunl 21-24, 29.
payment 51, 55, 56, 61, 91, 96, 99-104, 106, 107,

112,118,123,142,166,173, 174, 181.
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distinguished from performance 146.
evidence of 103, 105-109, 143-150.

penalty 55-58, 73n. 3, 86, 107, 139, 142, 146,
160, 169, 177.

performance 56, 59.
distinguished from payment 146.
evidence of 143-150.

pledge 110-113.
principal 47.
price 43, 73n. 3, 83-92, 99, 100, 104, 105,

108, 111, 114.
promise 52, 56, 86, 87, 98, 107, 114, 138, 147,

154, 166, 167.
Ptolemy IX Soter II, as priest 25-29.
receipt 43, 44, 47, 50, 51, 61, 86, 87n. 5, 90,

91, 94-109, 111, 146, 148.
dispositive 94, 107.
evidential 94.
Greek 99-103.
in Demotic instruments 94-109.
paragraph of Type 11 50, 51, 104-107.

reconveyance 120, 122.
registration, of instruments 179-188.
release 51, 106, 115, 120, 121, 123, 165.
rent 51, 96, 99, 101n. 1, 102, 106.
repayment 51, 52, 57, 85, 86, 98. 100-102, 111,

117, 119, 120, 139, 167, 168.
default in 57.

representative 62, 112, 152, 154-158.
retention 108.
sale 43, 87-88, 91, 99, 100n. 1, 104-108,

113, 118-122, 127, 167.
conditional 114-115, 118, 121-124.
confirmation of 119.
Greek 87-88, 98, 100.
Roman 87n. 2.
with deferred delivery 12, 47, 50, 56, 59, 86-90, 92, 98, 138,

140n. 1.
sales-tax 114, 118, 119, 132.
satisfaction 99, 100n. 1, 108.

clause of 50.
paragraph of 99, 100, 104-106.

Saqqara 11-13, 67, 77.
security 62, 110-132.

general, paragraph of 124-128, 157, 158.
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sequestration 113.
speculation 85-86.
society, , cult 112, 164, 173.
surety 59, 64, 84, 129, 136, 139, 146, 175.
title

conveyance of
trader
transaction
term, for delivery etc.

additional
trustee 116-119.
warranty 87n. 5.
wife, credibility of 152-153.
withdrawal 112-115, 118-120.

instrument of 107, 114.
witness 15, 18, 81, 102, 114.

100, 108, 113.
99, 113.
39-40, 43.
56n. 2, 87,
49, 55, 57,
55, 57, 58.

94, 99, 115, 156, 188.
59, 84, 86, 87, 114, 139, 142.
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